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De Gaulle, lastedEuropean war leaders, dies

CHARLES DeGAULLE
Dead at 79

PARIS (AP) - Charles de ' neous services in Notre Dame
Gaulle is dead in his 80th year.' ¦ ¦¦. ¦' Cathedral and all the nation's
churches. All the church bells,
The 6-foot-4 general who led
in France's magnificent catheFrance back from the ashes of
drals and in tiny chapels, will
World War II defeat and then
peal out their message.
saved it again from the chaos o£
1958, succumbed Monday night y
A little before 7 p.m. De
to a ruptured aneurism, a circuGaulle stepped out of his office
latory ailment. His death did
in his country retreat, put both
not become known until today,
hands below his waist, and told
and France plunged into mournhis wife Yvonne, "Oh, how it
ing.
hurts." .
He slipped to the floor, and a
Far removed from the miliservant immediately called the
tary and political battles that
doctor and the Rev. Claude
immortalized him, De Gaulle
Jaugey, the village priest. Father Jaugey said that When he ardied at his country home in Colrived he was hurried to the secombey-les-deux-Eglises, ? where
ond-floor room where he saw De
the funeral will be held ThursGaulle stretched out on the
day with a minimum of pomp in
floor , fully dressed in a dark
keeping with his wish. No offisuit.'cial government representative
will be present, but at the same
Father Jaugey said De Gaulle
time Ffcance will have a day of
was not dead, but seemed to be
national mourning with simultaunconscious.

"He was suffering terribly,"
the priest said.
An earlier account reaching
Paris had said De Gaulle was
seated in an armchair waiting
for the evening television newscast when he died.
The priest said that when he
left the De Gaulle home the former president was dead. Father
Jaugey was asked to promise to
remain silent.
The nation's tribute to its
longtime leader will be in accordance with his wishes.
"I do not wish a national funeral," he said in a document
dated 1952. , "No president, no
ministers, no parhamentary
committees, no representatives
. of government organs. Only the
French military service may
take part officially ... No
speech will be pronounced."
At Key Biscayne, Fla., the

Florida White House announced
that President Nixon will fly to
Paris Thursday to attend a state
memorial service for De Gaulle
in the Cathedral of Notre Dame.
De Gaulle escaped assassination attempts three times, and
for many it was hard to believe
that he had died peacefully
Colonibey - les - deux-E^lises
—Colombey of the two churches
(For more on De Gaulle,
see pages 7a and 16a)

? ^^M^V^^MVWWM .

—is 16 miles east of Paris. Presi- ¦
; dent Georges Pompidou will go
there Wednesday to pay his personal tribute.
The last of the great leaders
of the European war in 193945
had lived in retirement in the
village since he resigned from :
the presidency in April 1969. He

had been writing his memoirs.
Ruthlessly brushing aside his
At his death De Gaulle was
military supporters who wanted
just 13 days short of his 80th
to keep Algeria French, he endbirthday. He was born in Lille
ed the war in North Africa ,
Nov. 22, 1890.
freed France from her colonial
encumbrances, and then foundThe National Assembly halted
ed the Fifth Republic, giving it
its morning session on learning
a strong presidential form of
of the death. Radio stations begovernment.
gan playing solemn music.
An ebscure army brigadier
An autocraft who brooked no
Interference, De Gaulle quit the
when^ France fell in 1940, De
presidency and retired to his
Gaulle seized the leadership of
country home when the French
those who would not give in to
electorate failed to support
defeat and welded the Free
some comparatively minor 'conFrench movement.
changes he demandAfter leading his forces back ¦ stitutional
:
to Paris, he headed a provision- ' «d. ' ?
Visitors last month to De
al government until January
Gaulle reported him In fine
1946, when he took his first
health, relaxed, an j attentive
walkout from the factional polihost and mentally vigorous. In
tics which plagued prewar
France and revived quickly aftJune, he and his wife made a
motor trip to Spain.
er the war.
De Gaulle stamped his perHe returned to power in June
( Continued on page 16a, col. 5)
1958, when the Algerian war
DeGaolle dies
threatened to split France apart.
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US. generals Reds slash
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returned in
north front
good shape
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ANKARA, Turkey (AP) - retr's Army section, and Col.
Two U.S. Army generals and a Cevat Denli, a Turkish liaison
Turkish colonel returned to Tur- officer, were inspecting military
key from Soviet Armenia today, installations near the Soviet borthree Weeks after their light der on Oct. 21 and were on a
Elane landed 12 miles across the flight from Erzurum to Kars.
order and they were interned. The pilot, Army Maj. James P.
The Turkish Foreign Ministry Russell/ 42, told consular offisaid the men were "healthy and cials high winds caused him to
miscalculate his course. The
In good shape?'
U.S.
government contended the
Tass, the Soviet news agency,
satdlthe generals' U.S. Army pi- plane strayed across the border.
lot also ^as released and would Tass said the Soviet governfly. back their six-seat, twin-en- ment decided to release the offigine plane* as soon as weather cers after "a thorough investipermitted.
gation into the circumstances of
*
.JILJSffelgnv Ministry source the violation of the state frontier
of
the
U.S.S.R.
and
the degree
said Turkish and Soviet generguilt of the persons who wer0,
al* and civilian officials nego- of
tiated at the border town of Ki- on board."
zilcakcak for nine hours, pre- It said their release was orsumably working out details of dered in view of "the results of
the release. The officers were the investigation arid the regret,
freed at 7 a.m. and were driven expressed by the governments
to Kars, 40 miles southwest of of the United States and Turkey,
the Soviet frontier, to take a and also taking into consideraTurkish military plane to An- tion appropriate assurances
'
from their side."
kara.
Kizilcakeak Is halfway be- The Soviet, ambassador to the
tween Kars and Leninakan, in United States, Anatoly F. DoSoviet Armenia, where the offi- brynin, informed Secretary of
cers' plane, landed and they State ' William P. Rogers about
were held.
12 hours before the generals
Maj. Gen. Edward C. D. were released.
Scherrer, 57, chief of the U.S.
military mission in Turkey ; Relations between the connBrig. Gen. Claude M. Mc- tries were strained during the
Quarrie Jr., 46, head of Scher- detention.

Rochester
residents:
why here?
By DON WATERS
ROCHESTER , N. Y. (AP) — In the first hours of Columbus Day, five closely timed dynamite bombs exploded at a
Federal building and a county building, a pair of black
churches and a union offic ial's home.
Rochester was a prosperous and, until the bombs, peaceful city of 290,000. Why the violence?
Fifteen days later, terrorists struck again. Dynamite
bombs exploded at two synagogues.
Another synagogue and another bombing three days after
election day. This time a fuse-type device exploded shortly
after 1 a.m., blowing two holes in the rear of Temple Beth
Amin suburban Henrietta.
The private home that was the bombers' target is occupied by Richard T. Clark, business agent for four Rochester locals of the Operating Engineers Union, and his
family.
, „ . , i.
Some people see in the bombings, especially of the
churches and synagogues, as the work of neo-NazJ rightists.
Others, mindful of leftist extremists implicated in bombings
of governmental buildings elsewhere in the nation, feel a
radical element may be trying to bring revolution to Rochester.
. . .
City and law enforcement officials say tney are not sure
which end of the political spectrum can be blamed for the
flttnckfl
Above all, there is the general puzzlement over why Rochester was chosen to be hit.
Most residents view Rochester as a stable, orderly community that has one of tho lowest unemployment rates and
best-paid work forces in the nation.
In recent months, however , several thousand workers at
two General Motors Corp. plants have been idled by tlio
nationwide strike against the carmaker and a clothing plant
laid off 400 workers.
Additionally there has been over recent years an influx
of minority groups, especially Negroe,s and Puerto Ricans,
Into the city, with an attendant exodus of whites into
the suburbs.
There are now an estimated 50,000 blacks and more than
15,000 Spanish-speaking residents in the city, most concentrated in the deteriorating North Side. Rochester's present
population of 21)0,000 is a decline from 332,000 in 1050.
(Continued on page 15a,col. 1)
Rochester

PHNOM PENH (AP) — The
heaviest North Vietnamese-Viet
Cong attacks in two months
threw the Cambodian government's northern front into disarray today and cut it off from
Phnom Penh.
Two towns, an airport and two
bridges were hit. Thousands of
reinforcements trying to reach
the battle zone were reported
blocked by destruction of a
large bridge during the night.

A Cambodian communique
said North Vietnamese troops
attacked the airport at Kom5iong Cham, the country's third
argest city which is 47 miles
hortheaast of Phnom Penh, and
simultaneously made assaults
against the district capitals of
Prey Toutong Troeung and
Skoun, en a line running west of
Kompong Cham some 32 miles.
A spokesman said the government troops at Troeung were
nearly surrounded and in danger of being overrun before they
fled in confusion,* half to the
east and half to the west.
Skoun, 35 miles north of
Phnom Penh at the junction of
Highways 6 and 7, came under
attack for the second time in
less than 24 hours. Earlier Monday, before dawn, North Vietnamese troops had fought their
way to within 50 yards of the
Cambodian army's, command
post before they were driven
out.
Fighter-bombers flew
heavy strikes against enemy assault formations along Highway
7, which was closed between
Skoun and Kompong Cham, 25
miles to the east.
One bridge near Trocnng was
destroyed. A second span, on
Highway 6 and 25 miles north of
Phnom Penh, was reported
knocked out by mines. This
blocked the . advance of reinforcements sent north from
Phnom Penh , JbvA. the spokesman expressed confidence they
would get through.
The action coincided with the
17th anniversary of Cambodia's
independence from French rule.

Inside

fluAck All six occupants
Ul dall of the Mississippi
Valley Airways plane that
crashed Monday on foggy
F r e n c h Island near La
Crosse, Wis., remain hospitalized today — story and
pictures, page 3a.
UdfDdgB Council Mondny night decided to retain
its present garbage collection contract after extensive
review of complaints about
service — story, page 3a.
GMI II C C o n v i n c e d it
0|IIII9
wnsn 't impossible,
scientists who set out on a
mission to fight ocean oil
spills now say they have
come up with oil-gobbling
microbes which do their job,
tlien quietly self-destruct —
story, page 4a.
NWA ^liking employes
"«« of Northwest Airlines Monday refused to
vote on a contract offer , despite word that union strike
benefits would end at midnight tonight — stories, page
5a.

Dynamite *££ £

of dynamite found in a car
in Minneapolis Sunday apparently is not part of the
explosives stolen in Jackson County, Wis. ~ stories,
page 7a.

Union official: Ifs not enouglr

Rail wage recommendation spurned

By NEIL GILBRIDE
WASHINGTON .CAP) -A key union official has
spurned a 'White House board 's recommendation
for the largest wage settlement in railroad history
— a 36 per? cent pay increase over three years for
more than 509,000 workers.
"It's not enough," said C. L. Dennis, president
of the Brotherhood of Railway and Airline Clerks,
after the recommendation was made public Monday. The panel called for boosting the average
wage of the workers from the current $3.68 hourly
level to $5.00 over the life of the contract.
Dennis, however, said the recommendations of
the five-member board, appointed by President
Nixon to head off a threatened nationwide rail
strike, could serve as the basis for further talks.
"It could be the basis for real bard, gut negoti-

ations," said Dennis, whose union is the largest of
the four AFL-CIO organizations in the wage dispute, representing about 75 per cent of all rail workers. :
Under the Railway labor Act, strikes or lockouts are prohibited for 30 days after the hoard's report; The earliest the unions- could strike is 12:01
a.m. pec. io.
The other unions involved represent trainmen,
track maintenance employes and dining car workers.; .
A - ¦; ,_
The board, headed by private arbitrator Lewis
M; Gill of Merion, Pa;, recommended a 5 per cent
wage hike retroactive -to last Jan. 1, another 32
cents or 8.5 per cent retroactive to Nov. 1, 1970,
another 4 per cen£ April 1, 1971, and three additional 5 per cent boosts effective Oct. 1, 1971, April
1, 1972, and Oct. 1,1972.

The compounded total of 36 per cent compares
with the union's demands of 40 per cent and the
railroad industry's last offer totaling 13 per cent.
"They 're short on money," said Dennis of the
board's recommendations, even though conceding
it was the biggest wage offer in rail history.
"In view of 'runaway inflation, that's the reason
why they have to put more on the table," he said.
But the board recommended against union demands for increased vacations, holidays ard for
cost-of-living pay.
The board also urged negotiations on a number
of industry demands for rules that would eventually
reduce the work force .' •— usually a very difficult
area of discussion.
Dennis said he had a meeting scheduled with
chief rail industry negotiator John P. Hiltz for 10
a.m. Thursday to discuss the recommendations.

Optimism
surrounds
GM talks

RAIL ANNOUNCEMENT . . . Lewis M.
Gill, left, chairman of a presidential railway
emergency board , and Secretary of Labor
James D. Hodgson, announce recommendations of the board in a White House news

conference. Suggestions included wage increases in steps through 1972 and formation
of a joint labor-industry committee for longrange study. (AP Photofax)

Two near Cuban 'base '

U.S. playing down
Soviet ship movement

By ROBERT A. DOBKIN
istration has tried to keep
• WASHINGTON (AP) the controversy over - the
Government officials a r e
episode in a low key.
playing down the moveThere were reports last
ment of two Soviet ships tomonth , which the adminisward the Cuban port where
tration never confirmed pubthe United States recently
licly, of a secret U.S.-Ruscharged the Russians were
sian understanding in which
building a submarine base.
the Soviets agreed to stop
their activities at Cien"I wouldn 't want to charfuegos.
acterize any concern. I'm
The White House hedged
just advising where they
against saying straight out
are," said Pentagon spokesa sub base was being built
man Jerry W. Freidhelrri<jn.
until the day before last
reporting Monday that a
week's election. Then comsubmarine tender and a salvage tug were again Hearing Cienfuegos.
Two stages
Moscow repeatedly has
Parents go through two
denied it is building a sub
base in Cuba , but the con- stages with kids. First, when
stant presence of tho, two they'rd young and you try to
ships in tho Caribbean lias get them to talk, and second,
otherwise remained a mys- when they're older and you try
to get them to listen . . . When
tery.
The Pentagon Sept. 25 re- a secretary marriCs her boss,
ported evidence of construc- she gives up being a secretary
tion on what it said could bo and he gives up being the boss
a Russian sub base, and tho . .. Taffy Tuttle explained he*
White Houso responded by method tor giving up smoking:
drawing a parallel with the "1 carry wet matches" . . . If
1052 Cuban missile crisis, a housewife stays within her
warning of serious conse- budget, sho deserves credit. In
fact , that's tho only way slue
quences.
But since then tho admin- can do it.

munications director Herbert Klein said , "There is
no question but that they
tried to build a submarine
base." He added , however,
the Russians had halted
construction and removed
all equipment after the administration applied "strong
but quiet diplomacy."
But two Russian barges
and o t h e r equipment
brought into Cienfuegos ln
September remain in the
harbor. The tug and sub
tendor r-which would play a
key role ni submarine support facility, were reported
Monday to be within a
day 's cruise of the harbor.
When the two ships loft
Cienfuegos en Cuba's southern coast Oct. 13, tho Pentagon said it wns less likely Uie Russians were building a base.
Now tho Pentagon won't
say if their return would
make construction scorn
more likely.
Tho administration has
never made public any evidence which led it to suspect tho Russians wpro
planning a base.

By STEPHEN H. WILDSTROM
DETROIT (AP) — Bargainers
for the United Auto Workers
and General Motors Corp.
planned to resume! contract
talks today after a 17-hour negotiating session failed to produce
a settlement of an eight-weekold strike.
The* negotiators had met from
9 a.m. Monday until 2:10 a.m.
today, breaking only for meals.
GM Vice President Earl
Bramblett and UAW President
Leonard Woodcock had no comment as they left the bargaining
suite at the" GM midtown Detroit
headquarters.
Highly placed sources had expressed optimism Monday that

settlement was imminent. One
said chances of a tentative
agreement today were "50-50
... if you want to be optimistic."
Negotiators are working under great pressure) since GM
has said that if agreement is not
reached today, production at the
world's-Iargest industrial corporation could not resume until
Dec. 1, and that any prolongation of the strike) could push the
startup date into the new year.
They are also working under
a threat of federal intervention,
posed 10 days ago by J. Curtis
Counts, director of the Federal
Mediation and Con dilation
Service, who said the government would step in If progress
were not made soon.
The strike, ln its 58th day today, has Idled oveV 400,000 GM
employes and thousands more
at supplier firms. It has had a
chilling effect throughout the
economy.
While sources say GM has not
made an offer to replace" the one
rejected by the union shortly befor the strike began Sept. 15,
there reportedly has been move?ment at the bargaining table on
several key issues.
There" has been no official
confirmation of the reports of
progress because a news blackout on the negotiations has been
in effect since Oct. 30.
Woodcock was to discuss the)
situation today with the seven
other top officers of the union ,
who could in turn recommend
action to a meeting of the UAW
International Executive Board
INTO THE NIGHT . . . lateV in the day.
Three union negotiators enIn addition to (do notional
ter tlie General Motors contract , supplemental agreeBuilding that is being used ments must b» reached at all
for talks. Tho three men GM's 162 facilities in the United
appeared to bo carrying States and Canada. Tlired new
were reached Monfood ln to the other mem- agreements
day,
the total of local
bringing
bers. The General Motors
settlements to 03.
Corp. and the United Auto
Local agreements have been
Workers negotiators have reached at 36 of the 54 so-called
agreed to work all night . "key" plants, vital to GM's re(AP Photofax)
turn to full production.
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CRASH SCENE ... . Its wings and motors torn off and its cockpit ripped
apart, this Mississippi Valley Airways plane rests on French Island, near La'
Crosse, Wis. The lane crashed '
while attempting an instrument landing

at the La Crosse Airport. The plane, after sawing a path through the trees of
the island, came to rest 15 feet from a cottage owned by La Crosse Alderman
. ^
Ferdinand Sontag. (Daily News Photos )

Six hospitalized ^

Investigation continue info

. By BARB MANDERFELD
Daily News Staff Writer

Next came a call from the
county traffic police,, indicating
a plane was down. Fiveminutes
later, the downing was confirmed.
AN FAA spokesman said that
minimum conditions — 500 foot
ceiling and three-quarters of a
mile visibility on the drozling,
foggy day — were within the
minimum Mississippi Valley set
for its planes.
The turbo prop cut ai narrowing, deepening swath through
the 75-100 foot tall grove of
trees as its wings and motors
were torn off and cockpit ripped

apart during its 175 foot plunge
onto the extreme ribrth end of
foggy French Island in the Mississippi River near the airport.
^
a cotIt stopped 15 fee/(from
tage owned by La XJrosse alderman Ferdinand Sontag. First at
the scene was George kastner
and his wife, Ruth, residents
of the island's northwest tip.
"I heard the plane coming
in, but paid no attention to it,"
Kastner said.
*T near a lot of planes," he
said. "I heard the crash just
a few minutes later. I looked
out the window, saw this plane

which landed in an upright position, was not badly damaged.
The airline is fully covered by
LA CROSSE, Wis. - The Nainsurance.
SHEARED PATH . . , The 75 to 100 foot
ing swath can be traced through? the grove.
tional Transport Safety Board,
The normal flight schedule tall French Island trees? felt the impact of
The
plane crashed at the northern tip of the
advised by the Federal Aviation
for the airlines was expected
¦.island. ? ? ¦ .,
crash
landing
of
a
Mississippi
Agency, Milwaukee, Wis. , is
to resume this afternoon when Valley Airways plane. A narrowing, deepencontinuing its investigation toMississippi Valley would fly four
day into tbe cause of a Missisof its five afternoon flights Mtit
sippi Valley Airways plane
its sole remaining plane and a
crash here
which hoscommuter service would fly the
pitalized six persons, two of
fifth.
whom remain in serious condiA new craft to replace the
tion today.
SALVAGE value on -the $350,- wrecked one is due for arrival
As of this noon, no cause had
000 plane was expected to be in about a week, Koos said, thus
bringing
airline back to its
been determined and officials
"quite, a bit," according to Koos full fleet the
of
two.
were waiting to speak to pilot
who indicated the fuselage, Discussing
the construction of
Paul Tyvand, Onalaska, "Wis.,
the high-wing Twin Otter, Koos
who is in serious condition after
By FRANK UHLIG
addeid: "I can't emphasize enbetween city officials and con- collect garbage at various lo"*
undergoing
surgery
tractor had worsened the diffi- cations and charged the cost to
ough my convictions in the past
"¦" '- ¦¦
Daily News Staff Writer
The investigation is
culties at times. Darby also saw Refuse Disposal, Schima said.
that this is the safest airplane
expected to continue today
I've seen. Had the one pas- A City Council hearing on pos- some local politics lurking in He said the hearing procedure
through Wednesday. '. .¦.:
senger ( Brother Thomas) been sible abrogation of the city 's the background, observing that was started , because satisfacBesides the pUot, Brother
sitting in the rear , we would garbage* collection contract the city had made inquiries tory response apparently could
Daniel Thomas, 29, a member
expect no serious injury other brought a pledge by the: con- about combined rubbish-garbage be gotten in no other way.
of St. Albert's College, Dominitractor to do letter and a de- collection to Young and this ap- Schima also noted that Refuse
than to the pilot."
can Order, Oakland, Calif., also
The 13-month-pld Mississippi cision by the council to go the parently a r o u s e d opposition Disposal had furnished, without
was in serious condition.. He
•
among some local trash haul- cost to the city, a large truck
Valley
Airways has had no exfra mile.
received a severe head injury
On
hand
to
answer
complaints
ers. ' •
with hydraulic lift for four days
other crash or near incident in
while Tyvand received a broken
listed
in
a
long
letter
"
by
the
year. The vehicle hauled
Acknowledging
that
the
lack
last
its
brief
history.
leg and a cut in his liver.
"I guess this is something city's health department was of communication existed, Ted all sorts of rubbish in connecOTHER occupants of the
Schima, city sanitarian, replied tion with a citywide cleanup
every airline in the world must t h e contrac- i
plane, all of whom are listed
that his office tried to call the campaign in May, 1969.
/•..
face. It's unfortunate it had to tor, Ralph H.
in satisfactory condition at La
Y o u n g , La
Llty
contractor a number of times Plastic cans are outlawed by
happen
so
early
in
our
history,
" Crosse, opera- ' -,
Crosse hospitals, are copilot*
••- but couldn't get through. On city ordinance because of their
Koos noted.
Bruce Waihanik, 24, Chicago,
other occasions, complaints ap- vulnerability to rats and mice
The airline has accumulated tor of Refuse Council
111.; Brother Gregory Lira , 30,
- ?.. ¦. : ¦ A. peared to bring no response and because they tend to crack
Disposal
Serv.
more than 600,000 miles and 3%
St. Albert's College, Oakland ,
million passenger miles while ice. The firm to collect city even after being repeated, he or break in winter and under
Calif.; Robert Berge, Minnea contract
said.
other stresses, Schima explainserving 15,000 passengers since holds
apolis, Minn., and Billy Wyman,
garbage until July 1, 1973, for
ed. A
its
inception.
SEVERAL kinds of tags are
Akron, Ohio.
,000 a year.
$72
Several Winona residents hold
supplied by the city, Schima YOUNG TOLD eouncDmen
Mississippi Valley Airlines
stock in the airline. President City officials had charged said, for affixing to garbage he'd rather not bypass or conFlight 106, a twin-engine Deis Norman Elsy, Wausau, Wis., that the collector had missed cans where deficiencies are no- demn any garbage can "beHaviland Otter, departed from
and Royal G. Them , 1351 Glen- collections at various sites for ted. These indicate the violation cause the garbage is all the
Minneapolis International
Air¦"
as- many as three weeks in a to owners and require their same to us." But crews still
view
Rd., is vice president.
"
. ? «verSort at 3:15 p.m.
row and that the firm Had fail- correction as a condition of fur- run
into many obstacles, includew Winona and was scheduled
ed without explanation to ad- ther service.
ing
duplication of complaints
Open house set here
for arrival at the La Crosse air'
to collection schedules on When equipment breakdowns and non-regulation
cans. He adport at 4:15 p.m.
several occasions. Moreover, occurred on several occasions mitted the firm erred
not
for departing
The 16-passenger plane was in
according to the health depart- last summer, Schima told coun- promptly notifying thein city
the process of making a normal
ment, Refuse Disposal had ig- cilmen, the department did not about breakdowns.
Chamber manaaer nored
Instrument approach to the runmany attempts at comnotice even though the Darby suggested that, instead
A farewell open house for munication about the lapses. As receive
way, said James Koos, vice
Gene Meeker , Winona Area a result the hearing had been contract requires immediate no- of continuing with contractpresident and general manager
tice by the contractor and the breaking procedures, the city
of Mississippi Valley.
Chamber of Commerce mana- called under provisions of the use
of substitute equipment. On and Young set up a series of
TANGLED WRECKAGE ' . .. The interior pitalized 'in La Crosse. Two of the six are list- ger, will be held Thursday from contract
"Everything appeared normal
possible)
as a
first step one or two occasions the de- meetings to work out differened
in
serious
condition
;
the
other
four
are
of
the
twin-engine
DeHaviland
Otter
aircraft
3:30 to 5:30 p.m . at the cham- toward breaking the contract. partment hired local haulers to ces.
to the time he crossed the midway intersection which was the can be seen through'the cockpit area. All six satisfactory.
ber offices, 163 Johnson St.
last communication we heard." occupants, including two crewmen, are hosMembers of the chamber SPEAKING for Refuse Disboard are sponsoring the affair, posal, Attorney Richard Darby
according* to Kermit Bergland , noted the contractor had made
a quarter - million collections
chamber president.
Must estimate cost
from Jan. 1to Oct. 31 this year.
In that time, he said, the city
had complained about 300
misses. He termed the overall
performance as (exceptional
By BARB MANDERFELD
duction in staff of about 18
from the statistical standpoint.
Dally News Staff Writer
elementary teachers and
Although the origins of city
The approval the school
when this age group reachA set of general specifications Junior Markwardt, rural Min- the past has been that it would action has yet been taken to set
complaints
are unknown to the board gave Monday evening
es secondary school an even
up
or
enforce
regulations.
It
Is
try
to
get
the
best
deal
for
the
present
nesota
City.
All
were
total
city
on which to estimate,
contractor, Darby said, there to an increase in the rate
larger reduction in staff at
protection of city residents, in- expected the County Board will
submit
ofand
all
declined
to
are good reasons for many of of census takers from 10 to
costs of operating a sanitary fers on a one-year basis. Mur- dustries and other institutions. have to act for areas outside of
the high school level," he
the so-called failures. A certain . 12 cents per name on the
continued, "It also means
landfill was adopted Monday phy protested that the owners Nelson wondered whether the municipal limits.
amount of blame can be laid to regular census and from 50
that if all the elementary
already bad offered sets of city shouldn't get moving with Nelson suggested that an ordinight by the City Council.
the public, he declared.
parochial schools in the disto 60 cents per name on tbe
The council told owners of prices and objected to further an ordinance to control kinds nance be drawn to designate
Contract terms do not require handicapped census brought
trict were to close we would
¦
of vehicles hauling refuse in the
In accordance with state reg:—L_ exposure of figures.
three potcntian official city landfill and that ulations, teams of evaluators pickup crews to search for gar- about a discussion on tbe
have room for about half of
_
city.
Mayor
Norman
E.
Indall
said
l
a
n
d
f
i
l
l
al
.
bage cans that people some- expected decrease in elethese students in our present
tight
regulations
be
imposed
on
are at Winona. Area Technical times seem to hide away,
the city wants to see what a The motion to accept specifisites that the
City
facilities. "
Dar- mentary enrollment in the
landfill would cost and how it cations passed unanimously but the types of hauling vehicles School today making evalua- by noted, and still they extend
figures would
One factor to be considdistrict over the next five or
can pay the expense. Council- the discussion didn't end there. that operate within the city. tions in each course area .
help the city CoUflCll
themselves in many Instances. six-year period.
ered, however, said Nelsen,
Every
vocational
school
in
the
LaufenburgCouncilman
Earl
Nelson
quickly
inCouncilmen
recalled
that
the
Barry
man
where
decide
|
_
In a single day, Darby told
is the possibility of an inAccording to census fig—* terposed the comment that the Winona County Board of Com- er wondered whether it wouldn't state must be evaluated every the council, crews encountered
to designate
crease in the number of
ures
this
year,
2,289
childeposit
two
years
to
qualify
for
for
cerwould
suffice
if
the
city
steps
up
enisn't
the
cost
missioners
had
warned
it
landfill
city
going
to
pay
an official
the following examples of fail- dren are between the ages
births in the next five years
of all the city's solid wastes: as such. These will be the re- insist that individuals from sur- forcement of its present ordin- tification and state aid.
ure
by
the
public
to
conform
when the post World War II
to
one and five while 3,127
The three owners, uniformly sponsibility of all depositors rounding areas be allowed to ances. Mayor Norman E. In- The evaluation is made on disposal regulations: 17 loca- of
youth marry.
children
are
between
the
proper
teaching
materials, the tions used plastic cans (specif
enthusiastic about being forced using the landfill and collection use the landfill along with the dall brought discussion to a halt
"It is dangerous, however,
icages of six and 10 in tho
into a competitive bidding situ- will bo the operator 's problem, city. Control of littering that by ruling that no decisions were use of visual aids, course con- cally forbidden by the ordi- district. The figures indito
make any long range pretent,
course direction , and ac- nance); 23 cans
results from uncontrolled haul- possible at the moment and the
ation, said they would supply he stated.
dictions
because of possible
contained
badly
cate a decrease of 838 chilestimates covering the next 2% THE CITY ailmlnlstifctton's ing is a sore topic with many council moved on to other busi- complishments in placing peo- wrapped, undrained bundles of dren in the one to
c h a n g e s in birth rates ,
five
age
ple,
including
where
they
are
.
years but not for a single year, attitude toward overfill costs in rural residents but no overall ness.
garbage;
17 dirty cans
growth of the community,
group.
placed and how they hiavd been were found.nndIn any
as proposed by the city. The
and percentage of children
such violaAllowing
for
some
error
accepted
by
industry.
period coincides with the retion
the
attending
parochial schools,"
ordinance
actually
borIn the one to four age group,
Evaluations are submitted to bids the collector
mainder of the city's garbage
Nelson noted.
to
make
the
Supt.
A.
L.
Nelson
suggests
tha state of Minnesota Depart- pickup, thus placing
"Wc should, however, sercollection and disposal contract
there will be at least 763
ment of Education, Vocational bility on the owner forresponsiiously examine any plan for
with Refuse Disposal Service,
adherfewer
children
in
grades
KDivision,
and
to
the
Vocational ence to sanitary regulations.
building expansion to take
La Crosse', Wis. Under the con6 in the public and parochial
Technical School.
care of what may be a temNevertheless, Darby went on , schools In 'Winona five years
tract tho firm collects garbage
Courses
that
are"
being evalu- all but the most flagrant
porary enrollment bulge. "
and makes its own provisions
cases from ^ow.
ated include accounting, A Sc P often
On basically the same subare
overlooked
for disposal at a landfill .
by
the
"Seventy-five ' percent of
mechanics, auto body repair, crCws.
ject
area, the board decidthe
K-6
children
in
the
disauto mechanics, business and
DIFFICULTIES are abundant
ed
to
table a discussion on
marketing, carpentry, civil eri- AT THREE public schools, trict attend public school so
on both sides. City Manager
Phelps Laboratory School
tho
reduction
in
our
enrollgineering, cosmetology, draft- Central and Madison elemenCarroll J. Fry told councilmen
enrollment for the 1971 year.
ing and design technology, elec- tary and Central Junior High , ment should be about 575
the city can't actually contract
Presently the K-6 children
children,
This
is
on
the
astronics, farm operation and garbage is consistently mixed
for disposal prices but wants
In
Goodview are attending
management, general office with other rubbish , week after sumption the population of
estimates as the foundation for
Phelps School; however,
the
Winona
area
does
not
Inclerk, medical secretarial sci- week, Darby told the" council.
possible future negotiations."
next year these children will
ence, general secretarial sci- Such mixing also is a code vio- crease in the next five years
Besides garbage, Fry remindbe enrolled in the new
and
that
parochial
schools
ence, machine, tool and die, lation nnd automatically reed there are industrial wastes
Goodview e l e m e n t a r y
practical nursing, soil conserva- lieves the collector of liability continue to operate with
school.
and ordinary household rubbish
about
the
same
percentage
tion and welding.
for removal of tho material.
to think about. Eventually , he
of
children
they now have,"
Area personnel on the evalu- Citing an especially tender
said , the city may want to think
he said.
1 Dennis grievance, Darby reported that
ation
teams
include
of
collection
combined
abou t
"This could moan a reDaly, 850 40th St., Goodview, three crewmen had been bitten
garbage and rubbish. ¦Bot h the
and
Tom
Graham
16(50
,
Edgeby
clogs
while
operator
trying
to
pick
up
landfill
the
city and
wood Rd., Winona , in account- garbage.
w 'll know more about the situing; Stanley Pctterson, 475 Darby conceded complaints
exa
year
's
gaining
ation alter
SCHOOL EVALUATION . . . Teams of James Kuethcr , Austin, carpentry, and Ger- pien View Ct., Winonn , business about
service lapses were legitiperience, he said.
evaluators are evaluating courses at Winona ald Johnson, Minneapolis , drafting and de- and marketing; Steve Halver- mate. Truck breakdowns hnd
operators
potential
Wed.—8 p.m. in the Aerie Room
The three
sign , and Bud Jaguseh, supervisor of the
Area Technical School today. Pictured from
are Zcnke Biros., whose property left are William Hemsey, director of Wi- State of Minnesota evaluation committee, son, Chatfield , carpentry, and occurred nnd repairs couldn 't sUnrfl
wwrf KwoWc , w.p. ;
Alex Siebenaler, Lewiston, soil be obtained in time, he said , %c ^~Nr
Is in Homer Township; James
(Daily
Nows
Photo)
conservation.
and
a
lock
of
communication
evaluators
Murphy, Wilson Township; and nona Area Technical School,
and called the sheriff's depart*
ment."
Brother Thomas was the only
unconscious .victim? First to escape the wreckage was Berge
who then helped the co-pilot
Warhanik out. The pilot was
then released; and with the assistance of neighbors and the
county traffic police, the remaining passengers were removed.

City garbage collection
difficulties are aired

,.

Landfill specifications adopted

¦ ¦' ¦ ¦
.
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Vo-tech school
understate
evaluation

Lower elementary
enrollment seen

\rn_W Eagles Regular Meeting
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By Ed Dodd
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tacfy ffc/cf/er
is not 'manly

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — Miss Orin O'Brien, the attractive, S-foot-9\lnch bass fiddler with the New York Philharmonic, has her own
problems as the winter comes oh . . . dragging her 6-1% foot
bass fiddle, which is 9 inches taller than she is, in and out
of ram and snow and cabs and buses is among them.
But the crack by Los Angeles Philharmonic conductor Zubin Mehta that women in symphony orchestras "become men"
aroused her to battle.
"He 's a poor osychologist compared to Leonard Bernstein,"
veer Prospect*
said 35-isfa Miss O'Brien, daughton
singing
star
Johnny
Nash,
a
Interest
this week ; in Minne*
ter of two movie stars, George
plays her ballet
sota will shift to deer hunting
O'Brien and Marguerite Church- black who
which opens at sunrise Saturday
ill? "BB claimed women musi- teacher (picture titled "I Want
Much to Believe").
for only two days locally as well
cians see men undressing in SoThe
Friars' tribute to George
as in the rest of the state, infront of them. Well, we have Kirby was
great that it takes
cluding the "Big Woods" of norseparate.dressing rooms at the more time so
to
tell about it. Big
thern Minnesota. In fact, alNew York Philharmonic!"
hit besides m.c. Eli? Basse was
most half of the state lias only
For the 10 years that Bern- comedian Marvin Braverman
a one-day open season. There is
stein was musical director of from the Bronx whose real
no closed area.
the Philharmonic he presented name was Silber . . ... Joe E.
personal Christmas gifts each Lewis was a little groggy elecAs far as Southeastern
year to the more than 100 mem- tion night when somebody said,
Minnesota, including the
bers —¦ and that left an impres- "Goldberg's conceded." NodHardwood Memorial forest
sion. ¦:'.
ding, Joe ?E. said, "He always
area, the season remains the
"Instead of 'becoming men," was." . . . . / Ell Basse said,
same as in the past — "Two
said Miss O'Brien, "the other "Rockefeller's 'been in a whole
days shotguns, single slug,
girl in me Philharmonic, Evan- day and so tar he hasn't done
any deer". The area, Zone 4,
geline Benedetti, a cellist, and a damned thing."
is about twice as large as in
I, find a gentleness and a.»ice- TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: Afformer seasons. It is boundness from the men. She's mar- ter watching all those medical
ed by highways clearly indiried to a trumpet player. On shows on TV, Pat Cooper figcated on. the map in the
tour we may go to dinner with ured out what doctors carry in
?iampblet that comes with a
the male musicians — but we those¦ little
¦ ¦ ¦ black bags: Makeicense.
pay our own cheeks. We insist up. ¦ ' ¦ ¦ ' ¦. ;¦
Northern Minnesota, Zone 1,
on that.
EARL'S PEARLS: An actress
where hunters went for a nine"Otherwise we may wind up noted that many stage roles
day vacation season fin the past,
without djnner companions!" today require nudity: "You
also has been cut to two days,
Miss O'Brien says now and have to decide whether you'll
"hardly worth opening the cabin
go
topless
or
jobless."
'¦
ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL BOWHUNTER . . • Gary Za- for,"
then while she's on tour or dofor." in the opinion
ooinion of Big
Bis
ing one of the Young People's A woman grumbled about her binski, Arcadia, pauses with a deer he got near Dodge. Early Woods
regulars.
drinking:
"We'd
be
husband's
Concerts on CBS TV, she finds
in bowhunter season closes Sunday in Wisconsin, a week in
a suitor who likes her so much rich today, if whiskey came
What this two-day season
advance of Ihe regular deer season. Bowhunting results in
he offers to follow her around deposit bottles.'^ That's earl, nearby areas include plenty of deer.
is going to do to deer huntbrother.
town carrying her bass fiddle.
ing and deer license sales is
Vlt's difficult to turn down
a widely discussed problem,
this nice person but if he's not Television review
wherever deer hunters meet.
a musician, he doesn't underSome contend the number of
stand that it's got to be carried
hunters who will go north
a certain way — at?"a certain
will be less than half that of
angle.- ' ' .
a normal year, and the deer
"Kie answer is that I have
take will drop below 45,000.
to marry a bass .fiddle player,
This, of course, is the aim of
but where could we have room
the conservation departlor our basses? We'd never be
ment, "save a larger brood
happy," she says, gloomily,
stock."
"with a Volkswagen."
a number of East Coast banks, who were also officers of the Last year 255,059 firearms
By CYNTHIA LOWRY
PDR Jr. & bride Felicia War- NEW
) - "Banks naming names.
bank.
(AP
hunters took 67,846 deer. During
YORK
burg Sarnoff (Mrs. FDR Jr.,) and the Poor," a 60-minute docAh attorney for a Harlem years of good deer populations
were important leaders of the umentary Monday night on the In connection with the small branch of the Legal Aid Society state hunters averaged approxbig "Song Of Norway" 'premisaid the "working poor" with imately 100,000 deer.
ere party at -Tavern on the National Educational Television amount of low-income housing little besides
wages had difficulnetwork,
was
designed
to
show
financing,
it
quoted
a
congresGreen — for Project Hope . . . that the banking industry has sional subcommittee as charg- ty in obtaining a bank loan at
However, the department
Florence Henderson and hus- been reluctant to finance low-in- ing that savings and loans asso- going rates of interest. Con- would like to retain as high
band Ira Bernstein left the
housing and, by refusing ciations had loaned money to cealed cameras showed a man as possible income from liparty after a solitary drink to come
to
make
loans, often "slum speculators." It cited one arranging to borrow $800 from a cense sales. So far, there
go home to the big family . . . . has forcedpersonal
the needy to borrow case of ownership of a Washing- loan? company—and finding it has been little change in the
Swedish star Christina* Scholl- from high-interest
loan compa- ton, D.C. tenement which had would cost twice the interest volume of sales. This week,
m is rushing hack to Stockholm nies.
however, is the key period.
bought by a real estate rate charged by a bank.
to complete a film with Hous- The program focused with dis- been
company with a bank loan—a The program wound up by Fear has been expressed that
approval on the performance of company with two executives listing on the screen the names the shortening of the season may
Winona Daily News
of over 100 U.S. representatives hurt the growing deer herd of
and senators which it said had the Memorial Forest area. The
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER IO,1W0 ¦ User before death:
special interests in banks, some hunter who usually goes north
~"¦
of them members of committees with his rifle will buy slugs and
VOLUME 114, NO. 301
concerned
with banking legisla- go out and1 get his de*r locally:
Published dally except Saturday end Holtion. •
iday* by. Republican and Herald PublishAlso, local game men have exing Company, 601 Franklin St.. Winona,
pressed the fear that there will
Minn. 55987.
While
the
general
tone
of
the
^
program was accusing, the pro- be a drift of hunters south out
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
llngla Copy — 10c Dally, 25c Sunday
gram pointed out that the bank of the Twin Cities who formerly
activity was, in the words of the went north, thereby over-shootDelivered by Carrier—Per Wetk «0 cents
36 weeks $15.30
52 weeki $30.60
Legal Aid society lawyer, "per- ing the local scene.
fectly legal . . . It's a question of
By mall strictly In advance; paper slop
Another danger, mentionped on expiration date:
philosophy and a question of ed locally, is the drift of
In Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted, Wabasha,
(AP)
great
trip.
Try
it
community
gets
"Life-it's
what
value
the
JOLIET,
III.
—
a
and Winona counties In Minnesota Bulhunters from the large "onefalo, Jack son, Pepin, and Trempealeau
before it's too late," an 18-year-old youth who died at his from banks that are located in day only" Zone 3, that covcounties In Wisconsin, and to military
the community,"
- ers most of southern and
home Sunday urged his fellow drug users.
.
personnel with military addresses In the
continental United States and overseas
The youth, Percy Patrick Pilon, diccFof a self inflicted
David
Rockefeller,
president
western Minnesota this year.
with APO or FPO addresses.
gunshot wound, said Will County Coroner Willard Blood. Be- of the Chase Manhattan Bank, These hunters, if they fail to
—year '
$19.00 9 months
415.00
« monlhs
$10.75 3 months
fore Pilon died, he cautioned other youths to steer clear of and Nat Rogers, president of get their deer the first day,
* 5.75
drugs.
the American Bankers Associa- will drive east to the river
Elsewhere —
In United States and Canada
The youth, in a letter released by Blood Monday at the tion, defended the activities of area, Zone 4, with an extra
» year
$28.00 9 months
$21.00
request of Pilon's family, urged others to "say no" if offered the banks. Rep. Wright Patman, day hunting.
6 months
$15.00 3 months
J 8.00
Sunday News only, 1 year
$10.00
drugs.
D-Tex., was on the offensive.
The program suffered from A check in the Whitewater
"Drugs played a big part in ruining the last year of my
Send chanoa ot address, notices, undelivered copies, subscription orders and other
imbalance, partly because there wildlife refuge, when a similar
life,"
many
the
letter
said.
The
dead
youth
said
he
had
used
mall Items to Winona Dally News, P.O
drugs, including LSD and amphetamines, The letter condemn- was not time 4to cover such a condition prevailed in the past
Box 70, Winona, Minn. 55987.
ed drug pushers for their willingness to sell heroin, but au- large subject and partly be- showed that this was quite no
Second class postage paid at Winona,
thorities said it was not known whether Pilon had taken the cause of the producer's determi- ticeable. In fact , more hunters
Minn.
nation to make his points about were checked on Sunday than
narcotic ,
on the opening Saturday. Hous"Please, if you need help, get it," Pilon 's note urged discrimination.
ton County game personnel reother drug users.
NBC's "Bracken's World ,
which barely made it to a secEXCEPTIONALLY GOOD
ond season, will be a midseason
casualty. No replacement has
yet been announced.
ABC is expected to report by
THIS WEEK!
week's end what programs it
-DON'T
MISSI ITIwill cancel at midseason. Definitely scheduled as replacements are programs starring
Hollywood
Henry Fonda and Pearl Bailey.

Voice of the Outdoors
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Try life, its
a great trip
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EVERY THURSDAY

Try our famous ITALIAN MEAT
BALLS AND SPAGHETTI -

$*%2.5
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EVERY SATURDAY and SUNDAY $*|25

Delicious PRIME RIBS
OF BEEF, the cut you want

,
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TREAT YOURSELF to dinner out thit week—wo promise
you w °n'* leave our dining room hungry.

¦

Salt Is usually added after
broiling a steak because the salt1
has a tendency to draw out juice
and retard browning.

Flame

ports a similar eastward drift
there.: .
Anyway, the change in the
Minnesota season, and zones
presents one of these hunting puzzles that will not be
solved in advance of the
opening, but can effect our
local deer herd of the future.

Minneapolis man
held in attack
on businessman

Coon Rapids soldier
killed in S.E. Asia
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
Coon Rapids, Minn., soldier has
died in Southeast Asia, the Defense Department reported Monday.
He was identified as Lt. Stephen J. Kaster, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald J. Kaster of Coon
Rapids. Kaster previously was
reported missing in hostile action.

CHRISTMAS
PARTY
RESERVATIONS
Now Being Taken.
Stop in Early and?
Pick Up One of
~ — Our MINI-MENUS "
For Advance
Selection.
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"It may turn out that we must
find other bacteria to feed on
Kuwait and Venezuelan oils, but
I'm sure they will be there if we
need them." he said.
Oppenheimer said the bacteria could be mass produced by
methods similar to those used to
make penicillin, theta freeze*
The team took the bacteria dried and stored.
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TEACHERS: CALL 452-4171
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"So we went oat into the environment and looked in likely
places where* oil had beeh
spilled for a long timje and came
up with several promising
strains."
Oppenheimer said the team
found their bacteria in such
place's as Boston Harbor—
"They've been spilling oil there
for 100 years, longerthan in any
other American port"—the Santa Barbara Channel off California and a Pennsylvania refinery. ?

Then Call
454-3096
For Your
Reservations.
WE HAVE FACILITIES
FOR 40-80 PEOPLE

back to Florida State and starfr
ed working on methods that
would make them consume oil
faster.
"We developed several strains
that are extremely potent," Oppenheimer said. "We gave them
a culture medium that stimulated -their activities. Actually,
what we had to do was fortify
and enhance their natural appetites."
The product of two years of
research is several strains of
bacteria that destroy "bunker C
fuel oil, one type of California
crude and one type of Louisiana
crude," Oppenheimer said.

TALLAHASSEE, Pla. (AP) Convinced it wasn't impossible,
scientists at Florida State University who set out on a mission
to combat oil slicks now say
they have developed potent
strains of a bacteria that gobbles up oil — then quietly dies
off.:
"We knew that certain types
of bacteria have been breaking
down oil for millions of ydsta,"
Prof. . Carl Oppenheimer said in
an interview Monday.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - A
Minneapolis man is being held
in lieu of $600 bond while the
prosecution^ awaits a medical
report before determining
whether further charges will be
placed against him.
Leslie A. Richardson, 46, of
Minneapolis is being held on a
charge of simple assault in an
attack on retired businessman
Nathan Yager of Minneapolis.
Yager died last Thursday, two
hours after Richardson allegedly struck him,
Hennepin County Municipal
Judge Chester Durda refused to
accept Richardson's guilty plea
to the charge Monday when he
learned the county attorney is
investigating the case for possible homicide charges.
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Develop bacteria
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Striking Northwest d^rks refu^

By JIM WILSON
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) Strjking Northwest Airlines
(NWA) clerks in the Twin
Cities refused Monday night to
consider a contract offer aiter
learning their individual financial situations -soon will go from
bad to worse.
Union members from two -locals met separately in St. Paid
to consider Northwest's latest
offer and learned it was the
same as one made two weeks
ago. Then, almost without dis-

sent, they decided to .stay on 500 employes, including 3,300
the picket lines.
clerical workers and an apThe NWA offer is an average proximately equal number of
wage increase of 37 per cent members of the International
over a three-year period but Association
of
Machinists
ranges from a low of 28 per (JAM), . .who have hoaoredpicket
cent to a high of 42 per cent. lines.
In its "final offer" prior to However, the NWA offer does
the strike July 8, Northwest pro- not include job security, the un*-*
posed increases totaling 33 per ion says, and without that memcent over 2% years. The union bers say the strike can go on
demanded 42 per cent over indefinitely.
three years.
The newest villain to memThe 126-day strike? has idled bers of the striking Brotherhood
about 9,000 of Northwest's 12,- of Railway /and Airline Clerks

AirportCommission OICs
Horn tote site by 7 to 2
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The the Twin Cities.
Metropolitan Airports Commis- McCarty said the Ham Lake
sion (MAC ) voted 7-2 Monday site is certain to be the subject
of litigation for years. The
to approve the Ham Lake site,,
newly-created St. Paul Environnorth of the* Twin Cities, for mental Quality Advisory Board
a second major metropolitan has said airport construction
airport.
could threaten the city's water
x
The endorsement of Ham supply and has threatened to
Lake, the second in nearIy4wo take legal action against the
years, goes to an uncertain fu- site. -?
ture before the Metropolitan
Council and, if approved there , The state Conservation Deto the U.S. Interior Department. partment has also opposed the
to
Dissenting votes were cast by site because of its proximity
Carlos
Avery.
two St. Paul officials, City Commissioner William Carlson and Completion of the airport, esMayor Charles P. McCarty, who timated to cost $200 to $300 milsaid: "There isn't ever going lion, is thought to be at least
to be a Ham Lake Airport, 10 years away.
whatever
happens at this meet- The Ham Lake site was re¦
ing."
.
¦
The Ham Lake site was re^
jected by the Metropolitan Council afterit was initiallyapproved
by the MAC Feb. 24, 1969, Conservation groups have expressed
fears that-an airport at Hani
Lake would adversely affect the
nearby Carlos Avery
Game
¦
¦
y . '' ?;? :? ? ¦ •¦ .
refuge. . . ¦
The MAC said in its resolu- ST. PAUL (AP)-"It's going
¦
tion Monday that an airport to , be mean . . . (pause) .. . .
would "enhance" the environ- like . . . ( pause) . . my rent
ment, would be compatible with and my car payments, '' the
the game refuge and would be dark-haired girl stammered beconstructed without tax funds tween sips of a Windsor and
from Minneapolis or St/ Paul. water.
were
Minneapolis Mayor Charles She and her girlfriend
sitting
in
a
St.
Paul
cocktail
Stenvig said he might have been
receptive to a site south of the lounge a few minutes after they
striking Northwdst
Twin Cities had the choice been and other
(NWA) employes had
Airlines
one of a single large airport.
learned their $30 weekly strike
But because cargo and small benefits would be cut off toaircraft will continue to use the night, A
existing airport, Stenvig said,
the Ham Lake site offers better The girls were In their early
air space capabilities and is 20s, single and discussing the
safer than the proposed Rose- four-month old strike, their partmount-Farmington site, south of time jobs and the Northwest of-

submitted by David R\ Roe,
president of die Minnesota AFLCIO and a commission member
representing Minneapolis.
Lawrence Hall, St. Cloud, is
chairman of the nine-member
MAC. . .?.
¦¦ •

¦?

JURY SELECTED
MADISON, is. (AP ) — A
jury of seven women and five
men was . selected Monday in
Dane County Circuit Court for
the trial of Odell White, 33, bf
Milwaukee, who is charged in
the shooting death of a Madison man June 27.
Use either a sharp .knife or a
pair of v kitchen scissors when
you are cutting up a chicken.

(BRAC) is their national president, C. L. Dennis of Chicago.
Twin Cities BRA officials
told the 700 members at the two
meetings that Dennis called
them to Chicago over the weekend, laid , the Northwest offer
on the line, told them they
should accept it and then added
that all strike benefits end at
midnight tonight.

Ronald Smith, chairman of the
St. Paul local, said the weekend
meeting was "what I wouldn't
describe as a very pleasant
experience." He said elimination of the benefits came as a
shock, adding that what has already been spent may "well have
been wasted.
Smith quoted Dennis as saying tha national Lodge had
spent $2 million on the striking
Northwest employee' benefits.
St. Paul members have , each
been getting $30 a week) members of the Minneapolis local
have been receiving $22 per
week plus one dollar an hour
for picket line duty.
Smith said Dennis told the
local BRAC leaders he has gone
as far as possible with the
Northwest, strikers, "but he
( Dennis) cannot get a back to
work . agreement. He said he
cannot do any better."
"I think the man sold us
down the river," Smith told his
local. "This contract is not
worth a damn without a back
to work agreement."
Officials from the Minneapolis local echoed Smith's words
two, hours later. One advised
the members they would be bet-

•

ter off to delay the vote.?.;;
"The public may wonder why
we would turn down a 37 per
cent wage increase," he said.
"I think we should just put this
aside until we can get a whole
agreement . . . one that guarantees everyone's jobs." The
members agreed.
Basics of the offer from Northwest include the 37 per cent
wage hike through Dec. 31,
1972, retroactive to Oct. J, 1969;
agreement that the estimated
160-180 strikebreakers will not
be fined by the union; a ninth
paid holiday (the employe's
birthday); a paid company re-

tirement plan; fully paid medi- jobs, but many positions held members of Northwest Aircal and dental insurance; sick by members of the Internation- lines," Smith said.
leave up to 50 working days; al Association of Machinists Jack Bacon, BRAC national
free , parking for all employes, (JAM) , who have been honor- general chairman, told members
of both locals that the real issue
and a 10-cent hourly shift pre- ing the picket lines.
mium.
The clerical workers were is "whether you can go oa withWages under the contract greeted by about a half dozen out strike benefits."
that expired more than a year sip-carrying machinists urging There were only four dissent*
ago include starting salaries them to vote "no" on the offer. ing votes from about 350 voting
from $331 to $762 per month. Smith accused NWA manage- members at the St. Paul. local's
The increases for top scale ment of trying to break the un- meeting. There was ho count
would raise the starting wages, ion "piece by piece" and said on the dissenters at the second
effective April 1,. 1972, to from BRAC President Dennis "is meeting but it was learned
$415 to $1,015. A
handing them the ball."
„
there were very few.
Smith said that, in his opin- "The Grand President of the
ion, ratification of the economic Brotherhood of Railway and Airterms would mean selling out line Clerks apparently doesn't
not only many clerical workers' give a damn about the 8,400

¦ ' " ¦"
¦'
• .. : •'

NWA employes: Like
its going to be mean'

^^SSlB^Sl

VOTE

FOR YOUR FAVORITE EMPLOYEE

••• • •• • • * * ••• * ••••* *

fer that had been rejected.
Both said they were practically living hand-to-mouth from
income from their strike benefits and part-time jobs. "You
know, part-time jobs are hard
to find," the blonde companion
said.
One" girl said she works a
couple days a week for a discount store, the other has a job
with a federal agency.
Both said they would liather
be back at work in the gendral
offices at the airline but neither
is willing? to vote for a contract
that does not guarantee a job
for all striking employes.
"Maybe?you're lucky," an employed bystander observed,
"You don't have a family to
worry
about."
J
The blonde turned, "Who
knows? If I were married, mayhe I wouldn't have to worry
about a job . . . maybe.",
The* two young women and
their Brotherhood of Railway
and Airlines Clerks (BRAC ) colleagues were told at-a meeting
ah hour earlier Monday night
that the union's national president had decided to eliminate
strike benefits at midnight tonight.
They also were told the Northwest offer stipulated no strikebreakers could be fined by the
union and that there would be
no back to work agreement in
the contract.
A local union official said
C. L. Dennis of Chicago, president of BRAC, told him over
the* weekend that no better
agreement with Northwest could
be reached. They also were
told that Dennis gave the word
on elimination of strike bendfits.
It was a tossup in the bar
who was more unpopular at the
moment, but Dennis appeared
to have an edge over Northwest
President Donald Nyrop of Minneapolis. Union members said
they expect Nyrop to be 1antagonistic to their cause, -but
thought Dennis was on their
side.
The overflow crowd in the
bar came from the union meeting. Most were young, most
welre single. They weren't worrying about kids' shoes, dental
bills and house payments. They
were concerned about car payments and job security.
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job for one of ours in the
office."
" Back at the booth the blonde
was complaining about pilots
working at reservations desks
and in other jobs. About 1,000
pilots have been idled by the*
strike.
"It woufd be different," she
said, "if the pilots were management, but they're not."
The girls said that several
striking employes have taken
jobs since the July 8 walkout
began.
"We figure about 25 per cent
of the*people who worked before
the strike will not return,'' the
blonde said.
The girls said that, without
guaranteed back to work provisions in the contract , not only
their jobs but those of the" machinists who have honored the
picket lines are in jeopardy.
They said they fear Northwest
will eliminate* many jobs and
those on the lower seniority list
will be the victims.
"A $10,000-a-wieek economic
settlement isn't worth the papdr
it's written on if there's no
guarantee the job will be available," one of the girls noted.

Annual meeting of
WAIDA on Jan. 19
The annual meeting date for
Winona Area Industrial Development Association has been
set for Jan. 19, 1971, officers
said today.
The meeting will begin at 4
p.m. on that date at the* Chamber of Comiwerce offices.
Directors whose terms expire
are Howard Keller, S. J. Pettersen, Arnold E. Stoa and Harold S. Streater.
¦
PROTEST RECRUITING
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - A
protest against planned job recruiting by strike-bound General Motors Co. began Monday
with a rally of several hundred
persons on the University of
Wisconsin campus. There were
no reported incidents.
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They were frustrated that the
four-month strike had not
brought Northwest to its knees
as they had expected and they
were bittdr about the strikebreakers ,
"You know what a strikebreaker is?" a nearing middleaged woman sitting at the bar
asked. "It's a damn stew (stewardess) who leaves her glamor
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Nixon: PresidehT or politician?
Veterans Dayit's coming back
Someone observed the other day that less frequent reference is being made to military service
in announcement stories of appointments, promotions, candidacies, etc.
In the recent senatorial contest some Republicans again raised the issue of the occupation of
the Democratic candidate for senator during World
War H when he was of draft age. However, it
caused little stir, unlike the adverse reaction during
his early candidacies for office in Minneapolis and
Minnesota.
SUCH INCIDENTS tend to support th» notion

that there is less honor associated with military
service than there once was. For the "now" generation — which has made a "peace" symbol out
of Winston Churchill's famous fingered "V for Victory" — World War II and even the Korean conflict are ordinarily only experienced in history books
and the Vietnam Conflict is a distasteful occurrence without merit. As for World War I — which
gave birth in 1918 to Armistice Day mat became
Veterans Day in 1954 — it was an obscure overset excursion that involved some of their grandfathers.
Furthermore, in the view of many members
of this generation military service j s an onerous assignment' which should t devolve only upon those
who choose it, thus they reject the approach that
it is a citizen responsibility and have little regard
for whatever their fathers and grandfathers, or
for that matter some of their own, might have done
for their country while ta uniform.
Yet, though the heroic worldwide military struggles of World War I and World War II and their
participants may seem to be increasingly remote,
vague and rejected, there also is evidence or resurgence of patriotism from its recent low state.
In part this tnay be because many citizens, including veterans, have decided that they need to fly
the colors In view of the constant depreciation of
love of counby. When someone flies the flag of the
Viet Cong it is an appropriate and natural response
to break out the colors of the United States.
DONALD E. JOHNSON, Veterans Administration administrator, in discussing tomorrow's
Veterans Day observance, notes that the 1969 observance attracted more attention of the press than
in any year since 1954 and estimates that 44 million persons participated in one way or another.
Johnson—- a past national commander of the
American Legion — declares:
"Veterans Day gives each of us an outstanding
opportunity to let the world know that America is
free. We have the right to orderly dissent ; we
have the opportunity for a free press; we enjoy
our freedom of worship. We have freedom in education ; freedom in our political structure ; freedom
?•¦ "¦'
of speech."
He thinks the United, States needs military
forces to protect those freedoms. We do too.
So we take off our overseas cap to the estimated
27.3 million former servicemen who were in civilian
life as of last Dec. 31, of whom an estimated
515,000 live in Minnesota and 5,310 in Wjuiona County.
We take it off for them , but we wave it for
the young men and women of America who are in
the armed forces today. More power to them. —
A.B.

Keep off the grass
_ ? An "establishment" publication in Winona talks
about the importance of a "wrap" session with
young people. Which proves the Importance of
learning the other guy 's language correctly before
you dare to use it as an equalizer. — A.B.

Why, he can talk
"I'm sure that Keats and Shelley had an effect
on me, but I prefer the mystics, the visionaries,
the aesthetic poets, like William Butler Yeats. I liko
the free flow , the experiment with the sound of
words, the capturing of impressions.
"Whenever the impulse hits me I write something. Even in a car going somewhere or after
a dream waking up in the morning. Just something
that would capture what my feeling was at the
time. I think 1 am an emotional , sensitive 'individual. That's why I do it.
"I haven 't written since I've been here. . ."
Well , you see, he 's been busy. That's George
Farmer , pass receiver for the Chicago Bears, who
also holds the view that "societies and civilizations
before have made mistakes and have failed to reevaluate their situations . . . but there are people
in our society who are realizing that things must
be taken care of before It's too late" — just In case
we fall into ' the error of believing that they're all
dumb gridiron gladiators. — A.B.
What think ye of Chtht? Whose ton is he?
Matthew 22:42.
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WASHINGTON - When you look
at Richard Nixon's record, particularly after the 1970 elections , it is
hard to avoid a crazy paradox.
Though he has spent most of his
mature life in politics and is supposed to be a master politician, his
record as President js. much better
than his record . as politician and
party leader.
As President, he has done fairly
well. He has gone with the trend of
world opinion and made sensible
compromises. He has moved toward
peace in Vietnam. He has struck a
delicate balance with the Soviets, cooperating with them to control the
arms race in the strategic weapons
talks in Helsinki, but opposing their
power moves in the Middle East.
IN SHORT, HE hat beehyprudent

in the use of presidential power. At
home, as abroad , he has compromised with his critics on welfare,
social security, school integration
and trade policy-^- to mention only
a few key controversial issues —
but in the use of party or political
power he has gone the other way.
He has been a tiger. He has "been
aggressive and pugnacious. In fact,
he has been more generous and compromising to Ms enemies abroad
than to his political opponents at
home; and this backfired on him in
^
Tuesday's elections.
Maybe there is a significant pattern here. Lyndon Johnson did the
same thing. He, too, like Mr. Nixon,
was a master politician; but in the
end his politics, his cunning maneuvers and contrivances destroyed the
confidence of the press and the par-
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ties and _ finally drove him into retirement?
NOBODY KNOWS the facto and

psychology of the Johnson tragedy
more than President Nixon, yet
in this election he has repeated it.
Like Mr. Johnson, Mr. Nixon 's politics have got in the yay of his
policies. It is a very old story : Presidents tend to stumble into deep trouble because they confuse their roles
as Chief Executive of the nation on
the one hand, and as leader of their
political party on the other, and this
is what Mr. Nixon has done in the
congressional elections of 1970.
The guess here is that he cannot
win on this ground, either for himself, or his party or the nation. The
main thing in this election, as Mr.
Nixon knows better than anybody
else, is that the Democrats have
taken over the ' governorships in
Pennsylvania, Ohio and other key
electoral states, which are likely to
be decisive in the presidential election of 1972.
Mr. Nixon is disappointed and angry noWj about the election returns,
and is frying to cover up his defeat by calling it a "victory^" but
this will not work, either for him or
his party or the nation.
The main facts are perfectly plain.
The decisive power still lies with
the President of the United States.
The Democrats, no matter how
much they gained in this election,
cannot prevail against him. There

Is no "Ideological majority" in the
Senate, no matter how much Mr.
Nixon and Mr. Agnew proclaim
it. But there is the Presidency, and
if Mr. Nixon uses it for the iiation
instead of for his party, nobody can
stand against it.
THIS IS THE LESSON orfcoth th»

Johnson and the Nixon Administrations, which these two political men
missed. They put politics ahead of
policy. They were so used to playing the political game that they let
it get in the way of the Integrity of
the Presidency, and this is what
destroyed Mr. Johnson and y-now
threatens Mr. Nixon.
The President has acted in this
election almost as if he were chairman of the Republican National
Committee. He has diminished him*
self much more than he has been diminished by any of his critics. So
long as he presided over the White
House, standing for the unity and
integrity of the nation, and proposing sensible policies at home and
abroad , he was on solid ground appealing for reason and understanding. But once he descended into the
political pit, arguing party and
ideological themes, he was jn deep
trouble.
He cannot win on party or ideological themes. Mr. Nixon as a political
or theatrical figure is a loser, as
the election proved. But Mr. Nixon
as President, talking to and for the
nation as a whole, could easily and
quickly minimize the blunders and
losses of this unfortunate election
campaign.
New York Times News Service

Glaciers and open doors

PARIS — Measuring the progress
of Vietnamese peace negotiations is
something, like measuring the speed
of a glacier. In neither case is
there detectable movement and yet,
if one looks back over [~ period of
time, it is possible to discern change
with respect to fixed landmarks.
On this basis one can see that despite their apparently motionless condition, the Paris talks have succeeded in reducing to' two the issues separating both warring sides, communist and anti-communist, and the first
of these two issues is in reality no
longer ja major problem.

THE FIRST ISSUE, of eoone, i>
that of American military evacuation. Hanoi and the Viet Cong keep
harping upon this, demanding- total
withdrawal within a fixed period,
but in fact this has become?a nonissue because it is patently apparent that withdrawal is under way, is
proceeding at a moderately rapid
pace, and is irrevocable.
Thus the second issue becomes
the crucial block in the 30-rnonthold discussions creeping so imperceptibly toward Vietnam peace. This
is the communist demand that the
United States impose a new government on South Vietnam, ousting
President " Thieu and Vice President
Ky from the regime before Hanoi
and the Viet Cong consider a deal.
Washington has made it plain it
has no intention of acceding, of doing Hanoi's' dirty work by thus imposing another government. The one
experiment made in this lineN of business was the ousting of the Diem regime by undercover operatives of
the Kennedy administration and one
can scarcely say this was cither a
clean or successful operation.

HANOI hopes lo crumble the existing Saigon government and then,
using the device of proportional
representation in elections which the
communist could not hope to win
but in which they would obtain an
influential minority, to claim key
ministerial posts. The latter would
thereafter pursue the hallowed technique of undermining -the regime
from within preparatory to a takeover.
The United States has pledged
willingness to risk even such an undesirable denouement if a true peace
agreement is first negotiated with
the legal Saigon regime. But it will
not deliberately destroy that , regime.
This would be immoral, unacceptable by our South Vietnamese allies and highly dangerous for departing American forces., Even the
French, whose strict impartiality on
all these issues has sometimes seemed biased toward Hanoi, now comprehend the U.S. argument.
Therefore the stalemate appears
doomed to continue for an unpredictable further time during which the
main function of the American negotiator, the patient and skillful Ambassador David Bruce, is to keep
the door open until Hanoi realizes
it must deal with Saigon realities.
SOME DAY th'era are bound to
be secret contacts here between representatives of Hanoi and Saigon but
the glacier hasn 't yet inched that
far along. Possibly the elections
scheduled ten months hence might
produce a post-Thieu administration

with which Hanoi would deal. These
are still imponderables.
Nor is it likely any outside power
such as Russia or France could now
persuade Hanoi to accept private
talks. Moscow has done nothing to
ease the Indochina situation since it
moved to facilitate an accord on the
bargaining table's shape early during the negotiations and there ^is no
reason to think the Kremlin is either strong enough to apply pressure on North . Vietnam or has any
interest in doing so.
The probability is that Hanoi and
the Viet Cong will have one more
crack at Saigon by military force
before giving serious consideration
to a negotiated settlement. Speculating on such strategic intentions is
chancy but ihe best guess foresees
another offensive of great power but
sufficiently limited in scope to restrict potential communist casualties.
EVEN WITH steadily shrinking

U.S. forces, battlefield opportunities
for the communists are not attractive. Saigon's troops have demonstrated surprising efficiency in handling hew equipment turned over to
them and the clean-up of Viet Cong
sanctuaries in Cambodia seriously
damaged Hanoi's offensive position.
The situation boils down to this:
Washington hopes South Vietnam
can create a strong enough
structure, before the United States
withdrawal ends, to protect itself
against debacle. Hanoi hopes the contrary and wants to hold off any settlement until it has another try at
smashing the Saigon structure.
Meanwhile the door to peace remains
ajar, even if nobody ventures across
tlie threshold yet. .
New York Times News Service

The economic issue

The recent election seemed to
show a developing maturity on what
they call the social issue. That is to
say, a recognition of the necessity for
social stability, in the absence of
which " nothing good can happen In
a free society. The voters' ambivalence — there were Republican
successes here, Democratic successes there — suggests two things.
One of them is that Democrats
are also able to read Scammon's
book on the real majority, and adjust their rhetoric accordingly.
(There were very few dissenting
Democratic \otes on the Omnibus
Crime Bill.) The second is that the
voting public needs to learn a great
deal about elementary economics.

IT |S GENERALLY auppotad that
Uie economy will be the first order
of business for tlie Nixon administration as the count-down begins to
the presidential election. What needs
most "to* be 'lone is not funny-money, economic razzle-dazzle, but public education,
For Instance, the other night an
antagonistic member of an audience
rose to inform me that after all .
Richard Nixon had induced unemployment, Said I: Why? There was
a pause, and silence, almost us if it
had been scripted. Indeed , why
should Richard Nixon , President
of the United States, desire unemployment?
Well — and of course it is obvious
he doesn 't desire unemployment. If
it had been n trained economist of
the Keyneslan school who was there,
he'd have replied to my counterquestion: "Because Nixon adopts oldfashioned remedies for curbing in-
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fintion. " Counter-question: "What
are newfangled remedies for curbing inflation?" To which the only
appropriate answer is: a totalitarian
economy. In fact , there is nothing in
between.
It cannot be said too often that
deficit spending has certain consequences, and that those consequences
are disagreeable for some people.
Not , obviously, for others. If the
government were to go into debt in
order to greatly increase welfare
benefits, or in order to make a dozen more moon landings, there would
be Immediate beneficiaries : those
who received the welfare, and those
who manufactured , both owners and
workers, the parts necessary to tho
moon flights.
BUT OTHERS would pay. First
with inflation, which means simply
that everyone's salary is docked —
currently, at , about the rate of 6
percent per year. Secondly, by unemployment, as tho effects of inflation 'reduce real dentand. Mr. Johnson managed to spend $50 bill|on
more than he raised through taxation, Mr. Nixon was given the job
of straightening out the mess. Mr.
Nixon needs to give tho voters a
demonstration like King Canute's.
How?
And how to cope with some of
tho by-products of tlio problem?
There is a lachrymose journ alist
here in New York whose profession
is to weep over (lie indignities visited

by American capitalists on American working men. The most recent
affront he fingered Is 'the law (there
are variations of it in various states)
that says that men on strike are not
entitled to welfare until after the seventh week. A fter tho seventh week!
Why at all? What forces, just to
give an example, ought to bring pressure to end the strike at General
Motors, which boosted the unemployment fi gures by almost one-half million? These are men and women who
could go back to work tomorrow for
incomes that would appear gaudy
to a Frenchman or even a West
German. I do not say that their demands are unjustified—I simply do
not know. But I do say that the notion of giving welfare to strikers ia
nn economic and sentimental lunacy which, to the extent that it
goes unprobed, encourages the economic ignorance which is tlie best
friend of Democratic demagogues.
AND FINALLY, a word - tha

same old word — about minimum
wage laws, It is getting to b,e like
social security. You can 't oppose social security, even in order to propose a better form of social security. And you can't oppose minimum
wage laws, oven in order to increase
economic benefits for the poor. Too
bad. So the only thing is to keep
them low enough so that they don 't
really make any difference.
Well, on with it , Mr. Nixon,. Fortunately, there are a couple of
years to go, and although the road
will be strewn with corpses left over
from the Inst Democratic debauch ,
wo ough t to be headed towards an
Improved economic situation.
Washington Star Syndicate
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Nixon's views of '72
WASHINGTON — Notwithstanding all the current assertions that
the administration's so-called Southern strategy did not work? in the
late congressional and senatorial
campaign,- President Nixon is still
determined to appoint a Southerner
to the Supreme Court at the moment
any vacancy may befall.
Though two Southern nominees —
Clement Haynsworth and Harrold
Carswell — have been denied confirmation by the old Senate, the
President believes the new and
more conservative Senate coming
here in January will take a very
different course.
INDEED, HE already hai two potential appointees from the South in
mind — both strict constructionists
of the Constitution.
Mr. Nixon 's attitude in general
may fairly be described as relaxed
and philosophic in the calm that
has followed the campaign storm.
Though he concedes substantial
Democratic gains in the statehouses,
he is firm in his view that he won
his central objective — that of attaining a "working majority" in the
Senate on foreign and military affairs.
Interestingly, he estimates that
the Democrats were quite successful in their efforts to defuse law
and order as an effective issue. For
his own part , Mr. Nixon thinks that
from here on out the only issues
that will really matter nationally will
be peace and pocketbook questions.
And on both issues he experts the
Republicans and the administration
to be far stronger than now by
1972. Specifically, he believes the
national economy will be thriving —
there being little doubt that he intends to take all necessary steps to
make it so' — and that crime will
have been materially reduced in the
nation , as it has already been reduced here in Washington. The Vietnam war will be largely a memory,
in the President's reckoning. ¦
He has instructed his people to
prepare what are called more imaginative domestic programs, notably
in welfare, and it is plain that he
sees in such programs an avenue
toward an effective reconciliation
with the Republican Senate liberals.
THE PRESIDENT privately offers

no alibi for the Republican showing
of last Tuesday and Is highly unamused at suggestions from various

quarters, including liberal GOP
quarters, that Vice President Spiro
Agnew be dumped from the ticket
in 197?.
Actually, Mr. Nixon considers that
Agnew made a significant contribution to the Republican cause, and he
has in fact a great deal of symbathy
and fellow feeling toward his vice
president. For Richard Nixon recalls!
when, as vice president to Dwight
s
Eisenhower, he went out to lead the
GOP campaign of 1954. Richard Nuton caught unshirted hell, as the expression goes, from press and other
critics.
In short, so far as the President is
concerned, nobody is going to maka
Agnew a scapegoat.
Mr. Nixon, on the other hand, has
no intention of being drawn into
any flat commitment now about the
1972 ticket, his reasoning being that
this would be both premature and
presumptuous. He will not mention
anything about the? vice presidency
until he himself is! prepared to announce his own plans for. 1972.
One's impression is that this reserve does not indicate any real
possibility that Mr. Nixon might decide to step down ; it only suggests
that he thinks it too early to bind
himself to any given course.
IT IS ALSO possible that ha believes any public embrace of Agnew
at this point would be or . appear to
be defensive — to indicate that criticisms of the vice-president had
stung the White House and forced
it to take an unnecessarily protective attitude toward Agnew.
As to the campaign itself , Mr. Nixon decided to go into it in full force
in early October only after confidential polls ordered by him had shown
the Republicans running behind in
every truly crucial .. Senate?Tflj ce3
the country. How much this presidential intervention , and that of Agnew, «<nay have helped the various
GOP candidates, the President does
not claim to know.
He does know, however, that had
he not gone into the fray, it would
now be said of him that he had sat
out the very battle that he himself
had urged several of the aspirants
to undertake.
United Feature Syndicate

Not a paid announcement
An editorial In
MINNEAPOLIS STAR

The moralistic fuss about the way
Hichard M. Nixon "packaged" himself on TV in 1968 seems rather
phony now In light of the nationwide trend toward image-making
paid political . spots for candidates
at all levels of both parties.
Frank Reynblda , an ABC-TV commentator, spoke for many of his
viewers when he decried candidates"
"right to buy time on the airways
to let their image-makers mislead,
trick or overwhelm the public."
He suggested the spots be banned.
We aren 't ready to go that far, partly because we think the very effort
to overwhelm the public may reach
« point of diminishing returns,' and
backfire.
Of course, image-making as auch
is old stuff. One of the prise examples, and one to make an ad man 's
mouth water, was the projection of
a successful Springfield OH.) lawyer
as simple, shirt-sleeved "Honest Abe,
the Rail Splitter." Lincoln's rail
splitting was long behind him by
the time his supporters, Including
some key effete Easterners, made
liim a national figure.
What is now dismaying, at times

sickening, is tlie way the TV image-makers debase the Issues. The
favorite device Is to present a highly emotional Issue, using some quick
cuts to real or staged background
shots, with an ominous "voice over"
moaning about the horrible state of
the world. Then . . . a quick cut to
the candidate doing something, or
looking very Middle America Wholesome,

f

Thomot A, Martin , L>.D.
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Suspect was seen at BRF

MINNEAPOLIS, M i n n.
(AP) — The quarter ton,
of dynamite found in a car
in south Minneapolis Sunday apparentlywas not stolen from a Jackson County,
Wis., Highway Department
storage shed, Minneapolis
police said Monday.
Detectives Warren J.
Burns and Russell Krueger
went to Black River Falls,
Wis., Monday to investigate
reports that the dynamite

was part of about 770
pounds of dynamite stolen
from the storage shed.
They said the 1,000 sticks
of dynamite found in the
trunk of a . 1961 Cadillac
Sunday morning was not the
same kind as that stolen in
Wisconsin.
The detectives added,
however, that the suspect
they are seeking was seen
in the Black River Falls
area and was asking where

No leads in Jackson
Co. dynamite theft
¦ ¦¦
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BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis. (Special) — Richard Miles,
Jackson County sheriff, said this morning he has? no leads
on who might have stolen around 500 pounds of dynamite
from the Jackson County Highway Department here around
Oct. 10.
Entry into the dynamite shack, located out in the woods
between State Highway 27 and U.S. Highway 12, about three
miles from Black River Falls, was made by forcing the
door open. Someone passing by noticed the open door and
reported it to authorities.
Taken were about 10 cases of 40 and 60 percent stick dynamite?;:. . ' . .
.. .
About one ton of the explosive is kept there at all times;
It is used by county highway employes for road work and
by conservationists for various projects, including destroying beaver dams.

Kissinger says
role in campaign
largely overlooked

WASHINGTON CAP) - Dr.
Henry A. Kissinger is complaining, with tongue in cheek, that
his role in the 1970 election campaign was largely overlooked.
Although' Kissinger's job as
President Nixon's adviser on
national security affairs barred
him from active participation in
the Republican vote quest, the
pixyish foreign policy expert
playfully insists he did his part.
Kissinger recalls, for example, that he rode in the same
car in a Knoxville motorcade
with GOP Eep. William Brock,
winner of Tennessee Senate
seat over veteran Democratic
incumbent Albert Gore.
Even earlier, he points out, he
rode in a St. Louis motorcade
with John C. Danforth, who
made a strong run against the

1^

Jerry Lewis wife
asking for divorce
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) Myra Lewis has filed suit for divorce from pop singer Jerry
Lewis, saying in her petition
their life together had "become
a nightmare."
Mrs. Lewis, 26, filed the action Monday Lewis is 34.
Lewis and Myra, his cousin,
were married in 1958 when she
was 14.
In view of her youth, British
authorities temporarily barred
the singer from a series of stage
appearances after the ceremony. A
winning Democratic Sen. Stuart
Symington.
Kissinger, borrowing a line
his boss once used to describe a
losing effort against John F.
Kennedy in the 1960 presidential
campaign, excuses Danforth's
loss in these words: "We
peaked too soon."

he could purchase dynamite...
• ¦' ¦¦? ' ¦ ¦ •
Police evacuated more
than 100 residents from a
four-block area at 1:45 a.m.
Sunday while they unloaded the dynamite and took
it to a suburban disposal
site. . Johnson said the explosives had been loaded into
eight pillow cases by persons who placed it in the
car. "It was one hell of a
lot of dynamite," he told
newsmen, adding that it
could have leveled a block
of homes.
The car had been parked in front of a southside
residence after police put it
under surveillance several
^days earlier. Authorities
were hunting for the Minneapolis man believed to be
the car's owner.
Johnson said the missing
man had been associated
with Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) and
the Black Panthers.
Jack Lee, special investigator for the Jackson County, Wis., sheriff's office, had
informed Minneapolis police about the dynamite
theft Oct. 28. Lee's office
said about 770 pounds of dynamite had been stolen from
a county highway department shack sometime prior
to Oct. 10.
Lee said a Cadillac had
been serviced at a Black
River Falls gas station and
that the young driver, accompanied by a woman,
had asked an attendant
about where he could get
some dynamite.
Minneapolis police checked out a phone number to
a residence at 2213 Fremont Ave. So. In a raid
there Friday night, police
recovered a hand grenade
and narcotics and arrested
three persons including two
juveniles.
The suspected '"car was
seen by police in a locked
garage and a surveillance
made of .ft. Late Saturday,
police saidT it was moved,
and squads moved in on it
as it was parked outside a
house at 3209 Humboldt
Ave. So., about a mile from
the Fremont address.

Family Council

MADISON, "Wis. (AP) -A n
audit of the financially troubled
Home and Family Council was
ordered Monday by the Wisconsin Legislative Council.
The panel also voted to order
four home and family council
members to appear and explain
why the council's budget might
run into the red by the end of
the fiscal year, June 31, 1971.
EYEBROWS of state officials
were raised recently by the disclosure that the council had
spent more than ' $30,000 on a
biennial conference in Oshkosh,
including $6,900 for public relations and a $3,000 fee for humorist Sam Levenson.
^
The council
directed that the
following four persons appear
before it at its next meeting in
December; Wester Kohut, council director; John Devitt, secretary; The Rev. Frederic Gilbert, Finance chairman; and
Sen. Allen Busby, R-Milwaukee,
council chairman.
The council agreed over the
weekend to dismiss one of its
two secretaries and cut back
on operating expenses. KOHUT labeled as false a report that he had agreed to a
cut in his $14,00d-a-year salary
to keep his group from going
into the red.
Remarks by lawmakers indicated the council's existence
might be at stake during the
1971 legislative session.
"We all feel that the Home
and Family Council's future is
rather precarious," said Sen.
Ernest Keppler, R-Sheboygan,
majority leader in the Senate
and a member of the Legislative Council.
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De Gaulle was a cartoonists'
delight.
His 6 foot 4 inch frame, his
prominent nose and an ample
paunch, which could not be concealed even by expert tailoring,
were easy marks for the caricaturist's pen.
De Gaulle was often portrayed as Joan of Arc, resplendent King Louis XTV or Napoleon. Some of his character
seemed to be drawn from each
of the three.
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British Prime Minister Winston Churchill was reported to
have remarked during the war:
"The heaviest cross I have to
bear is the cross of Lorraine."
The cross of Lorraine was the
symbol of De Gaulle's Free
French Forces.
When De Gaulle left London
to set up his headquarters in Algiers after the 'allied invasion,

H|

De Gaulle's views on Roosevelt, expressed in his memoirs:
''Franklin Roosevelt was governed by the loftiest ambitions.
His intelligence, his knowledge
and his audacity gave him the
ability, the powerful state of
which he was the leader afforded him the means, and the war
offered him the occasion to realize them ... But from the moment America entered the war,
Rooseyelt meant the peace to ba
an American peace, convinced
that he must be the one to dictate its structure, that the states
which had been overrun should
be subject to his judgment, and
that France in particular should
recognize him as its savior and
arbiter."
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he went to see British Foreign
Secretary Anthony Eden to say
farewell. He recalled:
'^Mr. Eden good-humoredly
asked: "Do you know that you
have caused us more difficulties
than all our other European allies put together?*
"I replied, smiling in my turn,
'France is a great power.'"
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during his term of office.
De Gaulle, received cheers
from the crowds, talked with local officialsi and gave scores of
speeches to explain his policies.
But his trips were headaches for
his security people. He was an
easy target for assassins as he
plunged into the surging masses
to shake every hand within
reach.
One of his ministers, worrying
about this, told De Gaulle:
'*General, the risks you take are
immense."
De Gaulle replied: "Let's get
one thing straight. De Gaulle interests me only as a historical
personality."
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De Gaulle's humor was as dry
and searing as a Sahara sandstorm. Close associates could
never recall him laughing in
public, although he occasionally
mustered a pickle-tasting smile.
In January 1962, when behind-the-scenes moves toward
an Algerian peace were at their
height, De Gaulle spotted a
group of newsmen at a reception in the Elysee Palace.
The president walked up to
them and said, "Thank you."
The newsmen did not understand why De Gaulle was expressing his thanks until he explained:
"Yes, things being what they
are, fortunately I can read your
stories to find out what I think."
After he became president of
the Republic, De Gaulle made a
practice of making state visits
to various parts of the country.
His plan called for an official
visit to each county in France

De Gaulle had a studied aversion to the telephone; At least
part of this reticence was apparently rooted in a conversation he had with Premier Leon
Blum' in 1936 to explain his
views on armored warfare. De
Gaulle described the meeting
in his memoirs:
"The telephone had rung 10
times, deflecting Leon Blum's
Always remove any bits of attention to petty parliamentary
lung or kidney remaining in the or administrative questions. As
cavity of a chicken before cook- I took my leave, and he was U
again called, he made a great,
ing the bird.
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"Our country, as It ls, surrounded by the others, as they
are, must aim high and hold itself straight, on pain of mortal
danger. In short, to my mind,
France cannot be France without greatness."

tired gesture. 'Judge', he said,
'it is easy for the head of a
government to hold to the plan
you have outlined when he cannot remain five minutes with
the same idea.'"
De Gaulle did not fall into the
same trap. Describing the working routine he followed in Algiers as bead of the French provisional government, he said:
"On principle, I used the telephone only on rare occasions,
and no one ever was permitted
to call me : ... My nature
warned me, my experience had
taught me, that at the summit
one can preserve one's timeand
one's person only by remaining
at the remotest heights."
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By HARVEY HUDSON
PARIS (AP) — The glory and
grandeur of France were the
twin passions of Gen. Charles de
Gaulle.
Every word he spoke, each
action he undertook, reflected
his dream. Even when France
was occupied by the Nazis, De
Gaulle refused to accept defeat
In his memoirs, he explained
it this way:
"All my life I have thought of
France in a certain way. This is
inspired by sentiment as much
as by reason. The emotional
side of me tends to imagine
France, like the princess in tbe
fairy tales or the Madonna in
the frescoes, as dedicated to an
exalted and exceptional destiny
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The weather

Man hospitalized
in two-ear crash

Kellogg maiv
killedin
one-car crash

On© person remains hospitalized today after a rash of acci-:
dents on rain-slicked city streets
Monday afternoon.
Sylvester L. Verkins, 73, 876
W. Wabasha " St., is listed in
satisfactory condition today at
Community Memorial Hospital
with? a fractured arm. He was
one of five persons hurt in two
separate accidents, both of
which occurred at 3:10 p.m.
Verkins was hurt when the
1969 mpdel sedan he was driving
collided with a 1966 model sedan

driven by Carl R. Cole, 16, 1025
W. Waba sha St., at West Mark
and Dacota streets.

VERKINS' wife, Gertrude,
and a passenger in the Cole,
car Donna Stermer, 376 W.
5th ^'St., were both treated for
minor injuries at Community
Memorial Hospital and released.
All three were rushed to the
hospital by Praxel Ambulance
Service. Cole was not injured.
Police at the scene said tha
Verkins car was westbound on
Mark and the Cole car northbound on Dacota. Damage to
the Verkins car was listed at
$1,200, and at $600 to the Cole
car. .. . ' . ".
Charges are pending, police
report.
An accident at Highways 6114 and 43 1at the same time left
two other persons with yminor
injuries.
Mr. and Mrs. Hilet Hajicek,
Winona Rt. 3, were both treated
at Community Memorial Hospital for minor injuries said released.

WABASHA, Minn. - A 51year-old Kellogg man was killed
instantly Monday evening when
be lost control of the vehicle he
was driving on old U.S. Highway 61, one mile South ' .of Waba-;
sha, and traveled about 840 feet
¦
WEATHER FORECAST . . . Shqwers are forecast today before striking a powgr pole.
Jo«ei)h Walter Hendewibn died
for the Northeast and along the eastern seaboard and £h the
'
¦
:
Rocky Mountain States. Rain is expected in th ef 'Great of internal injuries, inpluding:"$
fe: ¦: ' ¦>¦ ¦^/¦• ' ¦ ¦ '
Lakes ; area and in the Pacific Northwest. Snow flurries ' crushed chest, according to. jp f,
^
are forecast for Montana and North Dakota. There will be P. G. Mahle, Wabasha Cpufc|jr
• cool weather in the Midwest and warm temperatures in the deputy coroner.
Vf
Southwest, CAP Photofax)
His death raises Minnesota ')}
1970 traffic toll to 807, compared
:
her car collide^ with the sedan at rear. The
with 875 one year ago.
f TWO HURT IN RAI#, F0Giji. , . Two
this
twodriver of that car , Susan M. Kqwalewski, 387Q
The Highway Patrol said that per&pngy received minor ti^Jjirifes
car
collision
on
ram-slicked
Highway
61
at
Service'Drive
, Goodview, was taken to Comas Henderson was driving his
Readings for the 24 hours ending at noon today :
40th Avenue in Goodview at 12:55 p.nu Monmunity
Memorial
Hospital by Praxel AmbuMaximum temperature 50, minimum 36, noon 45, precipi- 1959 convertible north on the day. Driver of the four-door hardtop, forebut was released after treatlance
Service,
highway at 10:45; he apparenttation ^. .
ground , Mary A. Petroff , Minnesota City Rt.
ment. (Daily News photo)
A year ago today:
ly lost control? ran off the road 1, was hurt slightly but not hospitalized when
THEY WERE hurt when the
,
29,
High 56,Tow noon 48, no precipitation.
on the right side, went down inTwo persons received minor
1964 model station wagon HaNormal temperature range for this date 46 to 29. R_ ecord
injuries early Monday after- jicek was driving collided with
to & ditch, then onto the shoulhigh 67 in 1S09 and 1930, record low 12 In 1926.
and
then
down
into
the
der,
noon in a two-car collision on a 1964 model sedan driven by
Sun rises tomorrow at 6:56, sets at 4:45.
TUESDAY
right ditch agan, where he spun
rain-slicked Highway 61 at 40th Henry Hoff , Lanesboro, Mum.
NOVEMBER 10, 1970
around in a circle before the
The Hoff car, northbound on
Avenue in Goodview.
driver's side of the vehicle
Highway
43, received $50O dam. Susan M. Kowalewski , 3870 age, and the Hajicek car, eaststruck the power pole.
Service Drive, Goodview , was bound on Highway 61-14, $800.
Henderson was pronounced
Two-state deaths
At Community
Munici pal court
dead at the scene.
taken tp Community Memorial Winona police today are
Memorial Hospita l
WINONA
?
The car was a total loss.
/ Orville Capron
Hospital
by Praxel Ambulance searching ^ for the driver of a
An employe of the Cenex Cor- Maternity patients: I to J.'M ano* J to MABEL,' Minn. (Special) - John S. Kujak, 21, Minneaa
p.m. (Adults pnly.» ,,
poration, Henderson was born 8:30
Orville Capron, 60, Newburg, polis, appeared today with Wi- Service, but was released after hit-run vehicle which struck
Visitors to a patient limited to two at
parked
car
at
the
rear
of
the
Fall
1st Qtay
Lust Qtr.
New
died at his home Monday fol- nona attorney Stephen Delano treatment.
March 12, 1919, in Houston on» time. .
•" .
Dec. 5
Nov. 13
Nov. 20
Visiting hours: Medical and siirflleal lowing a heart attack.
Nov. 28
County to Adorph and Julia patients:
to plead guilty to three charges She was the driver of a 1963 Northwestern Bell Telephone
2 to 4 and 7 to 1:30 p.m. (No
The son of Reuben and Flor- brought against him. Kujak model sedan which collided Co., 128 W. 3rd St., sometime
Erickson Henderson and served children under
11.)
ence Gordon Capron, he was pleaded guilty to a charge of with a 1967 model hardtop driv- Monday;
in the Army during World War
River
- MONDAY
born in Amherst Township, Fill- driving after revocation of his en by Mary A. Petroff, Minne- Struck there was a parked
I . A lifelong area resident, 'he
Admissions
DAILY RIVER BULLETIN married Mrs. Eleanor Lovas in
model sedan owned by Dale
more
County, May 29, 1910. driver's license brought at 10.-4C
Mrs.- *Qary Bourne, Minnesota
City Rt. 1. She received J970
S.E. Minnesota
Never married* he was a life- p.m. Aug. 30 at Lake Drive sota
Winona Rt. 3. It reHaj
icek,
Flood Stage 24-hr. November 1958. He was a mem- City. Minn.
a minor facial cut but was not
time
resident
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where
ber
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Wabasha
Veterans
damage.
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$75
Stage Today Chg.
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YOU DESERVE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING when you shop. That's why you will be getting GOLD
BOND STAMPS with every purchase from now on. Gold Bond Stamps add up fast, and multiply into
a really exciting choice of fine gifts. Shop through the Gold Bond Gift Book and see for yourself.
i You'll;,find a delightful selection of name brand items — the practicai for your home, or the exotic
and unusual gift you've wanted but never dared spend money on. Now you can have either or both
In a very short time by saving Gold Bond Stamps. The BEST OF EVERYTHING means you will still
find the same LOW PRICES and QUALITY ITEMS... plus the exciting extra-GOLD BOND STAMPS.

DOUBIE GOLD BOND STAMPS EVERY
WEDNESDAY - DOUBLE SAVINGS!
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Every day m 'N' ons of smart shoppers demand and get the BEST of

everything-including LOW PRICES plus GOLD BOND STAMPS. Don 't
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THERE'S A WHOLE NEW MANAGEMENT TEAM AT TEMPO-AND WE WANT TO GETTO KNOW
YOU BETTER. WE'VE MADE SOME CHANGES IN THE STORE-WE'VE STOCKED MANY NEW
ITEMS AND HAVE DRASTICALLY REDUCED PRICES ON TIMELY MERCHANDISE TO SAVE
Y0U MANY DOLLARS ON SEASONAL ITEMS FOR YOURSELF AND FAMILY!
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Refuses one antiwar case

As result of elections

Unless war ends soon> hi^
court to become involved

By BARRY SCHWEID
tionalist, Justice John M. Har- Almost scoldlngly, Douglas
WASHINGTON (AP) —. Un- lan, supported Douglas and said the* rationale in cases such
less the Vietnam war comes to Stewart in seeking a hearing for as this is ''that government cannot take life, liberty or property
an unexpected, abrupt end, it is the Massachusetts case.
certain to envelop the Supreme Actually, the six other court of the individual and escape adCourt in its shadow again de- members—Chief Justice Warren judication by the courts of the
spite the court's latest recusalto 0. Burger and Justices Hugo legality of its action."
Black, Byron White, Thurgood He recalled that in 1952 the
consider an antiwar case.
The court's 6-3 decisionyJVfon- Marshall, Harry A. Blackmun court vetoed President Harry S.
day against hearing Massachu- and William J. Brennan Jr.— Truman's seizure of private
setts' suit seeking a ruling on were moot on thd constitutiona- steel mills during the . Korean
War and jthat last year the* court
the war's legality had firm roots lity of the war.
Their
simply,
decision
ruled the House had acted unnoted
history
but
nonetheless
legal
In
bore indications the matter the request for a tearing, made constitutionally • in excluding
nearly four months ago, had Rep. Adam Clayton
Powell, Dhasn't ended.
been turned down. There was N.Y. l y - . '- : ¦ ¦
The fact that three Justices not other comment.
In those cases, Douglas said,
wanted the case heard shows a Of ^he three dissenters, Shew- private property was at stake.
growth of concern over legal is- art and Harlan said only that "Here*," he .said, "the lives and
sues invoicing the war. At the the court should have heard the liberties of Massachusetts citistart, Justice William 0. Doug- case* to see if a ruling is legally zens are in jeopardy. Certainly
las stood alone in insisting the proper. Douglas gave his views the Constitution gives no greatcourt answer legal questions at length.;
er protection to property than to
raised by the undeclared war. • The 72-year-old justice an- life* and liberty."
He was late* joined by Potter swered point by point the argu- Still, history shows an overStewart, a traditionalist and no- ment of Solicitor General Erwin -whelming acquiescence by the
ticeably wary of legal depar- N. Griswold and other Nixon ad- court to the White House and to
tures. Monday, another tradi- ministration officials.
Congress when war actions are

Rochester residents —

^

Chamber <0\cial: no
lack of opportunities

PASADENA, Calif. (AP) - A
19-year-old brunette who wants
at issue, evefc ur the absence of to be a schoolteacher has been
Bf WALTER R. MEARS
D. Tjdlngs, D-Md.j will have an ministration: Mark O. Hatfield
a formal declaration of war.
named queen of the 82nd annual WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi- effect on members of the Sen- of Oregon, Clifford P- Cas» of
'. -:
New Jersey, Edward W. Brooke
Griswold and his associates Tournament of Roses parade dent Nixon believes the psycho- ate.
-Goodell
was
defeated by a of Massachusetts and John
logical
impact
of
the
1970
elecwere on firm traditional ground, that precedes the New Year's
1
who had White Shdrman Cooper of Kentucky
then, in counseling the justices Day Rose Bowl college football tions will renderthe position of cbnsRrvative
his Senate critics more difficult. House support; Gore and Tyd- are on the list.
to keep hands off the Vietnam game.
He foresees criticism of his ings-were ousted by Republican Nixon said as American inwar, to not even hold a hearing.
volvement in Vietnam draws
policy declining in vol- challengers.
foreign
Kathleen
Denise
Ainett
of
Los
But now there. are three who
Goodell
and
Gore
have
been
nearer an end, libera] Republiume
and
easing
in
tone,
partly
Angeles,
selected
from
a
field
of
would break with this tradition.
cans such as Cooper, Percy,
among
thd
more
vehement
crit*
because
of
the
election
defeat
of
Meanwhile, lower courts are seven Monday, will be crowned
ics
cf
Nixon
policy
ln
Southeast
Charles McC. Mathias of Marytwo
vehement
critics,
partly
bereceiving antiwar suits regular- Dec. 22.
Asia,
land
and William Saxkd of Ohio
sight
says
cause he
the end is in
ly, from soldiers and civilians.
In
suggesting
that
their
dewill
be
closer to the administrain
the
South
Vietnam
war.
Though thd suits are invariably
tion
than
before.
feats
would
not
be
forgotten
by
enjoys
a
Nixon
said
he
now
dismissed, appeals are certain. 8 percent of state
they
the
men
leave
behind,
Nix"
Senate
decisive
fairly
He
said
his personal relationclose
but
rs
Some will find their way to the ^rive who used
margin on foreign and defense on mentioned Sen. Charles H. ships with all those men are exSupreme Court.
cellent, and thdy will likely be
issues, and other senators may Percy, It-Hi.
The Massachusetts attorney studded tires upset
therefore be reluctant to appear The President indicated he among his strongest supporters
general, RobertH. Quinn, told a
anticipates support from Percy, on domestic matters, perhaps
reporter as he filed the state's MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Only obstructionist.
stronger than some who support
larder
to
opon the critical decisions.
pf
He
said
it
will
be
8
per
cent
Minnesota drivers
suit last July that he had not bePercy will be up for re-elec- him on matters of defense.
gun at a lower judicial level be- who used studded snow tires pose him in the new Senate.
last tion?in 1972. His home-state par- Nixon also defended the camcause' "we want to get done last winter oppose their contin- Nixon gave that analysis
Thursdayin a 90-minute*jgter- ty is generally conservative; his paign performance of Vice
ued nse, a study shows.
quickly."
The Tire Industry Safety view with nine Washington col- record is generally moderate to President Spiro T. Agnew, while
After Monday's defeat, Qoinn Council of Washington said it umnists.
refusing to discuss tlie possible
liberal.
said in Boston he will now try interviewed 1,000 persons, 88 They were not permitted to Nixon said he thinks Percy makeup of the GOP ticket in
again in a federal district courts per cent of whom favored con- quote him directly in accounts may have a different attitude on 1972. He" said that would be
either in Boston or in. Washing- tinued use of studded tires for of that conversation, published critical decisions in the new presumptuous and premature.
ton.
But Nixon said he personally
Congress.
extra safety. Four per?cent had Monday.
Disappointed that/the justices no opinion.
:
The President told th&a he The lineup of 19 Republican had been through what he called
had turned him ' down, he said: The state Highway Depart- believes the psychological im- senators whose terms expire the "dump the vice president"
"They might hear it jf we bring ment has voiced opposition to the pact , of the defeats of Sens. after the 1972 elections includes business, and he thought Agnew
it to the
appropriate ' court metal studs, which it says dam- Charles E. Goodell, R-N.Y., Al- others who have had their had performed effectively dur¦• ¦¦¦¦
first."
A ?.
age highway surfaces.
bert Gore*,. D-Ttenn.,and Joseph differences with the Nixon ad- ing the campaign.
¦'
•
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HOLMEN, Wis. — Holmen
area schools parent - teacher
conferences are scheduled for
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.
Students in grades 1 - 6 will
be dismissed at 12 noon all
three days. Those in grades
7 - 12 will b© dismissed at 12:45
p.m. on Wednesday and Thursday. Kindergarten students will
not report on these three ays.
Hot lunch will be served each
of the conference" days.
The conference schedule for
parents of students in, grades
7-12:
Wednesday, A-C, 1-2 p.m.;
D-F, 2-3 p.m., and G-K, 3-4
p.m.
Thursday, L-Q, 1-2 p.m. ; R-S,
2-3 p.m., and T-Z, 3-4 p.m.
Pardnte who cannot come In
during thtoscheduled conference
period may come between "3
and 9 p.mAon Thursday..
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plotting to take over the world, million in major construction
(Continuedfrom page 1)
there's a conspiracy between was tied up throughout the sumWorth D. Holder, executive them and blacks and so forth," mer by a building-trades strike,
vice president of the Rochester he said.
but the walkout was peaceful.
Chamber of Commerce, boasts Rochester's racial riot in 1964 As to who might be responsiRochester is a highly technical, was one of the first to hit Amer- ble for the bombings, Gaby
industrial community/ which ica's large and medium-sized said:
has responded to minority prob- cities. Since then, racial trouble "I've heard left-wingers
lems by creating on-the-job has been scattered and relative- would be crazy to. do this, since
training programs at more than ly minor.
they would be blamed for it any100 industrial plants, setting up At the 10 colleger and univer- way. I can't see any communist
68 minority-owned businesses, sities in Rochester and sur- plot in this thing; It looks like
and recruiting nonwhites.
rounding Monroe County, anti- the work pf right-wing kooks,
of the black
"If they (the bombers) are war demonstrations have been especially because
synagogues
and
the
churches,
generally
except
for
the
loW
key
trying to protest lack of opportunity, they hit the wrong temporary seizure of some cam- the union man's house."
Mayor Stephen May says the
pus buildings.
place," he said.
city's
sense of security and
Bernard R. Giffordy 27-year- Out of a work force of 350,001) well-being
can be traced in part
old president of FIGHT, a black in the metropolitan area, organ- baits good economic
climate.
community-action group, is ized labor claims 55,000 mem- Rochester has a Jewish popuamong those who theorize that bers. The Eastman Kodak Co.,
of 25,009 and Rabbi Henry
the bombings were the work of the area's largest firm with lation
pf Beth Sholom
Hoschander
right-wing terrorists. *
46,000 employes, is nonunion. Synagogue on the city 's residenUnlike most public officials Rochester Gas & Electric Corp. tial southeastern edge said
and other residents, Gifford is the largest privately owned there has been no significant
says he detects a "fairly strong utility east of the Mississippi not friction or anti-Semitism;
far-right" movement in Roches- to be unionized.
In the first two bombings Inci? ' ' ' '" '
ter.
Alex Gaby, editor of the week- dents, the dynamite blasts oc. "You fmd a lot oi racist liter- ly Labor News of Rochester, curred within minutes of each
ature here, like the kind you'd says trouble on the union front other at widely separated locafjnd in Mississippi—jews are has been minimal. Some $200 tions, leading authorities to believe that a "conspiratorial
jpft^ns^Ksra^jreBa^^
cell" of some type was involved.
"In the old days if 'ia synagogue got bombed, we'd look for
Fascists or extreme rightists,
but now the anti-Zionist, movement is strong among the New
Left," said Disk Atty. Jack B.
Lazarus.
¦ A n apartment dweller next
door to the federal building, one
of the Columbus Day targets,
was cut by flying glass and the
Beth Sholom caretaker's wife
suffered shock, buttheno one else
powerful
was injured^by
blasts.
\
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time for his critics
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De Gaulle dies —

Election battle lost , he
retired to country home

THROUGH THE YEARS . . .Former French President
Charles de Gaulle? the last of the great European war leaders, Monday died of a heart attack. IJere are the faces of
De Gaulle through the years. From left: as a boy; a cadet

at St. Cyr Military Academy in about 1810; a captain in 1915;
a colonel and tank commander in 1939, ancl as a general and
head of France in 1943. (AP Photofax)
'¦
'
. .y .
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De Gaulle was France
(EDITOR'S NOTE : Richard K. O'Malley, chief of
The Associated Press bureau
in Frankfurt, was AP bureau chief in Paris from 1959
to 1966, during most of Charles de Gaulle's tenure as
president.)

His conduct during one of the
attempts on his life was perhaps
the best illustration of the supreme courage of Charles de
Gaulle.
He was on his way to his helicopter pad at Villacoublay.
The Secret Army organization
had
planned his death, and that
By KICHARD K. O'MALLEY
his wife. As his car sped
FRANKFURT (AP) — He of
along, the machine gunners
was a tall, haughty old man opened fire from two side roads.
With a wintry smile and a for- At the sound, the old man re^
bidding gaze. But this man was
mained upright but turned to his
France.
wife
and said, "Bow your
Charles de Gaulle frustrated
his allies, irritated his staunch- head." Mme. De Gaulle, herself
est supporters and znade^ene- of the same mettle, did hot.
another burst struck the
mies of potential friends. But Then
car,
and
she did bow her head.
above all, this man loved his
But the old general remained
country as few men have.
His departure leaves a ragged
gap in the fabric of a nation still
searching for its place in the
world's affairs.
To jneet Charles de Gaulle
PARIS (AP) r- The weekwas an experience in itself.
From lis great height he looked ly session Thursday of the
down benignly, like a father Vietnam/peace talks were
presiding over the family table. canceled today because of
He always spoke softly and with the death of former Presia concern that made a man feel dent Charles de Gaulle.
he was welcome. But he also The U.S. and South . Vietnamese delegations proposcould be coldly angry.
That he was brave has been ed the cancellation, and
the North Vietnamese and
well documented.
But there are a few things Viet C o n g delegations
about his bravery that have not agreedr-The next session is
scheduled for Nov. 19.
been publicly mentioned.

•Talks•halt•

upright and said, with some asperity: "Why aren't the police
shooting back?"
y
When they arrived safely at
Villacoublay, the old man said
with the patient resignation he
chose when displeased: "The
people who are charged with
protecting me are as bad shots
as those who are trying to
kill
- . . . *' ¦.. .;: ,..;
me."
Anyone who saw the old man
in public would never suspect
that he had any time for lightheartedness. This was not so.
An aide once said that he enjoyed humor provided it came
from an intelligent man and not
from a buffoon .
One of his favorites was
George Brown, the former British foreign minister who often
got into hot water by ignoring
diplomatic niceties.
"He likes Brown," ah aide
once said. "He likes the airy humor of the man and he respects
his mentality."
Charles de Gaulle seemed
ponderous to many, thrashing
them with the "glory of
France." But when De Gaulle
spoke of the glory of firance, it
lived again, lily banners, ships
of the line and all.
Not only a man has died. Part
of a country died with him.
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De Gaulle^how
others saw Kim

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Charles de Gaulle was praised
by most of his contemporaries
for his unswerving devotion to
France, but many found him arrogant and unbending—a man
who could be extremely difficult
and often was. . . '.- .
Those who dealt with him during the trying years of World
War . II, including Franklin D.
Roosevelt, Winston Churchill,
Dwight D. Eisenhower and Harry S. Truman, gave ; their
impressions of the French leader in books written in later
years.

One who knew De Gaulle well
was U.S. diplomat Robert Murphy, *President Roosevelt's personal representative in North
Africa. As such, he had much to
do with arranging the famous
Casablanca "shotgun wedding "
between De Gaulle and French
Gen. Henri Giraud.
In his book "Diplomat Among
Warriors," Murphy recorded
these impressions:
"From the point of view of De
Gaulle, the entire Casablanca
setup was all wrong for a settlement between Frenchmen. He
was offered a formula which he
considered the handiwork of
Roosevelt, Churchill and their
agents. To accept it was to acknowledge before the world that
France no longer was a great
power—which De Gaulle never
for one moment has admitted at
any time in his life. . .
"Churchill and Roosevelt left
Casablanca confident that they
had fitted De Gaulle into a sub-

¦

¦

¦
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ordinate place, whereas De
Gaulle actually set in motion a
series of events which soon
would confound and humiliate
his French enemies In Africa ,
would give him absolute control
of French administrations and
would cause persistent worries
for Eisenhower as long as he remained in the Mediterranean—
in fact, would have disturbing
after-effects which Eisenhower
would have to consider right up
to his retirement in 1961 as president of the United States."

These comments were by Eisenhower and others about De
Gaulle:
Elsenhower in "Crusade in
Europe," 1948:
"I personally liked General
De Gaulle, as I recognized in
him many fine qualities. We
felt, however, that these qualities were marred by hypersensltiveness and an extraordinary
stubbornness in matters which
appeared inconsequential to us
Former Secretary of State
James F. Byrnes In "Speaking
Frankly," 1947:
"Stalin described De Gaulle
as 'very unrealistic' about
France's role in postwar control
of Germany and declared that
though 'France had not done
much fighting in the war, yet
De Gaulle has demanded equal
rights with the Soviets, the British and the Americans, who
have done the fighting. '
"President Roosevelt did not
take issue with Stalin bn De
great
Gaulle.
¦The President
¦ had¦
admiration for France, but he
"
did not admire De Gaulle
Excerpts from the diary of
Henry L. Stimson, World War II
secretary of war:
"Since 1940 the general has
consistently behaved with an arrogance and touchiness that
were not pleasant to any of the
Anglo-Americans. ... In North
Africa his behavior , had been
consistently annoying, and it
was apparent that he had inextricably confused the cause of
France with the cause of General De Gaulle as a latter-day
Joan of Arc.
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IN GERMANY ;.. President Charles de Gaulle of
France and U.S. PresidentLyndon Johnson attended
services for Conrad Adenauer in Germany in 1967.
De Gaulle died Monday at
the age of 79 at his home
in Eastern France. (AP
Photofax )

1890. He em(Continuedfrom page 1)
ternational stages, becoming a France incapable of fulfilling Lille, Nov.a 22,
soldier's career in?
country squire in Golombey les his heroic dreams—to end post- barked on by
entering St. Cyr;
sorial imprint upon France with Deux Eglises.
war Europe's subservience to bis teens
j;
the force of a Napoleon.
Life went on, though not quite the United States and its money France's West Point.
Nurtured and sustained by the same as before, for the old and to reassert France's one- Serving with an infantry regicrisis, bis stature was highest general had done more than one time position of high prestige in ment during World War I, he
when his nation's fortunes were man's share in changing the the world.
•
was wounded three times, taken
lowest. He marched alone and world he found. He exacerbated . The election of December prisoner and decorated for
made political capital of his sol- some crises, he made some 6f 1965, might have given him a vi- bravery.
itude.
sion of what was in store. Runhis own, he eased some.
^'De Gaulle is not on the left," His "grand design" began to ning for his second term as He later taught militaryhistohe once said. "Nor on the right. fall into disarray in 1968. He president, he got only 43.9 per ry at St. Cyr and in the 1930S!
Nor in the center. He is above." survived two grave domestic cent of the vote and was forced wrote a book describing tho
He was, throughout his long crises but at heavy cost to his into a runoff, which he won with army of the future—a mobile
political career, consistently ar- prestige and power.
abfiut 55 per cent of the vote. tank force capable of slicing
rogant. He claimed all his ac- He remained the undisputed The son of a philosophy pro- through static defenses with
tions and statements and de- master of France, but it Was a fessor, De Gaulle was bom in amazing speed.
mands were intended for the
greatness and the grandeur of
France.
: ^_ ^^^^^^^^^^^^Kkm\^kmkm^km\^km\^km\^km^km*^mm*^
After he emerged from selfimposed obscurity in 1958 and
assumed power, the austere, 6foot-4 general ruled like a benevolent despot. He treated his
-Cabinet ministers as if they
were disorderly schoolboys. On
foreign policy he answered to ho
one. He jarred nation after nation/ including his own.
But after 11 years, the odds
began to pile up against him. In
early 196&, Dean Acheson, onetime U.S. secretary of state,
predicted De Gaulle was on his
way out, saying: "The daring
old man on the flying trapeze is
performing against the increasing loss of equipment. He is already working without a net and
will soon be without a trapeze.
The crash cannot be long delayed."
_________%'y '-' \'
It was not. In April that year, ¦ wkmA ^} -^^^
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reform , saying he would resign
if the voters rejected it.
The tally, with 80 per cent of
registered voters casting ballots, was 47.6 per cent for the
proposals and 52.4 per cent
^
^
^^T 4 ^^^mAmm\ ^mm\ ^m\\^mm\
. ^^m^mT '
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against. As soon as the result
was clear, De Gaulle announced
in the early morning of April 28,
1969: "I am ceasing the exercise of my functions as president of the republic. This decision takes effect at noon today."
And just that quickly he Was
gone from the national and in-
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Veterans' Day
parade permit
is granted

Board consolidation
receives initia! OK

Although it faces an uncertain future, an ordinance that
would consolidate three exist
ing city appeals boards into
one won initial City Council approval Monday night.
Final action on the ordinance
is not expected for at least two
weeks. In the^ interim, city ad:
m inistrative
¦
personnel will r ' ; ' ? . '¦
draw a set of
' ¦*¦ •
.GltV
proposed pro_ •!
cedural guide- • " /¦
lines for the |M>UnCll
c onsolidated
board. These will be subject to
council review and probably
will figure in the council's ultimate decision on passage or
defeat of the proposed ordinance.
Essentially, t h e ordinance
would eliminate the Board of
Zoning Appeals, Building Code
Board, of Appeals and Housing
Code Board of Appeals. In their
place would be established a
five-member Board of Adjustment, appointed by the council
for staggered terms. The board
would hear appeals from rulings made under all three codes
in matters of public health,
safety, comfort, environment,
morals and general welfare.
A KEY provision of the proposed ordinance is one that allows appeal of a board ruling
to the City Council as a final
resort. At present the decisions
of the three existing appeals
boards are final — unless an
appellant^ were to take his case
to the courts.
The ordinance was called by
its1 principal author, Councilman Dan Trainor Jr., an ' attempt to improye city land use
code - enforcement procedures.
The city, he said, has a continuing concern with planning,
and zoning is one of the tools
of . implementation. If zoning
is "unfairly and inconsistently
enforced , the whole purpose of
planning can be thwarted, he
declared.
"A zoning ordinance can be,
destroyed by laxity or indifferent enforcement; by excess
liberality of the appeals board
in granting variances; and by
a council's willingness to adopt
unwise amendments based on
individual applications," Trainor told colleagues. Such things
erode public confidence in zoning and violators are encouraged, he continued.
Trainor said the board of
zoning appeals had exceeded

Issuance of a parade permit
THE COMBINED-board idea to veterans' organizations ,for
originated several years ago in Wednesday's Veterans Day cer^
discussions by the City Charter emohies was granted Monday
Commission, Trainor recalled. night
by the City Council.
The consensus then was that
The
parade,
scheduled to start
Hie concept seemed desirable
but this decision to effect it at 10:45 a.m., ¦/ '
"' .• .
.
should be up to the governing will iorm at i
the Veterans
body— the council, he said.
Crfv
Noting Mayor Norman E. In- of F o r e i g n y H 'J .
dall's comment that public par- Wars head- f" %»»«*.il
Meeting Monday evening in
ticipation in government would quarters, 3rd j lOunCII
the
Winona Senior High School
such
consolidaa n d Market
be narrowed by
tion, Trainor urged the council Streets. It will move west along faculty lounge? members of Into weigh this against the over- 3rd to Lafayette Street , south dependent School District Board
all potential benefit to the city. to 4th and west to Main Street. of Education discussed subjects
The new plan could reduce Turning north on Main the ranging from a grooming code
the continual difficulty of find- procession wiU move to 3rd and for athletes to use of Stockton
ing enough qualified board then turn east, halting at the Grade School
members who are willing to Levee Plaza fountain area, 3rd for Grace Lu- - ' *»¦¦"¦'' i
theran Church bCtlOOl
serve on various boards, TrainCenter Streets.
Sunday school
or said? The combination of and
disperse
jurisdiction seems justified be- The formations will program
***<*•
¦Board
cause all land use appeals are after a brief memorial
After, some ¦¦ - ¦ ¦
at
the
fountain/
somewhat related, Trainor ardiscussion and
gued .
one dissenting vote, the board
gave its approval , to a groomThe council cannot adopt
ing code for all male athletes
zoning, building or housing
established at the Winoha Senordinances and then forget
ior and Junior High Schools by
them, Trainor warned. Close,
the public school coaches. The
continuous attention is required,
dissenting member was school
he said.
board clerk Kenneth. Nelson.
While the proposed change
The code calls for each athisn't 7 a guarantee that things
lete to be well groomed and
will improve, Trainor concludneat in appearance at all times.
ed, it "provides an opportunity
to make a fresh start with the The School Board has given He must be clean shaven with
hope that it will solve at least its approval the names of five •sideburns no lower ; than the
some of the present problems." persons and one alternate for bottom of the ear and hair out
which of the eyes and trimmed above
COIWCILMAN Barry tfelson the Teachers' Council,negotiathe ears and collar in the back,
salary
will
conduct
said he favored broadening the
Any willful violation of the
board.
tions
with
the
school
appeal provision to let any perrules by any athlete will lead
Sentencing was scheduled for son aggrieved by a board rul- A c c ording
¦ _ . - < . to suspension from practice and
1 p.m. today in the case of a ing appeal to the council. When to proportion- I
competition until such time as
ate
memberSCflOOi
Winona State College student he put his suggestion as a mothe infraction is corrected.
tion, however, there were no ship, the Wiconvicted here last month of seconds.
' .
nona Educadistributing LSD.
Trainor said he was in par- tion Associa- I: Board
Kim D. Boyum, 23, 1153 Mar- tial agreement with the idea lion's council
Several change orders, one
ian St., was scheduled to ap- and Councilman Howard Hove- members will be Lowell John- resulting in an increase in cost
pear before Winona District I'and said he thought the ad- son, 13 Highway 43; Benjamin and the other combined order
justment board would take all
in a decrease, were
Court Judge Glenn E. Kelley possible factors into considera- Johnson, 1263 E. Wincrest Dr.; resulting
for building projects
Vernell Jackets, 763 Glen Lane approved
after conviction by a district tion in any appeal. To put in and Gary Matson, 1085 Marian v^ithin the district.
The combined change order
court jury here Oct. 23 of the such a provision, warned City ¦St. ?' . '. .
Carroll J. Fry, might
was at the new Goodview Efegross misdemeanor charge of Manager
Council
membership
from
the
open the gates to endless sementary School where $3,700
distribution of the hallucinogen- ries of appeals to the council. Winona Federation of Teachers was deleted from the order
will
be
either
Ross
Wood,
1391
ic drug LSD. The charge was Oh the motion to introduce
when it was decided not to
brought in connection with an the ordinance, Nelson cast the Glen View Road, or Arnold install lockers in the main loballeged punch-spiking incident only nay vote. Mayor Indall Hoffe, 4450 8th St., Goodview, by area for the children. Inat a¦ party in the city last April staked out a reservation that whichever the federation cer- stead, coat racks will be stra' '
he might oppose final passage tifies.
tegically located throughout the
3.;
Judge Kelley can sentence and wouldn't be committed at The decision on how many building.
representatives each organiza- In addition, other changes in
Boyum to a maximum penalty this time.
In a companion motion to tion receives is based on the the building included removal
of one year , nr jail, a $1,000 introduce
a repealer of the ordi- ratio of WEA to WFT teachers. of carpet around wash basins
fine, or both.
nance
sections
up the The WFT has 61 classroom in rooms, installation of addiThere were indications this three Individualsetting
boards, Nel- teachers while the WEA, 226, tional electric outlets, and the
morning, however/ that defense son's nay vote was joined by
of a; display cabinet in
attorney Robert D. Langford that of Councilman Jerry Bor- for a total of 287 teachers. The addition
the
main
lobby area. An added
'
may have been planning to in- zyskowski, who said he didn't council consists of five mem- cost of $710
for grading was
bers.
troduce several motions, includ- think the council had enough ¦¦ ¦ : ' ¦
¦ ¦, ¦ :¦ ¦ ¦ ' ¦¦ " ¦ incurred when it was decided
¦
¦
¦
"
.
. ?af -.
ing a motion for a new trial, information yet on which to
.
to locate the blacktop area
which may delay the proceed- introduce
the
proposed
ordi¦
¦
ings.
nance. ' '¦:
its authority in a number of
cases. An example, he said,
was when a request was granted for an extra bay on a single-bay gas station located in
a residential area. The station
has operated continuously as a
non-conforming use and tfcte
board "clearly violated the
ordinance by extending a nonconforming use," he declared.
The purpose of an appeals
board is not to provide "back
door amendments," Trainor agued, but to recognize and,
where possible, to relieve special hardships in certain sititaations.
'There is no way to draft
an ordinance to insure that an
appeals board will exercise
good jud gment." Trainor continued. "The council, however,
can direct development of a
set of guidelines under which
the new board can operate.
This is only proper and would
give the appeal board a clear
idea of its duties."

Violators face suspension

Athlete grooming code O Ked

Teacher salary
negotiation
group named

Student is
scheduled
for sentencing

¦

¦

.

.

.
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Change Orders

Nettled, council denies
plumbingcode changes

Nettled at being shoved into stances dealing with loading,
the middle of an inter-govern- length of sections and factors
mental power play, the City such as temperatures to which
Council Monday night declined it's exposed.
to adopt what was called a lip- Insufficiently tested new prodservice petition for a change in ucts and applications, however,
should be approached with exstate plumbing codes.
Council reaction to the pro- treme c a u t i o n , O'Laughlin
posal was spurred both by irri- warned. No local health agentation at the federal Depart- cy, as proposed in the resolument of Housing and Urban de- tion, iiyould have the proper
velopment and by the appear- testing facilities to rule intelliance of a delegation of local gently on whether a particular
plumbing contractors.
new kind of installation would
T -h e—proposed resolution work ,..,.he,.,-stated.., The. ... slate
would have been directed to health department, on the
the state. Department of Health, other hand, is equipped to prowhich administers state plunib- vide testing information and to
rule on the merits of each proci n g regula- i
t i o t s. It
ess, he added.
-..
would ask the
C ity
City Manager Carroll J. Fry
_
• „. attempted an explanation of the
state to relax
codes to the COUDCII reason for the proposal. It origi'
extent that a .
nates, he said, with HUD which
l o c a l health •——————* sets up a list of requirements
department could rule on spe- for re-certifying the city'suworkcial requests for permission to able program each year.
install materials or fixtures not Because HUD is deeply conspecifically dealt with by the. cerned with promoting innovacode. At present, if a contrac- tive methods of providing new
tor wishes such a ruling he medium-cost housing, said Fry,
must get it from the state it is trying to promote certain
building code flexibilities that
health department.
A , SPOKESMAN for the will permit use of experimental
plumbers, James O'Laughlin, processes and materials. NoGilmore Valley, argued against body here expects the state to
the proposed resolution. It relax its code, Fry continued,
seems concerned with the in- and neither does he.
creased use of plastic piping, Once the resolution is passed,
he indicated , and this is a Fry said, it could be sent to
touchy area in which to experi- the state yrhich , it is confidentment. Plastic pipe is allowed ly expected, will reject the pronow under certain circum- posal. A copy of the proposal

and of the state's reaction then
will be sent to HUD and this
relatively minor part of the recertification requirement will
have been met, Fry said.
O'LAUGHLIN said he thought
this sounded like a waste of
time.
Hud's objective in all this is
to apply pressure on state codes
through the individual cities,
said Charles E. Dillerud , city
planning director. He said the
federal agency hopes to promote such processes as modular housing as a means of meeting nationwide shortages of
medium-income housing.
This aroused some council resentment. Councilman D a n
Trainor Jr. objected to "adopting something we don't believe
in" and doubted that HUD
could deny recertification on
s u ch grounds. Councilman
Barry Nelson proposed a letter
protesting such treatment be
written to Rep. Albert Quie in
Washington, D.C.
Despite the manager's obvious discomfiture at the action
the council adopted by a rather
weakly affirmative vote Councilman Jerry Borzyskowski's
motion to reject the proposal.
A single nay vote camo from
Councilman Howard Hoveland
who had indicated he didn't
think the council should stir up
such trouble with HUD bureaucrats over an apparently minor
issue.
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Ettrick youlh
accidentally
shootsself

from the northeast corner of
the school building to the southeast corner to facilitate the
traffic pattern within the . school.
The total deduction to the
school's general construction
contract was $2,307 while the
increase in the electrical contract was $925, providing a net
credit of $1,382 plus six percent.? ¦ '
The second change order approved was for the Winona Area
Vocational School addition
where it waS necessary to revise the steel framing resulting
in some deletion and some additions to the building. In conjunction with the additional
steel required for the roof deck
of the addition , the board approved the change order increase in the amount of $1,911.37..

Athletic program

Providing a report on the proposal for ah elementary program in basketball, assistant
superintendent Everett Mueller
said the program would first
begin with sixth grade boys and
then work into fifth graders.
The program will be offered
one night a week at Rollingstone, Minnesota City and Stockton at Minnesota City, Lincoln,
Madison and Central. It will be
provided two nights a week at
Jefferson and Washington-Kosciusko. On Saturday afternoons,
the groups will conduct intramural games at the senior high
school.
Emphasis of the program is
to make use of existing facilities as welf as providing instructional play for the boys.

Band instruments
and uniforms

As per the recommendation
of Robert Andrus, public school
band director, the board ap^
proved his recommendation for
the purchase of one bassoon
with case, $580, one oboe with
case, $339, and one alto clarinet
with case, $439, from Hal Leonard's Music and two bass
clarinets with case, $289.25

each, from Hardt's Music and at any one time outstanding.
Art Store.
Each order will bear the inSome discussion had revolved, terest rate of six percent per
around the alto clarinet at pre- annum.
vious board meetings after a The school district will- then
price difference of $236.75 was deposit funds with the balk and
noted between Hal Leonard's may be used for the payment
quotation and Hardt's, with of outstanding orders in the
Hal Leonard's being the higher order of their presentment to
of the two. However both Paul the bank. With the consent of
Sanders, business manager, and the bank, the orders may be
Dr. Carroll Hopf, assistant su- paid in order of size, the smallperintendent, explained the dif- est denominations being paid
ference in price and the board first.
approved the higher bid.
Discussion on band and orPayrolls
chestra uniforms was again
tabled until the next board The board approved the fofmeeting at which time Andrus lowing payrolls for a total ol
and John D. Wood, orchestral $15,733.21:
director, were requested to ap- Homebound instruction, $2>
pear.
551.50; supplemental instruction,
kindergarten
$4,217;
$87.50; elementary
Personnel ¦- ' ' • substitutes,
substitutes, $1,058.80; ; secondary
The board accepted one resig- substitutes, $1,020; other subnation, and approved two leaves stitutes, $175.
of absences Monday evening.
Title 1, high school credit,
The resignation of Mrs. Lee $525; Title 1, Lamberton Home,
Humble, Washington - Kosciusko $255; evening school, $932.50;
first grade teacher , was accept- driving training, $1,200; worked effective Dec. 18, and the study, $125.25; miscellaneous,
leaves of absence for Miss $2,412.01; noon hour superEdna Kobler, an accounting visors: junior high school, $116;
clerk in the business office, Washington - Kosciusko, $173,
and Mrs. Harold Thaldorf , sec- Jefferson, $327, Lincoln, $133,
retary in the junior high school Central, $95, Stockton, $47,50,
principal's office, were ap- and Madison, $133, and student
proved. payroll, $189.15.
Ratified payrolls totaled $1,while overtime; payroll*
Procedural change 031.78
approved amounted to $1,385.A procedural change for is- 73.
suing warrants or school district orders not paid for want
Miscellany
of funds was approved by the
board pursuant to a Minnesota The student teacher agreestatute authorized by the 1969 ment between the board and
legislature;
St. Mary's College was apUnder the changed procedure, proved?
if the school district has insuf- The agreement calls for St.
ficient funds to pay its orders, Mary's College paying the
any order may be presented to school district for each student
the bank, endorsed by the displaced in the school
trict treasurer by placing on teacher
system.
The
is not to
the back of the order the words exceed $6 peramount
semester
hour.
"not paid for want of funds," The request of Grace Luthergiving , the date of endorsement an Church, Stockton, Minn., to
and signed by the treasurer. use the Stockton Grade School
In no event will the district
Sunday school classes retrotreasurer or the bank be obli- for
active to Sunday was also apgated to pay any order or proved providing the church
combination of orders when the pay $10 a month rent.
total amount exceeds $1,200,000 The board also decided to
continue membership in the
Southeastern Minnesota Education Research and Development
Council by paying the annual
dues of $450.
Final action taken Monday
evening by the board was to
table the approval of contracts
for landscaping and seeding the
Goodview School area. Two
bids had been opened Monday
afternoon, one from Valley
Nursery, quoting $15,325.65 for
landscaping and $3,456 for seeding while the other was from
Westgate Gardens which quoted landscaping at $14,998 and
seeding at $3,094.
The board requested more information concerning tbe specifications on the landscaping before approving the contracts.

ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) —
A 16-year-old rural Ettrick boy
was listed" in fair condition this
morning at St. Francis Hospital
La Crosse, where he was taken
Monday afternoon after a 12gauge double barreled shotgun
accidentally discharged and
struck him in his right leg.
David Stuhr, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Stuhr, from the
Glasgow-Hardies Creek area,
was taken out of the hospital's
intensive care unit this morning. Following surgery on his
leg Monday his leg was placed
'"'""" " x
in a cast.
The accident happened MonMULTIPLE BLOOD ANALYZER . . . technical equipment. The machine can make
day at 1 p.m. on the Vilas Crogan farm, just outside of town, Glen Mason, left, laboratory technician at 14 different tests and establish a patient's
while David and some of his Community Memorial Hospital, records data
blood "profile" with a maximum capacity of
friends were preparing to go while William Baechler , chief medical tech- one test every five seconds. (Daily Mews
hunting in the area for small nologist, operates the Sequential Multiple photo)
game.
Analyzer, the newest addition to the hospital's
When a mend of David's
drove into the farm yard David propped his gun against the
carr. It fell over and a shotgun
blast struck him behind the
right knee.
He received first aid from an
Ettrick doctor and then was
taken to the La Crosse hospital.
The accident was investigated
by Trempealeau County Game
Warden Harold Kubisiak and a
Community Memorial Hcs- pected disease, the serum a laboratory centrifuge at a
local patrolman , Clarence Ol- pital has become one of 22 chemistry graph , produced by high rate of speed in order to
son.
hospitals in Minnesota to ob- the analyzer, serves as a separate the v sdrum from tho
tain the Sequential Multiple baseline against which to remainder of tho blood speciAnalyzer 12-60, a mechanical measure future changes in the men.
device used to handle and patient's blood makeup.
THE SERUM,
a teaautomate" clinical laboratory
A significant point about tho spoonful, ls then about
poured into
testing.
profile is a bonus called un- a sample cup and placed on
Application of the SMA 12-60 solicited laboratory informa- the machine's rotating caroumakes' daily clinical work- tion which yields incalculable sel, the last handling the
loads routine procedure, as 65 benefits to doctor , patient and specimen receives other than
Fillenworth said. for disposal,
percent or more of the total community,
Routine
biochemical
profilFrom here the machine auclipical chemistry workload
ing
of
all
serum
samples
tomatically assimilates the pacan
be
performed
oh
ond
anA Lewiston man escaped inprocessed by the hospital labjury early Saturday morning alyzer, explained Thomas D. oratory has been shown to ef- tient's blood serum into the
system , mixing the serum, In
Fillenworth,
hospital
public
when ho apparently lost control
fect substantial changed in, or different phases of testing,
relations/department
director.
of the vehicle he was driving,
All inlaft specimens are han- re-evaluations of , original di- with chemical reagents, heattraveled about 30O feet, and
the samp way, effect- agnoses.
dd , etc., and is divided Into
clipped off eight guard posts be- dle^
In one largo 12 portions for tho 12 differFor
example,
ing
economies
in
time
and
lafore coming to rest in a ditch
metropolitan hospital, one ent tests.
on Highway 14, on Stockton bor while improving the over- patient admitted for electivd
Onco this is completed, the
all
quality
of
results,
FillenHill, about one-third milo west
surgery was found , on the ba- blood serum-reagent combinaworth
continued.
of Gilmore Valley lload.
sis of biocheniical profiling, to tion passes through a beam
fle was identified as Patrick
ANOTHER application that have probably suffered a mi- of light and by means of a
Hennessy, 19, who was driving has become quite common nor coronary. The condition photocell, tho concentration of
a 1967 sportscar owned by his with users of tho equipment is was not sufficiently develop- blood constituents for which
father , Bernard Hennessy, Lew- to make an analyzer "pro- ed to cause changes to be tlie testing is done can be
iston .
file " part of tho standard pro- noted in the electrocardio- measured. The light impulse
The Highway Patrol said that cedure for most patient ad- gram. In this case surgery is fed to a recorder and tho
at 2:35 a.m., as Hennessy wns missions to tiro hospital , hence wns postponed and tho patient result Is Inked onto a strip
headed east on Highway 14, he providing more completd in- referred to a cardiologist and chart record called the serum
apparently lost control of the ve- formation to the physician a confirming diagnosis was chemistry graph.
when ho first sees tho patient made.
hicle.
Onco all 12 tests arc recordThe vehicle received esti- in tho hospital. In addition to
In demonstrating use" of tho
(Continued on page 6b)
mated damages of $500 to its serving as confirming or ne- machine, a blood sample is
gating evidence' of tho sus- first taken and then spun in
Hospital
front, top and undercarriage.

New multiple analyzer
automates blood testing

No injuries
in Hwy. 14
one-car crash
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By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
. DEAR ABBY: I have a small cottage at the rear of
my home which we are renting (at very low rent) to my
newly married nephew and his wife. They are both teenu
agers. We let them live in it for free for over a month.
The problem is that the second night they were married
they invited over another teen-age couple who are . not
married, and. they let them spend the night there.
I told them that I would not object to their having overnight guests providing they were married, but I was not
going to stand for then* having unmarried
kids staying with them all night.
I have children of my own and I do not
think it sets a good example for them to
see unmarried teens "living" together back
there. I realize that if my nephew and his
wife approve of that sort of thing, they could
invite their friends over and let them do
whatever they want — and it wouldn't take
all night, but I still think I am right to forbid
them to let their unmarried friends stay together all night. Am I wrong?
WILLING TO LISTEN
Abby _
DEAR WILLING: Not in my book.

¦
¦ . ¦ ' . ¦ .' ' : ¦
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Harmony circles

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Hesch

¦ ¦• ' '. (Alf stcdtor

iCathedra I is scene of
Resc^

The Cathedral of the Sacred and yellow sweetheart roses.
fieart was the setting for the Stacy Wenger was flower
Pctober marriage of Miss Bar- girl and Matthew Haug was ring
bara Ann Wenger and Ronald bearer.?:? .
fiescb. ,
Dennis Hesch, Waumandee,
• • Parents of the newlyweds are attended his brother as best
tMr. and Mrs. Harry S. Wenger, man and groomsmen were Kenj$9? E. . King St., and Mr. and neth Wenger, brother of the
Mrs; L. Hesch, Waumandee, bride, and Robert Repka. Ushers were Darrell Majerus, RoiWis.:. ¦• ; ?? ;
i The Rey. David Arnoldt cele-'1 bert Baecker and Michael DejHonored at supper
brated the folk Mass with mu- no.
«ic by students from the College Following a reception at the CANTON, Minn. (Spdcial) Teamsters Club, the couple de- A large crowd attended the pan5of Saint Teresa.
parted
on a honeymoon through cake and sausage supper SaturThe
bride
was
attired
in
her
[
the
South
and are now home at day sponsored by American Lemother's wedding gown of moire
gion Paul Blegen Post 400.
Itaffeta with her long veil at- Waumandee.
tached to a half shaped crown. The bride was graduated Prizes were* awarded and gifts
JShe chose to carry a bouquet of from Cotter High School, at- of appreciation were given to
tended Winona State College Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ward for
.jellow roses.
'{'. '. Miss Mary Gernes, New Lon- and was employed by Commu- their years of service.
• ¦
don, Minn., was maid of honor nity Memorial Hospital prior to
pud bridesmaids were Miss Lin-, her marriage. Her husband, a
Ida Hollowelland Miss Mary Kay ' graduate of Arcadia High Lewiston supper
'Hesch, sister of the bridegroom. School, is engaged in farming. LEWISTON, Minn. - A Vet"3hd attendants wore matching Parties were given the bride erans' Day supper, sponsored
{owns of mint green crepe ac- by Mrs, Robert Wenger and by the American Legion Post
companied by matching wide Mrs. W. C. Hang; by Debbie here, will be* held Wednesday
trimmed picture hats of the Wise and Sheila Fenton and by with serving from 5:39 to 7:30
Same fabric. Each carried a Mary Gernes and Linda Hollo- p.m. at the clubrooms. Turkey
[bouquet of fall colored mums well.
with all the trimmings will be
served. The ¦public is invited.
- ¦ ¦¦
.
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Lanesboro plav

LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)
— The senior class of Lanesboro High School will present
its class, play "One Foot In
Heaven" Friday at 1:30 p.m.
and Saturday at 8 p.m. at the
Lanesboro Community H a-l 1.
The public is invited. There will
be a small admission fee.
BETHANY DINNER
BETHANY,, Minn. (Special)The annual Thanksgiving Fellowship potluck dinner will be
served Sunday at the Bethany
Moravian Church following the
morning worship service*. A
thank offering will be received.
All members of the church are
invited.

SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) —Mr. iand Mrs. Thomai
Moen will bd honored Sunday
with an open house from 2 to 5
p.m. on their silver wedding
anniversary. The open house
will be held at the Faith of
Black H a m m e r Lutheran
Church.

Teen's overnight
7
stays a 'no-no

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
¦— The Bittersweet Garten Club
met at the home of Mrs. Fred
TerBorch for their November
meeting. The new program for
the year was discussed and officers were elected as follows:
Mrs. Wilbert Hotft, president;
Mrs. Eugene Lutjen, vice president; Mrs, Hans Peters, secretary; Mrs. W. F. Fritze,
treasurer, and Mrs. ArMgh
Schafier, historian.
A garden ?quiz was held._ The
next meeting will be the Christmas party to be held at the
home* of Mrs. William Jacob,
with a gift exchange.
Assistant hostess was Mrs.
Wesley' Luikart.
¦
¦
HSRBKWYj^Minn. (Special)
— The topic for discussion at
the November meetings of the
circles of Greenfield Lutheran
Church will be "Money in the
Modern World."
Tonigbt the Abigail .circle will
be hosted by Mrs. Roger Janski; the Anna circle by Mrs.
Gene Richardson; the Claudia
circle by Mrs. Tillie Turnmire;
the Eunice circle by Mrs.
James Taubert; the Jemima
circle by Mrs. Robert Trouten;
the Leah circle by Mrs.,Myron
Scheevel; the Phoebe circle by
Mrs. Carl Berge and the Salome circle by Mrs. Robert
Rosedahl.
Thursday Mrs. Arlo Wahl will
host the Deborah circle and on
Nov. IS the Naomi circle will
have" Selma Sanden as its hostess. The Priscilla circte will be
hosted by Mrs. Clarence Elton
on Nov. 19. The Mary circle
will meet Nov. 20 with Mrs. Edward Fishbaugher.

Moen open house

Dear Abby:

Garden Club
elects officers

METHODIST VOWS ¦ .' . . The Eev. Glenn Quam received
the marriage vows of Miss Ruth Lee, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert B. Lee, Money Creek, and Henry Kleist, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin KJrast, Rushford, in October ceremonies
at the McKinley United Methodist Church. Following a honeymoon through Colorado, the newlyweds are home at Hart.
The bride, a graduate of Houston High School, is employed
by Stott arid Son Corp. and her husband, a graduate of Rushford High School, is employed by Madison . Silo Company,
Winona. (Jack's Portrait Studio)
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DEAR SOFT TOUCH: By providing yourjriend with a
convenient wailing wall, you could be hurting her more
than helping her. Mary needs to tell her troubles to an
impartial party who is trained in counseling and who is
qualified to guide her. (As a friend, you are disqualified.)
Help is as near to Mary"as her Mental Health Clinic. If
you are "fond" of her, insist that she see them? Until she
has professional help, her miserable lot will never change.
DEAR ABBYi My driver's license is due for renewal very
soon. I retired last montlrso I am now a "Senior Citizen."
I have had? a driver's license for 35 years and have an excellent record, but I have never told my right age. (I am five
years older than recorded on my license, and also on my car
insurance.)
Should I tell the truth now? Or should I let it go? I am
.
seared.
„
BROOKLINE, MASS,

BORDER PRINT . . . s«t the 1
I
& pace for travel in mis shift |
I in 50% Avril® rayon/50% 1
I cotton print... zipper front 1
H closing with zipper pull .. . |
|s side seam pocket... tailored |
| collar. In Gold or Turquoise, 1
ISizes 10-20, 14/2-24Vi. 1

DEAR BROOKLINE: Tell the truth. Honesty is the
best policy in all things. And for insurance, it's absolutely necessary.
DEAR ABBY: Your article about "Twin Beds vs. Double
Beds" hit both of us right between the eyes. You are absolutely right!
Although we are both past the age of "romance," we
have a king-sized bed, and it is so nice to cuddle up next to
each other and hold hands'until we drop off to sleep.
In spite of the fact that I am a snorer, blanket-snatcher
and leg flinger, my wife is happy with this arrangement.
Sincerely,
HAPPY IN OAKLAND

-

~~—-

"' J

DEAR ABBY: I have a dear friend I'll call Mary, whom
I have known for years. Mary's two biggest problems are
her healthy and a husband who has abused her in every way
possible. . .
She has seen many specialists, and mey? all tell her it's
"nerves," about which little can be done?
Mary's husband squanders his money on drinking companions and other women, and there have been times when
I have had to lend Mary money to feed her family.
? Mary calls .me and cries every day. She keeps asking,
"Should I leave him?" I always give her the same answer,
"That's for you to decide." She left him a few months ago,
but he talked her into taking him back. Now he treats her
worse than ever.
I am ashamed of myself for becoming so unsympathetic,
but her phone calls spread a cloud of gloom over my every
day. Would it be selfish of me to break off my friendship with
Mary entirely? I am very fond of her and need your advice.
SOFT TOUCH

'A Man of the Establishment ',
topic for Huskin Club paper
A study of the author John "timely topic" because there
Galsworthy and his writings has been a great resurgence
was presented by Mrs. Robert of interest in his writings probSelover at the Monday meeting ably due in large part to the
of the Ruskin Study Club, at the recently televised series of the
home of Mrs. Leslie Woodworth. Saga, produced by the British
¦ Mrs? Selover described Gals- Broadcasting Co. and presented
.•
worthy as a "Man of the Es- on National Education Televitablishment'1 because he wrote sion in the United States.
of and thoroughly believed in Mrs. Thomas Cavanaugh was
the standards of middle-class assisting hostess.
English.' society of the Victorian and Edwardian eras. Al- GREENFIELD AL(W
though as a young writer he rebelled against the strict divorce HARMONY, Minn. (Spieclal)
laws, the sub-standard hous- — The" regular meeting of the
ing of the English working class- Greenfield Lutheran Church
es and the hypocritical social ALCW was held Thursday in
standards, Galsworthy had no the church social jooms. The
intentions of giving up the priv- Eunice circle was in charge of
ileges'and the comforts of the the program. A skit entitled
upper middle-class Englishman. "Money" was presented by the
' organized
Galsworthy's "Forsyte Saga", group. The newly ¦
Mrs. Selover said, is rated by boys' choir from grades seven,
literary critics as a great Eng- eight, and nine, under the dilish comedy of manners com- rection of Mrs. Harold Ause,
parable to and as enduring as sang seveVal selections. Hostesses for the day were the ClauThackeray's "Vanity Fair."
She called Galsworthy a dia Circle.

f
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Wins awards at
baton contest

Susan DeLano, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. DeLano, 419
Lafayette St., won several
awards at Spring Lake" Park,
Minn., the past ^.^^ . ,,„,
weekend teclu , -|2
|j
j
j
|
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Miss DeLano §™B'?t#|^jH

strut for per-"^*"*^^™
sons 15 to 20 8j»,DeLano
years old and first in advanced
fancy strutting routine for contestants age 15 to 20.
The contest was sponsored
by the National Baton Twirling
Association.
a
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dishwashing
cX>ur Easiest
kitchen Chore
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Receives 50-year
Eastern Star pin

LANESBORO, Minn. (Special) — Mrs. George Gulbrandsen was awarded a 50-year pin
at a recent Order of. the Eastern Star meeting held at the
home of Mrs. Alice MOB.
Mrs. Virginia-Schroeddr, Caledonia, worthy grand matron of
the grand chapter of Minnesota, presented the award. Charlea Schroeder, worthy patron,
and Mrs. K. R. Palmer, secret
tary of the local chapter, spoke.
Mrs. Gulbrandsen joined the
order in 1920, along with five,
men. She and Lavern Vannater,
Canton, Minn., are" the only surviving member of the class.
Offices held by Mrs. Gulbrandseri include elecba, Ruth,
associate matron, worthy matron, and organist, an office aha
currently holds.
Lunch was servdd and Mrs.
Gulbrandsen was presented with
a corsage.
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Front Load Portable
. Kenmore Dishwashers
Regular $239.95... $Of"WV)
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Chautauqua Club hears
talk on prison work

Mrs. Harlyn Hagmann was
the guest speaker at the Monday
afternoon meeting of the Chautauqua Club held at the home
of Mrs. Stanley Pettersen. •
Mrs. Hagmann is the only
woman correction agent to work
in a male penal institution in
Minnesota. She worked at the
Stillwater State Prison not only
in Rehabilitation of prisoners
but in helping them to adjust to
prison life. Their worries and
concerns, Mrs, Hagmann stated,
are many, including jobs, families, and fairness and equality
in which their courtUases were
handled. She stated that there
is a great need for women , in
this kind of work.
The next meeting of the Chautauqua Club will be an oldfashioned .Christmas party to be

Lake City LWMS
hears report
from convention
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Spgcial)
— The LWMS of Lake City
heard reports of the DMLC Auxiliary convention held Oct. 14
in New Ulm. It was announced
that the auxiliary area meeting
will be held Wednesday at St.
John's Lutheran Church, rural
Goodhue. Professor Brick qf Dr.
Martin Luther College will be
the guest speakecj with students
from the College providing the
entertainment.
A report on the LWMS rally
held, at Austin was also heard.
The Rev; Ralph A.- Goede led
the topic discussion for the evening.- .
Reports were heard on the
visits to shut-ins, hospital and
rest home patients, and on the
pie and ice cream social. The
recognition day in honor of the
Rev. T. H. Albrecht will be
held Nov. 29. It was decided to
send Christmas cards to all local men in service. Mrs. Robert Mpyer will be chairman of
the project;
The next meeting, the Christmas party, willbe held Dec. 3,
with a potluck lunch. It was
voted not to exchange gifts and
to invite non-members to attend
th» party. It was also decided
to buy personal gifts for tbe
sick and shut-ins, rather than
the traditional boxes of food for
Christmas.
Donations will be sent to the
rest home at Belle Plaine; Bethesda Lutheran Home, Watertown, Wis.; St. Michael's Mission, and the Medical Mission,
Zambia, Africa.

held Dec. 14 at the home of
Mrs. S. J. Kryszko at 1:30 p.m.
Each member is asked to bring
one or more small gifts marked for elther^ a man or woman
to be given to a social agency
for distribution in Winona.

Ettrick woman
notes 86 years
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) The 86th birthday of Mrs. Oline
Reitzel was observed . Saturday
and Sunday at the home of her
daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs; Emil Stutllen, with
whom she makes her home. »
"The^ formef^DMne 'EveireuB
was born Nov. 9, 1884, in Welsh
Coulee. She was married to
Bernt Ericksmoen, and the couple farmed on Lone Star Ridge,
Preston. Following Mr. Ericksmoen's death, she was married
in 1917 to George Reitzel. They
lived in the Whitehall area, later moving to the farm on Lone
Star Ridge. Upon retirement,
they sold the farm, purchased
a mobil home and moved to Ettrick. Mr. Reitzel died in 1955.
Mrs. Reitzel has three daughters: Mrs. Emil Stutlien, Mrs.
Raider Martin, Blair; and Mrs.
Ben Erickson, Osseo; seven
grandchildren, 13 great-grandchildren, and two great-greatgrandchildren.

Weaver WSCS
WEAVER, Minn. ( Special)The WSCS of the Weaver
United Methodist Church will
meet Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
church. There will be a program and business meeting.
Mrs. Marvin Arends and Mrs.
Gilmore Olson will serve as
hostesses.

For WEDNESDAY, Nov. 11
Your birthday today: This year your introspective side
develops far more than the placid surface you present to
the world. Your intuition sharpens and occasional sparkling
moments of clarity light your way through a patch of
irustraucn aneaa. (, use, mat tune ior reflection, planning, when it comes.) Your
limitations this year are superficial, and
are transcended by your becoming a better
sort of person. Today's natives have inventive minds, make convivial friends and
formidable adversaries.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) : Caution
about finances should mark your day, at
least until evening after your intuition has
had time to work. Pursue romantic or sentimental feelings.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): The same
' Jeane
crosscurrents prevail as yesterday. Retain
your serenity and the whole shadow dissolves as a bad dream
late in the afternoon. Then you can wind up the day well.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): You still feel caught in the
cross-pulls of conflicting energies. Wait it out. Things come
up right later in the day and you can have a pleasant evening.
" CANCER tJune 21-Jnly 22) r Seek somexreativeT>athsthat
has not been overused lately; explore it alone. Esthetic factors, poetry, vision are important today, while material
things falter?
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Home life and career effort run
at cross-purposes. Settle personal affairs first; if possible,
take the day off for catching up on family discrepancies.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Most of today belongs properly
to private considerations, meditation, health care. Go back
refreshed to the work-world late in the day, or even better,
tomorrow.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): The early half of today is
variable and your work is sidetracked by outside factors.
Keep matters uncomplicated and in shape for later review.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): The more you fret trying to
get things done, the less will be achieved. People have to
drift a bit, bumble into place. The evening is more interesting.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Your public life is
full of minor obstacles. Your private affairs, romantic inclinations turn out to be memorable this evening, according
to what you do about them.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Let everything ride now
wherever you can. Give others a chance to see the problem
and possible solutions. The evening is for social activitiesthere may be somebody new.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Keep your tact and good
humor, going, as some ef today is not really funny. Things
tend to straighten out, and you go full speed ahead in the
afternoon.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Wait awhile for acquaintance to grow into friendship. If it does, then it will be time
to trust ¦and confide. The evening is for some lively conversation.- ' ¦

Portia Club hears ta lk
on sanitation,landfill
Ted Schima of the Winona
Public Health Department presented an illustrated talk on air
pollution and solid waste, at the
meeting of the Portia Club held
Monday at the home of Mrs. H.
K. Robinson.
The emphasis of the talk was
on sanitation and landfill. The

roblem of waste* disposal has
increased since the days of simple packaging and the time
when waste was used for animal feed; the speaker stated.
Two federally-installed units
in Winona are measuring air
pollution; readings from these
units are interpreted by the
state control agency and recommendations for the city are
then returned, Mr. Schima told
the group. In addition, he said,
six dust-fall buckets measure
the sulphate content of the air.
The Winona City Council soon
will make a decision on a permanent landfill site. Three sites
have bderi approved by the
county as practical areas, he
explained. The area selected
mil be used for solid waste disposal.
Bridge marathon players are
urged to play their matches and
report scores promptly. The
public is reminded of the sale
of the Portia Club's canape
cookbook which is available
from members of the club and
at the Williams Book and Stationery store. Mrs. Robinson
will mail the book to anyone desiring.

OES hears
reports,slates
coming events

A meeting of Winoha Chapter, 141 Order of Eastern?Star,
was held Monday evening at
the Masonic Temple.
Mrs. Richard Hasset, worthy
matron, opened the meeting
with a short reading after which
William, Wiech, worthy patron,
presented a 40-year membership pin to Claude Austin, a
member of Winona Chapter
LC. Ladies Aid
now living in Mpkato.
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
Committee reportswere given
— The Rev. William Ziebell led
by
the Mmes. Walter Dopke,
the discussion at the Ladies Aid
Gladys
Anderson and Ralph
of Trinity Lutheran Church
Hubbard.
meeting held Thursday. Names
S.G. concert set
Invitations were read from
were drawn for the gift exMystic
Star Chapter, Rushford,
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Spe- change to be held at the next
to attend its meeting Nov. 16;
cial) — The music department meeting, Dec. 3. Mrs. Orie Belt
Ardeen Chapter, Caledonia,
of Spring Grove High School and Mrs. Ronald Hoops were
Nov. 17 and Vesper chapter, Elwill present a concert Friday, hostesses.
gin, Nov. 24.
at 8 p.m. at the high school
Reports on visitations to othgymnasium. The junior and RUSHFORD WOMEN'S CLUB
er chapters weregiven by Miss
senior high school bands will RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
Harriet Kelley on Alma; Ralph
perform under the direction of — The Rushford Federated
Bowers on Pickwick, and Mrs.
Dale Klinzlng and the junior Women's Club will mdet ThursRay Crouch on Lewiston.
and senior high choirs will sing day evening at the home of
under the direction of Almore Mrs. Jerome Johnson, with
It was announced that the
Mathsen. The public is invited Mrs. Burdell Smith as co-hostchapter will serve the Scottish
ess. Mrs. Owen Gaasedelen will
free of charge.
Rite reunion banquet Nov. 21.
present the program on "ChilB
On the refreshment commitdren and Our Changing Societee
were Mr. and Mrs. Albin
BLACK HAMMER WOMEN
ty."
Johnson, co-chairmen, assisted
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Speby the Messrs. and Mmes.
cial ) — The Stewardship secre- SONS OF NORWAY
George Elliott, T. W. Smeed,
taries will present the program SPRING GROVE, Minn. (SpeFred Boughton and Miss Ethel
at the Faith of Black Ham- cial) — The Sons of Norway Arcadia High
School Fallows.
mer Church women's meeting wjll hold their annual masquerWednesday at 8 p.m. at the ade party Thursday at 8 p.m. to present plays
Mrs. Carl Frank was in
in the school auditorium.
church.
charge of the table decorations
(Special)
ARCADIA, Wis.
- and "Edwin Greethurst was in
Thespian Troupe 2546 of the Ar- charge
1
of lighting and sound.
ir"""
cadia High School will present
'' D
jttJLf
three one-act plays entitled
"Ladies of the Mop" "Some- FHA initiate
thing Beautiful", and "Curse
you, Jack Dalton" Friday and GALESVILLE, Wis. - The
Saturday at 8:15 p.m. in the Gale-Ettrick Chapter of the Future Homemakers of America
high school gym.
Business managers for all recently initiated ten new memthree plays are Mary Feltes bers. A candlelight ceremony
and Mary Meinerz. Publicity was followed by a tea tot mothmanagers are Linda Greeley ers, initiates and members. Jill
and Ann Herrick. Jean Meistad Sobotta, state FHA officer,
is usher chairman.
spoke to the group,

ComebaWnta.
Wonaerallsarc

FLOOR COVERING NEWS...

We've got a slelghful of cute,cuddly* warm, washable,
absolutely adorable Wonderalls Sno-Sets* for preschoolers. Pick your favorites Insleek oxford nylon or
snugorlon pileby DuPontandMaiden.Inpretty pastels
for little bitty kids,groovy brightsfor ,
j/ i ,
little bigger kids. Get them before |/UVl/w4lU>
|W<Wdl|S
|
tlie snow files. Happy Winterl
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HOW TO SELECT YOUR FLOOR,
figure , functio n, fashion, fina nces.
Naturally, it mak es a lot of difference whether you're
buying a floor for the kitchen, the basement ree room, the
seldom-used guest room, or the bath or living rooms.
For the ree room, you've got to consider tlie baclctnjf^/
l/our new floo r. Can it be put doum. on concrete? For the
kitchen, you'll want a floor that scoffs at scuffs and soil and
cleans in a jiffy. For the guest roam , you might go all out
on fashion. Perhaps even make it a do-it-yourself project .
But whatever j/our practical and financial requirements:
Do choose a sensational pattern in a color you love. No
single surface in your fyome is as noticed as your floor. So
by all means buy fashion. LYLE'S has fashion for you,
whether you 're independently wealthy or consider shoe-stringchio your speed.
The floor is a key element in decorating. So fashion value
is paramount. But /unction — a practical Approach — is
important , too. Your floor patter n should be compatible with
appliances, furniture and accessories .
See LYLE'S for fashionable floors at easy terms. LYLE'S
has everything to make your interior more beautiful, so—
"brighten your home at the sign of the yellow ball on CI" .
CARPETING— DRAPERIES—CERAMIC — LINOLEUM
%
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Ettrick pair
observes 50th

ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) Mr. and Mrs. Barney Mahoney
were honored Sunday by nearly
IOO friends and relatives at
their home here on their golden wedding anhiversary.
Attendants at the wedding,
the bride's sister and brother,
Mrs. Helen Johnson, and Joseph Dettinger, La Crosse,
were present.
Barney Mahoney and the iormer Veraa Dettinger, were
married Nov. 6, 1920, at St.
Bridget's Catholic Church by
the Rev. E. Strulmen. Mahoney.;
was bora on the Dennis Mahoney farm, March 29, 1890, while
Mrs. Mahoney was born in Winona, Sept. 25, 1901; For 47 :
years ythe couple fanned northeast of Ettrick. Three years
ago they retired, building a
home in Ettrick where they
have resided since. They are
50-year members of St. Bridget's congregation. They have no
children.

Correction
PEPIN, Wis. — The American Lutheran Church Women
will hold their bazaar Saturday
from 11 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. not
on Sunday as incorrectly, stated
in Monday's paper.

SHAG RUGS
SOILED?
OL'E GOOD FRIENDS . . . Mexican border. Pictured are a tasty tamale pie and
turkey toastado with recipes to follow. To
cookery has become increasingly popular
throughout the United States only recently : ; break the monotony in cooking at your house
at this time of year, try either or both of the
perhaps one reason being that more and
more Americans are vacationing south of the tempting dishes.

South of the border
recipes are tempting
treats for fall season
Ole for our good friends south
of the border and their rich
folklore of foods. Americans
from the Southwestern United
States have been adapting Mexican recipes for years, but it
has only been recently that
Mexican cookery has become
popular throughout this country.
Millions of tourists to Mexico
savored the foods there and
now want to enjoy them back
home.
Mexican food is a fascinating
combination of both Spanish and
Indian influences. It makes ample use of many native American staples, such as corn, tomatoes, avocados and beans.
The Spanish influence is shown
in their use of olives, almonds
and rice.
This Tamale Pie has the spicing and primitive colors of traditional Mexican cookery. Corn,
the main staple of the Mexican
diet, debuts in three forms in
this zippy flavored pie. The
golden whole kernel corn with
.red and green sweet peppers
gives the pie a 'fiesta appearance. Golden cream-style corn
blends the meat base together
and the subtle, tangy flavor of
cheddar cheese melts into all
under a cornmeal topping.,
The festive Turkey Tostados is
really a double-deck sandwich
variation of the famous openfaced Mexican Tostado Sandwich.
Turkey Tostados boast a rich
turkey filling that can be made
ahead of time and served between two buttery crisp tortillas. The layers are embellished with fresh avocado slices,
bits of- onion, garlic salt, nippy
shredded cheese and lettuce.
Surely a Mexican treat not to
miss.
Tamale Pie

578 E. 4th St.
Winona, Minn.
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H. Choate & Co.

TO VISIT CHINA
DACCA, Pakistan (AP) President Ahga Mohamed "Yahya ?Khan? of Pakistan left for Peking today for a five-day visit to
Communist China.

y

Levee Plaza & Center
Winona, Minn.
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Courthouse issue
to be discussed

!

1 egg.

.n y

Robb Bros. Store

Turkey Toastado
3 cups cooked, chopped
Valley Dist. Co.
turkey.
101-113 Johnson St.
3 8-oz. cans tomato sauce
Winona, Minn.
with cheese.
Wheh
you
are
pan-broiling
1% teaspoons chili powder.
Altura Hardware
meat, use a heavy skillet and
% teaspoon pregano?
Altura, Minn.
preheat
it
before
adding
the
2 tablespoons butter.
meat.
19-oz. package tortillas.
2 fresh avocados, peeled,
sliced^
% cup chopped onion.
Garlic salt.
1 head lettuce, shredded.
1cup shredded sharp ched
dar cheese.
Radish roses to garnish,
if desired.
6 servings In saucepan combine turkey,
tomato sauce,.,with cheese, chili
powder and oregano. Simmer,
stirring occasionally. Fry tortillas in melted butter until
crisp. Drain. Place 6 tortillas
on large platter or individual
serving plates. Spoon 2 or 3 tablespoons hot turkey sauce over
/"V^S \ -\ v And It will probably continue to
tortillas and top with avocado
be wel until you take a positive
slices, onion and garlic salt
/JM\ \ \ I V ste
vl\>
your child. Walter
1 V
P to help
f/>
Cover with remaining tortillas.
¦¦M.D.
A,varez
,Prof. Emeritus,
c*
.
J'
Spoon remaining sauce over
U
i V \
VAx/ T 1 1 1 Mayo Clinic,says: "What can tho
each. Top with remaining avoJj ,/J fl _ L-^ doctor prescribe ..?. He can
cado slices; sprinkle with shredSXH&t^r l-'-^send the child to a urologist or
ded lettuce and cheese. Garnish
with radish roses.
,' - «. P,sychlatr'st,fcut rarely can they
khelp.
. . •Pacific

The .Winona County courthouse issue will-be discussed at
a meeting at 8 p.m. Thursday
at the Winona Senior High
School. The meeting is being
sponsored by the Winona
League of Women Voters.
According to Edwin Maus,
Maus, Minnesota City, president of the Winona County Progress and Preservation Association, Inc., slides taken recent1 lb. ground beef.
ly of the renovated courthouse
V\ cup chopped onion.
1 lG-oz. can whole toma- at Mankato will be shown. Greg
Bambenek, 509 Harriet St.,
toes, undrained.
1 8^-oz. can golden cream chairman- of the* Committee for
a Sensible Courthouse Plan , will
style corn.
present information regarding
Vi cup corn meal.
the issue.
3 teaspoons chili powder.
Tho meeting is open to the
Vk teaspoons salt.
public.
V\ teaspoon garlic powder.
% cup coarsely chopped
¦ •C ¦ "¦ mn
ma m. - ^ mm
black olives.
1 cup shredded sharp
cheddar cheese.
Topping
Vi cup corn meal.
% cup flour.
VA teaspoons baking* powder.
% teaspoon salt.
% cup milk.

3 tablespoons melted butter.
Oven temperature 425 degrees.
6 servings
In largo skillet brown ground
beef and onion ; drain off excess
fat. Add tomatoes, corn, cornmeal and seasonings; simmer,
uncovered for 10 mjnutes. Stir
In olives. Carefully spoon topping over cheese, spreading batter out to edges. Bake at 425
degrees for 15 to 20 minutes or
until topping is lightly browned.
Topping
In small bowl combine cornmeal , flour , baking powder nnd
salt. Add remaining ingredients ;
stir until smooth.

CIRCLE M
Circle M of St. Martin's Lutheran Church will meet Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Earl Fort, Garvin Heights.
¦
¦:¦
'¦

Rent the raw- Blssell Etaetrio
Shampooer and Really clean
thaml Centle, powerful back-endforth action., lifts, fluffi, comb*
the nap. No rotating brushes to
tangle, mat or grind town car*
pet titers. Rent it here, now.
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"
International... the largest organization of Its kind In the world ... has
helped solve the problems of hundreds of thousands during the past 20.years. End the frus«
tratlons and embarrassment of bed wetting
with safe help when not caused by oraanlo
M
defect or disease.
Available are a limited number of 16-page brochures, "Js There A Solution?" Mall coupon
NOW for your free copy. Wo obligation.
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DRY CLEANING

SPECIAL!
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(Floeco Linings and Fur Trim Not Included)
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WINONA CLEANING WORKS j,
201 E. 3rd St.

For Free Pick-up Phone 452-2 175

Colt wrinkles bared,
Pack thwarted 13-10

Colts on an 80-yard drive that
By BOB GREENE
of the entire game.
line. "¦/ .
ended with Hill's 15-yard sweep
have
to>
appeared
Associated Press Sports Writer Baltimore was in scoring posi- The decision
tion again only moments after backfired, however, when Bob around left end. '
MILWAUKEE CAP) — Two the missed three-pointer when Jeter stepped in front of a re- O'Brien then booted threesew wrinkles set the tone as the safety Rick Vdlk picked off the ceiver in the end zone to pick off pointers from 42 and 29 yards
Baltimore Orioles continued first of four Don Horn passes a Unitas aerial and returned it before Green Bay finished the
their charge toward a playoff the Baltimore defense intercept- to the Green Bay 16:
scoring when Jim Grabowski
berth Monday night by downing ed. The Colts apparently scored Dale Livingston capped a 71- plunged one yard for the final
the Green Bay Packers, 13-10, on a field goal, but Baltimore yard Packer drive with a 2fc touchdown.
in a nationally-televised Nation- passed up the points when a yard field goal, boosting Green It was the first TD the Baltial Football League game.
more defense has allowed in 13
holding penalty against Green Bay to a 3-0 lead.
One of those "new wrinkles" Bay gave the visitors a first After Livingston missed a 39- quarters of play." The Colts'
was unveiled on the very first down on the Packer four-yard yard attempt,- Unitas took the theft of four Green Bay passes
raised their total of intercepplay of the game when running
tions to 17 in their last four
back Sam Havrflak, a former
games,
Bucknell quarterback, took the
•
The victory raised Baltimore's
ball on an apparent reverse aid
record to 7-1 in its bid for the
threw to wide receiver Roy JefAmerican Conference's Eastern
ferson.
Division title. Green "Bay, a
"It was one of those high
member of the National Conferschool plays," Baltimore Coach
Don McCafferty said. "We have
ence's Central Division, is now
been using reverses all season,
4-4. :
SUMMARY
but that's the first time we have
BALTIMORE ... . . . . . . . . . « M 0-11
thrown off of it."
GREEN BAY .. .. ........ 3 0 0 7—10
20.
GB-FG, Livingston
Then there was Jerry Hill's 15
BALT^Hill, 15 riin, O'Brien kick.
yard scamper around right end
BALT.—FO. O'Brien «.
BALT.—FG; O'Brien M.
for the Colts* only touchdown of
GB-Grabowskl, 1 run, Livingston kick.
the game. Quarterback John
' •' .¦'
A—49,04}. A
STATISTIC!
Unitas faked to Havrilak on a
Colli Pickart
plunge through the center of the MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — This "We had a blocked punt rush first towns
I*
'*
line, then pitched out to Hill, week, the pressure is mostly on on/' said Kassulke. "Every- RushWS Y»nJBB«
W'\
110
74
11
yardajjo
who turned the left end with the Detroit Lions.
body was coming hell-bent for Return
IMM
10-21.4
Passes
nothing but a host of Baltimore . '.'I'm sure Detroit feels it has election. We were overloaded to Punts
»-4i
, M4
I
o
Fumbles lost
jerseys out in front of him.
to win to stay in the running," the right and the end blocked Yards
. 44
«»
penalized
/
had
said Karl Kassulke, Minnesota im-Hargrove^ I
a clean
"That was a great call by Vikings' safety. "I'm sure -we'll Tj
at
it
after
the
fullback
shot
"That's
John," McCafferty said.
get
their
best
shot
and
I'm
sure
up
somebody
else
went
to
pick
the first time we used it this
that had filtered through. "
year. You have to come up with we'll be ready for them."
new wrinkles now and then to The Lions are 5-3 in the Na- Kassulke, playing with a
tional Pootliall Conference-Cen- broken hand, said he should
keep everybody honest."
Although the score was'close, tral? two games behind Minne- have scored on the play.
the game wasn't. Green Bay sota's sparkling 7-1 record. In
took an early 3-0 lead, then addition, the Lions face the "I had old club hand here,"
watched Baltimore explode to a task of bringing themselves up said Kassulke, pointing to a
13-3 advantage before the Pack- psychologically after a crush, cast, "and couldn't pick up the
ers scored their final points with ing 19-17 loss at Detroit 'when ball and run it in. So % just
less than two minutes remaining New Orleans kicker Tom Demp- recovered it."
sey kicked a record 63-yard Sunday's game against the
in the game.
Havrflak's pass on^the=first fieI(LgoaI,i===_____ ___1_ Lions, l p.m. at Metropolitan
^
jplay,
which was good for 54
Stadium, is one of three home
yards, was the only real long •'They 've got to be down aft- games left. The Vikings play
gainer of the day as intermit- er that ," said Kassulke, a de- Green Bay at the Met Nov. 22
tent rain forced both teams to fensive star in Minnesota's 19- and Chicago at home Dec. 5.
play more conservatively than 10 victory over the Washington
The other games are against
Redskins.
they wanted to.
the
New York Jets Nov. 29,
Although the drive started by Kassulke made several tackthe long play fizzled when Jim les and blocked bis second punt Boston Patriots and former Vi(Continued oh page 5b)
O'Brien missed a 30-yard field of the season to set up a field
goal attempt, it did set the tone goal, one of four by Ered Cox.
Sam Havrilak
Pressure

Pressure is on

against Vikings

LONELY PACKER — Green Bay Packers' Jim Grabowski
is surrounded by Baltimore ColtsMonday night in Milwaukee
County Stadium. Although Grabowski was Colt-handled, he

managed a four-yard gain on the play. Baltimore won the
contest, 13-10. (AP Photofax)
.. .
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Scalers, eftcwgers, named roppers , bribers:

Don't crash the gate, they re ready
„

-

.,

_- ——__

— —
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By PAT THOMPSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
\ MINNEAPOLIS - FeVerished Minnesota Vikings
football fans have a prob-

Apache. They even use the
same methods .— rickety
ladders, barrels."
"Some guy even drove a
fork lift on the property
and was lifting people over
;¦ lem. ?
the
fence. He didn't charge
How do you watch the
anything. I gusss he" was
National Football League
powerhouse play when the_ just being neighborly. Last
they had the* snow
47,900-seat Metropolitan Sta-' -year
pushed
up so high behind
dium is sold out for every
that" a 4the
scoreboard
home game?
year-old could have stepped
So if you don't have a
into the place.
ticket for next Sunday's
"Relatively few actually
¦'
game "against the Detroit
get in, maybe 50 or 75 a
Lions, you can get out of
game. But at night the figthe 75-mile blackout radius
ure triples."
and watch the game on teleTHE NAMEDROPPERS.
vision.
namddroppers are
"The
Or you haggle with the
the first guys who try to
scalpers.
crash the gate," Sims said.
Or you sneak in.
"They'll say anything, be
But Bob Sims, who owns
anybody's relative. There
the ushering franchise at
was one guy who deserves
the stadium, is ready if
an acaddmy award."
you're going to try to crash
"The guy said his diathe gate.
betic grandfather was inSims has you classified
side and was four hours
into groups — the scalers,
overdue for his insulin shot.
the chargers, the namedrop^^ pers and ths bribers;
He even had the syringe
with
him.'1^
"We have 43 turnstiles,"
THE
BRIBERS.
Sims said, "And that's the
"People will try anything.
only legal way to gdt in.
They'll even try to pay off
But there must le 50,000
the gatemen. We are unways people try to get into
sympathetic."
the stadium."
THE SCALERS.
THE CHARGERS.
"The most simple way is
"These guys do what they
climbing the fence," Sims
do out of frustration . They
said. "They kind of go at it
show up two or three hours
likd an attack at Fort
early and try to buy a
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We Offer You The Best
In Pre-Winter Servicing
For Trouble-Free
Winter Driving
BRING YOUR CAR IN HOWI
For a front-to-back chock, repair or replace*
ment of parts and fluids If necessary. Acting NOW can save you costly tow and repair
bills later.
SEE US FOR . . .

Anfl-Freeze — Snow Tires —
Oil Changes & Filters —Grease —
Mufflers — Plus Great

Conoco Gasoline!!

SAMS CONOCO
(conoco)

Huff 4% Belleview — Winona

452-0834

B ¦• .-¦¦ ¦ ¦ ¦¦

ticket. Then it's one o'clock
and they don't have a ticket. They're apprehensive.
There 's only one thing to
?do-— force your way in."
"Five, 10 and 20 of them
at a time get together—all
nice jguys normally — and
rush the gates. They'll
knock our men down. We
get one or two of them.
They're charged with dis-

. •¦¦¦¦ .—,, ;. . . ¦ • .

m

orderly conduct and are
slapped with a $50 fine. "
Met Stadium is patrolled
"Tby Sims' 325-man crew, 43
at the gates? Policemen-also
are stationed at the turnstiles to blunt the chargers.
''We're not here to defend the place," Sims said.
"We
are there to protect
the1 seats of people who
have paid to get in "

Irish ctimh to
fop of AP poll

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
Notre Dame completed its
rise to the top of The" Associated
Press college football poll today, edging past Texas' defending national champions who in
turn-ousted Ohio State three
weeks ago.
Thanks to a 46-14 rout of Pittsburgh while Texas was having
its troubles beating lowly Baylor 21-14, the Fighting Irish
pulled down 23 of 46 first-place
votes cast by sports writers and
broadcasters across the country
and 822 points.
Texas received 13 first-place
votes and 783 points. Ohio State,
Nebraska and Michigan held
onto the 34-5 spots with 728, 638
and 607 points, respectively.
Each received three first-place
votes, with the remaining one
going to llth-ranked Arizona
State.
Last wdekend, Ohio State defeated - Wisconsin 24-7, Nebrask a
clobbered Iowa State 54-29 and
Michigan burled Illinois 42-0.
"It's all Joe Theismann's
fault ," grinned Ara Parseghian
when told that Notre Dame was
No. 1. Thdismann, ND's quarterback, became the school's
all-time total offense leader Saturday.
"Seriously," Parseghian continued , "our position on the poll
hasn't changed at all. That is,
we1 feel it creates a lot of interest in college football, but it's
more important to be No. 1 at
the end of the season. In our
case,.however, I'd consider it a
tribute to thd great leadership
of our co-captains, Jim Kelly
and Larry DiNardo, and naturally, to Theismann, who is having a sensational year. He
makes us click."
Notre Dame hasn't been No. i
in the final poll since 1966.
Stanford's Rose Bowl-bound
Indians topped Washington 29-22
and held onto sixth place, with
Arkansas again in seventh following a 38-14 defeat of Rice.
Auburn smashed Mississippi

whenyoucome
across a

State 56-0 and climbed from 10th
to eighth while fellow Southeastern C o n f e r e n c e member
Tennessee dropped from eighth
to 10th after needing a late field
goal to nip SouthyCarolina 20-18.
The only newcomer in the Top
Ten was Louisana State, up
from 11th to ninth via a 14-9
squeaker over Alabama . Air
Force, which was ninth a^week
ago, skidded to 13th when Oregon knocked the Falcons from
the unbeaten ranks 46-35.
Ddspite the loss of Archie
Manning in the third period,
Mississippi downed Houston 2413 and moved up from 13th to
12th, followed by Air Force, San
Diego State, Dartmouth, Toledo,
UCLA, Southern California? Oregon and Kansas State.
Last week's Sdcond Ten consisted of LSU, Arizona State,
Ole Miss, San Diego State, Toledo, UCLA, Houston, Alabama
and Syracuse.

sassylittle devil
that saves like
a mini-car..._

Tha Top Twsnty teams, wild llrtt.
place voloi In parentheses and lotal
points. Points tabulated on basis ot 2H»
14-14-12-10-t-B-etc.
1. Notro Darat 1
111
2. TOXBS 13
783
3. Ohio State 1
738
4. Nebraska 1
638
5. Michigan 3
607
t. Stanford
482
7. Arkanstl
375
R. Auburn
350
». Louisiana Slat*
lot
10. Tonnesieo
280
11. Arizona Stato 1
204
12. Mississippi
197
13. Air Forco
140
7(
14. San ' Dlcgo Stata
13. Dartmouth
45
38
1*. Toledo
17. UCLA
74
15. Southern California
20
19. Oregon
19
20. Kansas flat*
17
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ALL-NEW 1971 DODGE DEMON
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Nat'l Hockey League
MONDAY'S RESULT S
Na atmei ichcdulod.
TONIGHT'S OAMBS
Vancouve r at Doilon.
Lot Angeloi it Pittsburgh.
Only (tamos ichedulod.
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
Montreal at California.
Vancouver nt Toronto.
Pittsburgh it New York.
Philadelphia at Chicago,
Lot Angalei at Minnesota.
Only garnet scheduled.
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¦
The lff/ 6 Olympic games will
bo held ln Montreal.

READ
CTOD
and WRITE US
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if you are interested in selling and want a dignified respected
station in life—want to earn from $12,000 to $15,000 or moro
annually—and are assured cooperation from tlio homo office.
You will qualify for a high commission rate phis bonus and
extra incentives.
You get all of this—nnd moro-through selling THE THOS.
D. MURPIIY CO. 82nd lino which comprises Art and Specialized
Calendars, Greetings, Ballpoints, Pencils, Book Matclies, Gift
Leather and timely Specialties. The line ls terrific—strictly
new, elaborate and exclusive.
Men and women associated wilh us aro hitting an nil time
high in sales. This is a lucrative, fast growing typo of business with unlimited earnings and future security.
Now is ideal time to enter this field of interesting and
lucrative business. New Season opens enrly November.

Act. NOW. Outline experience. Write Nl A. OLSON, Vice
President, THE THOS. D. MURPHY CO., RED OAK, IOWA
51566.
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Leave it to the Good Guys to come up with a great new way to save
you money. The all-new 1971 Dodge Demon. It's "five people big" inside
and very compact outside. Gives you a lot more hlproom than the
mini-cars plus a big trunk in back. See it now.

Dodge JL
AUTHORIZED DEALERS
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WINONA AUTO SALES
Third « Hoff Streets ~ Winona

Gopher mentor
unruffled about
rough criticism

WINHAWK VARSITY . . . The 1970 Winona Senior High School Winhawks, who compiled a 3*1 conference record under Head Coach Marv Gunderson, are (first row, left to right): Mike Hughes, Paul Rader, Larry
Strange, co-captain Greg Lessen, co-captain Mike Semling, Joe Ferguson,
Gary SchoIImeier and Blake Pickart; second row: Bill Keiper, Dick Sauer,
Paul Kiekbusch, Jerry Erdmanzyck, Dave Starlcka, Tom Styba, M3ke Karsten,

Dave Ledebuhr and Jack Hickethier; third row; assistant coach Dave Mertes,
Dave Christopherson, Bill Carroll, Mark Hooper, Mark Peterson, Mike Case,
Greg Stiever, Steve Nelson and Jon Deutschman; fourth row: Head Coach
Gunderson, Mark Bestul, Dwight koehler, Steve Rian, Jon Lunde, Kurt Hoh.
, ;
meister, Stu. Ballard and assistant coach Dean Brown.

At Fall Sports Recogn/f/on Bcrnquef

(AP)
MINNEAPOLIS
Coach Murray Warmath seems
unruffled about . criticism that
is building on his 1970 record
of 2-5-1 with the Minnesota
Gophers.
"I'm planning on coaching a
long time," said Warmath, in
his 17th¦ season with the Goph¦ ' "¦:¦ '"¦¦: '
ers. ¦
Warmath is more, concerned
about Saturday's Big Ten football game at Memorial Stadium
against the improving Michigan State Spartans, 4-4 for the
season and 3-2 in the Big Ten.
After Michigan State lost to
nationally-rated
powerhouses
Notre Dame, Ohio State and
Michigan in three straight
games, the Spartans have
bounced back to beat Iowa, Indiana and Purdue.

Halfback Barry Mayer suffered nerve damage in a shoulder and will be lost for the season, fullback Ernie Cook reinsured an ankle and defensive
back Mike White pulled a hamstring muscle in a leg. White
remains a question mark but
Cook practiced Monday.
Several other players were
bruised and battered "but we
expect them to play," said
Warmath.
— "Minnesota is like us," said
Daugherty. "They've had to
play a lot of tough football
teams."
Daugherty sized up this
year's edition of the Minnesota
team as a typical big and very
strong outfit.

Both are seniors.
Other seniors included Gerry
Erdmanczyk, Joe Ferguson,
Thirty-three letters and serv- Jack Hickethier, Kurt Hohmeisice bars were awarded tb men> ter, Mike Hughes, Mike Karbers of the winhawk football sten, Bill Keiper, Paul Kiekand cross country teams as the busch, Kevin Larsen, David
Wiirona Senior High School Ledebuhr, Blake Pickart, Paul
Booster Club hosted players and R a d e r ("the 'Rollingstone
parents to the Fall Sports Rec- Flash"), Dick Sauer, Gary
ognition Banquet Monday night. SchoIImeier, David Staricka,
A large crowd of almost 150 Larry Strange, Tom Styba and
attended the function, which al- manager Ron Ressie.
so included films of the Hawks' Juniors receiving letters were
last victory on the gridiron, a Stuart Ballard, Mark Bestul,
14-€ triumph over Rochester Mike Case, Mark Hooper, Jon
Mayo, at the Park Plaza Hotel. Lunde, Stephen Eian and Greg
Two-thirds of the 33 letter win- Steiyer.: ..
ners were seniors, two from Receiving honorable mention
Head Coach Larry Clingman's for satisfactorily completing the
cross country team which fin- 1970 season were gridders Dave
ished with a 1-1H record and Christopherson, a senior; jun20 from Head Coach Marv Gun- iors BUI Carroll, John Deuschderson's football squad which man, Denny Drazkowski, Dwight
compiled a 3-3-1 mark in the Big Koehler ("the Blitzer"), Steve
Nine Conference,
Nelson, Mark Peterson and
? Cross country letter winners managers Marty Schroeder and
were co-captalns Bruce Witten. Mark Sexton; and sophomores
berg, a senior, and Mark Aeling, Jerry Johnston and manager
a junior receiving his third serv- John Dorn. Honorable mention
ice bar; senior Dan Rose, and harriers were senior Bruce Myjuniors Mark Ambrosen, Bill ers, juniors Dave Babler, Vince
Becker and Jon Neidig.
Glenna, Jim Heise, Jim RichardCO-CAPTAINS Mike Semling, son and manager Dean Sorem
the Hawk quarterback for the and sophomores Jon Jackels
past two seasons, and Greg Los- and George Steinmetz.
sen, a 240-pound tackle, led the While the football squad was
list of 27 football lettermen. more successful .record wise,

cross country coach Clingman ball field.
was more satisfied with the per- "No, I wasn't satisfied. I felt
formance of his team.
we made progress though; we
"MANY PEOPLE think a suc- hit a lot harder. We had a few
cessful season means many letdowns we're not too happy
wins and few losses," said the about.
first-year coach. "But* : while
our season didn't have too "WE WEREN'T conference
many wins, it was successful champions. We started the seaanyway.
son knowing we were not tough;
^'Our times improved a lot we started slow and got going
and the returning lettermen
should form a nucleus for a good faster as we progressed
"A .500 season in the Big 9
season next year. Our No. 1 goal
for next Season is:to getrmore is not the world's worst record,
out for the team. We only had although not the best, and next
year we hope we can improve.
13 out this year.
"We didn't have the type of
"We .need to fill that bus on
our road trips; It's really essen- club most of our fans are used
tial in this tough Big Nine Con- to. We like to inarch down the
field and stuff the ball down our
ference.
opponents'
throats. This year,
of
"Another goal we have,
probably,
we
had to use more
course, is many wins and few
finesse
and
use
the passing
losses."
game much more than we like
Clinman's success was ham- to." :
pered by a strained hip muscle The main factor in the passsuffered by Aeling in the team's ing game was, of course, quarfirst outing; The injury prevent- terback Semling. The senior
ed the junior from working out field general completed 58 of 102
on a steady basis, but later in passes for 780 yards and eight
the season he did manage to set touchdowns. His main receivers
a school record, clocking a 16:36 were Lunde and Ferguson.
on the hew three-mile course.
Lunde grabbed 14 aerials for
Gunderson, winding up his 345, yards while Ferguson
seventh year at the helm, Wasn't snatched 16 for 240 yards. Pickcompletely satfisfied with the art followed with nine for 64
Hawks' performance on the foot- yards, Sauer with 5 for 43 , Rian
2 for 10 and Ledebuhr 2 for 9.
Sauer was also the team's
leading ground gainer, carrying
the pigskin 51 tines for 285
yards. He was followed by KeiSer, who rushed for 232 yards
I 46 carries; Semling, 40 for
146 yards; Bestul , 53 for 209;
and Ledebuhr, 28 for 118.

..

CASE LED the defense with a
pair of interceptions, both in the
Mayo victory, while Pickart and
Hohmeister both grabbed one
apiece.
Lunde was, in addition, the

Luke elected
vice-president
of MSSCA

. CROSS COUNTRY LETTERMEN . . .
Members of the 1970 Hawk cross country
team receiving letters at the Winona Senior
High School Fall Sports Banquet Monday

night were (from left to right): Bill Becker,
Dan Rose, Bruce Wittenberg, Mark Aeling,
Mark Ambrosen and Jon Neidig, (Daily News
' Sports Photp)

MOUNT FR0NTENAC
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MOUNT FRONTENAC SEASON TICKETS
ARE NOW ON SALE
Tickets may be purchased from Mt. Frontenac , R.R. No. 1, Red
Wing, Minn. 55066. A 10% discount will be given if you buy
early. The discount ends Nov. 16,
1970. May we suggest a season ticket
as a Christmas gift. This is a gift that
will be packed with fun and enjoyment
all winter long. So be an early bird,
purchase your season tickets now/and
Come Ski W ith Us.

?

COME SKI WITH US!

MINNEAPOLIS-Lloyd Luke,
Winona Senior High School
swimming coach, was elected
vice president of the Minnesota State Swimming Coaches
Association here Sunday.
Officials were elected at the
University of Minnesota swimming coacheV clinic.
Robert Erickson, St. Louis
Park, was elected president and
Wayne Mandery, Bloomington
Lincoln, secretary-treasurer.
¦
Gene Autry is chairman of the
board of the California Angels.

WTLLIAMSTON, N.C. (AP)Cy Young Award winner Jim
Perry of the Minnesota Twins
and brother Gaylord of the San
Francisco Giants w}lTbe honored tonight in Williamston,
their hometown.
Jim won the award as the
Baseball Writers Association
choice for top pitcher in the
American League. Brother Gaylord finished second in National
League voting to Bob Gibson of
the St. . Louis Cardinals.
During the past season the
Perrys became the first brothers to win 20 or more major
league victories each. Jim, 34,
compiled a 24-12 record and an
earned run average of 3.03 in
279 innings while Gaylord, 32,
finished with a 23-13 record and
a 3.20 ERA in 328 innings.

Helen Englerth
blasts 268 count

"They are playing now In a
class with Michigan and Ohio
State," Warmath said. "Michigan State is always a tremendous football team against Minnesota. We look forward to continuing our series against DufHelen Englerth blasted the
fy Daugherty."
seaWarmath arid Daugherty highest-single game ol the FakGoraie
son
for
women
and
were Big Ten rookie coaches in ler chalked up the third highteam's punter and leading re- 1954. The Gophers and War- est series of the year for men
math are 8-2 vs. Daugherty,
turn artist. The junior booted 32 and they have won the last six to highlight bowling action in
Winona Monday night.
times for a 25.8 average. He re- games between the teams.
is 0-5 in Minneapo- Mrs? Englerth toppled a 268
turned eight punts for 73 yards Daugherty
count bowling for the Main Tav?
¦ ¦?
.
.
,
lis.?
and seven kickoff s for 150
era
team in the Pin Toppter's
The Gophers last won Oct. League
yards. ' .
at Westgate and finish, Min10,
against
Indiana
23-0.
What is the outlook for the
ed with a series score of 581.
nesota built 14-0 leads the last Her 268 total tops the previous
1971 football team?
two games only to tie Iowa 14"I can't really say offhand," 14 and fall to Northwestern 28- season high of 256 set by Marveen Cieminski on Oct 30.
replied Gunderson "We will 14;
The Main Tavern also wound
have only eight lettermen back.
"We received an excellent
We've got to dig up some line- team effort against Northwest- up with the best team scores of
the season in the various wom'¦ '/ .
men in a hurry?
ern," Warmath said, "and the ens' leagues. The "Main" regis"Even though our sophomore players?were more disappoint- tered a 3,048 total in the team
record doesn't indicate it, we do ed in this loss than in any oth- game category to erase the old
have a bunch of hitters dowjx er game."
mark of 984 set by the Cozy
there and we sure can ' use The Gophers were banged m) Corner on Sept. 22, and came
them."
physically as well.
in with a 2,878 series count

33 Hawks receive letters

By STAN SCHMIDT
Daily News Sports Editor

Hometown fo
honor Perrys

CAUGHT IN THE ACT- . . . Joe Loshek
(right) , a halfback for Barley's Raiders, is
caught in the act of guarding the flag on his
right hip with his free arm as Tom Dorr of
the M.O.G.G. attempts to grab it. The M.O.
G.G. edged Harley's 14-13 for tho Winona
State intramural flag football championship

at Gabrych P,ark Monday night. Gary Connolly fired. Two touchdown passes to Bob
Wurm in addition to a pair of extra-point
tosses to John Almquist and Terry Suneson
to account for the M.O.G.G.'s scoring. (Daily
News Sports Photo by Jim Galewski)

Pressure

Lancers win
fails to affect
final ratings

La monica 's injury
only a simple bruise

OAKLAND (AP)-Daryle La(Continued from page 4b)
monica's suspected shoulder
king Joe Kapp Dec. 13 and the separation has been , diagnosed
Atlanta Falcons and former as a simple bruise, and .tho
Coach Norm Van Brocklin Dec. Oakland Raider quarterback
20.
should be ready to start again
Tho Lions appear to have the next Sunday against the Bronrougher second half—San Fran- cos at Denvdr.
cisco, Oakland, St. Louis, Los Lamonicn left Sunday's game
Angeles and Green Bay. Min- with Cleveland early in the
nesota's toughest games were fourth quarter after injuring his
cent compiled the best record , in the first half.
left shoulder on a tackle.
10-0, for an area team, but
still appeared to lack the diversified offense that Gale-Ettrick
and Alma exhibited throughout
the season.
Roffler Industries, long a leader in men's hair styling
None of the other teams listand care of tho hair, has developed a new system for
ed in last week's ratings were
styling tho (onnar length hair now preferred by many
involved in action over the
weekend, and the standings reyoung middle-aged businessmen and executives.
mained unchanged from top to
It is called AVANTELOOK and ihe styles are customized
bottom as follows.

The outcome of Friday's District One football playoff gome
between La Crescent and
Spring Valley failed to influence the final balloting for the
Daily News "Top ^cn" poll
covering tho area's best prep
teams.
Gale-Ettrick and Alma remained in a deadlock for first
place in the ratings. Tho Redmen collected two first-place
votes and one third-placo on
the three ballots to account for 1. (lie) Gole-Etlrlck
(10) 31
Alms
(Hi) 58
20 points, while the Rivermen
. La Craicant
(10-0) 2J
acquired two seconds and one 1
4. Ktnyon
<» 0). 3I
5. Ruihford
<M) M7
first for an identical total.
«. Oneo-F«lrchlld
<M) U
mrrow
D-0
La Crescent's
tt-1-1) V
7. Sprlttff Valley
niovj
-Sfrum
(i-3) 10
».
triumph over Spring Valley 9. Proslon
(4.10) s
wasn't enough to boost the 10. (lis) Cochrant-R, Clly .. (i-1) 2
Ooodhua
(1-1) 1
Lancers any higher than their
¦
previous position of third place,
nor did it affect the Wolves' Ron Perranoski hnd 31 saves
seventh-place status. La Cres- for tho Minnesota Twins in 1060.

Fakler

H. Englerth

surpassing the previous high
effort of 2,745 established by
the Teamster's on Oct. 2.
Other leading scores in the
Pin Toppler's loop were Vivian
Brown's 572, Helen Nelson's
571, Betty Englerth's 550, Nelda
Helm's 546, Yvonne Carpenter's
545, Sue Glowczewski's 527,
Eleanore Stahrs 524, Geneva
Timm's
¦ 520, and Irene Break's
518. .- ¦:
Fakler rattled a high game
of 257 and wound up with a 684
series? Only Dave Ruppert
(693) and Mike Sawyer (689)
have been higher this season.
Fakler is a member of the Sunshine Bar & Cafe team that
competes in the City League at
Hal-Rod Lanes.
Cheer's Barber Shop grabbed
team honors in the City loop
with a 1,016 team game, and
a 2,878 team series. Other top
scores were by Earl Kane (641) ,
Luther Myhro (617), Harvey
Kane (errorless 815), and Leo
Johnson (612). Dave Ruppert
had an errorless 586 series.
HAL-ROD'S: V.F.W. — Joe
Peplinski and Gary Kostner
tripped 249, Bernie Jaszewski
hit 565, and Bernie's DX finished with 979-2,850.
High School Boys -- Greg
Tarras hammered 237, Ron
Sines registered 521, the Alley
the Losers
Busters hit 937, and
¦ ¦ ¦¦ ' ¦ ¦ ' ¦ „ "
had 2,673.
High School Girls — Charmaine Kragon nailed 177-463,
and the Strike Outs finished
with 922, and 2,592.
.. ' WESTGATE: Alley Gaters Elaine Wild toppled 192-516,
and Fenske's Body Shop hammered 948—2,627. Ruth Buerck
tipped 507 and Bette Kram finished with 501.
Community — Greg Hagen
rolled 235-627 for Tempo, and
Happy Chef topped team scoring with 1,022-2,986.
Westgate Ladies — Margaret
McNally recorded 197—548, and
Winona Typewriter came in
With 899-2,566.
ATHLETC CLUB: MondayJim Fitzgerald battered 241—
620 for Qulllln's IGA, and Quality Sheet Metal compiled 996—
2,780.
Go Getters — Teresa Schewe
tipped 188—502, and Ruppert'a
Grocery hit 83&-2.491.
KRYZSKO COMMONS: WSC
Maintainence — Kenneth Wynla rapped 212-550, and the
Paint Depot finished with 921—
2,736.

PROTECT
YOUR
SAVINGS...
With a Guaranteed
Income

AVANTE LOOK IS HERE!

to complement Individual lengths and appearances. Try
It, It Is exclusive to Roffler and exclusive in Winona at.. •

Roger MARTINSON'S
Barber Shop
685 West Sth (Netf to the Cinema)
- ¦¦ ¦
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For the best In
QUALITY and SERVICQ
In DISABILITY and
LIFE INSURANCE see
Jamas Curry, Ron Puts or
Marvin Fuglestad at

MONARCH LIFE
INSURANCE GO.

454"4.t- ivl
,

MARV FUGLESTAD

HVi W. 4th
¦ -

Phone 454-4608

Action on street Chief warns
Chest pledges closure laid over of manhole

Hospital

(Continued from page lb)

cover removal

are termed
'encouraging'

Action on a request for daily Councilman Howard Hoveclosures of Center Street at land said many area residents
Cathedral Elementary School had called him to protest the
was laid over for a week by the plan. They see it as further Winona Police Chief James
curtailment of local access and
City Council Monday night.
W. McCabe said this morning
"file school's , • . . ; ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦, "-. ' a way to worsen an already
congested parking situation, he that authorities are intensifying
request . was i r,..
an investigation into a rash of
explained.
explained
by
CllY
Louis T. Sayre, executive
Feiten said the school hopes recent incidents of manhole
Philip Feiten,
director of the Winona Comto discourage faster-moving covers around the city being remunity Chest, said today that
through yjraffic but not neces- moved.
it was difficult to make a pre- school board.
sarily local access. He suggest- McCabe described the incidiction as to the success of the He said young school children ed the city supply movable bar- dents as "very dangerous," inmust cross Center Street from ricades that would accomplish
1970 campaign at this time.
four to eight times a day in this objective. The barricades dicating that violators "will be
A total of 9,200 pledge cards large numbers and asked the would be maintained, emplaced dealt with severely" when aphave been issued, and are start- city to close the street on school and removed by school person- prehended. Removing manhole
ing to come back into the of- days between Wabasha4 and nel, he said.
covers creates a dangerous sitto assure their Hoveland suggested that uation for both pedestrians and
fice. As of Monday morning, Sanborn ¦streets
¦?¦
school patrols at corner cross2,600 cards had been received safety. ,
City personnel had notified walks would be the most ac- motor vehicles, McCabe said,
at the office amounting to $80,- the school a former crosswalk caputable solution all-around. especially at night.
000.
Four auto parts thetfts occurin mid-block would not be re- Mayor Norman E. Indall
"At this point, analysis has painted. City Manager Carroll suggested the council might red in the city Monday evening,
shown that average contribu- J. Fry said the traffic code want more time to review all McCabe said, and are believed
tion is up over last year," prohibits mid-block crosswalks facets of the problem and to be related.
Sayre said. For example, hour- and only the council has au- Councilman Barry Nelson's moWilliam Wold , St. Paul, rely employes at Winona State thority to change such provi- tion to lay over got unanimous ported at 11:38 p.m. Monday
College, have increased their sions.
that two tires and wheels had
support.
pledges 20 percent oyer those
been removed from his car in
of last year.
a parking lot at St. Mary's
Sayre said citizens who have
College. He valued the missing
not been contacted for pledges
items at $80.
as of this time, and who would
Andrew Waletzke, 616 W. 4th
like to give, should contact the
St., called police" at 12:20 a.m.
Community Chest office, 306
today to report that one tire
Exchange Building.
and wheel was removed from
"It is encouraging as far as
CALEDONIA* Minn. (Special) his car during the evening. The
returns to date are concerned,"
— The Houston County unit of items were listeU as being
Sayre added. Pledges received
the American Cancer Society is worth $80.
since Monday have not yet
Arden Fitzgerald, Winoha
cooperating with the Minneso- State College, reported at 7
been audited.
The wrapup of the campaign Presentation of the Eagle ta division in sponsoring the a.m. this morning that two tires
will continue for the next two Scout badge to Jay Gromek, 1971 poster contest on the haz- and" rims, worth $65, were
or three weeks, he said. Tlie 503 Sunset Dr , was a highlight ards of smoking in local taken from his car in a-parking
lot at West Mark and Johnbig job at the present time is of an Eagle Scout Court of Hon- schools.
getting the pledges returned.
or and investiture at St. Mary's To date four schools in the son streets during the night.
Pledges may be turned into Catholic Church Hall Monday county have indicated their in- Bruce Bloom , 150% E. 3rd
any teller at the three local evening.
tentions to participate in the St., told police at 11:25 p.m.
banks as well as at the Com- The investiture was conducted contest as part of their tobac- that a $25 battery was taken
by Larry Di Matteo, Sugar Loaf co and health education pro- from his car during the evemunity Chest office.
District chairman, and Floyd gram, Mrs. Bernard Gardner, ning while it was parked at the
Bischel, Scoutmaster, pinned the unit education chairman, said. Fiberite' Corp.
badge on Gromek's uniform. She is being assisted by Mrs. In other action, McCabe said
Gromek is the son of Mr. and George W. Meyer, unit public this morning that authorities toMrs. Steve Gromek.
day are looking for a money
information chairman.
Presenting the 'new Eagle The contest was launched by pouch reportedly lost in the
Scout with the certificate was the society four years ago and city Monday.
his father. Jay m turn presented drew 5,500 entries in 1970. It is Employes at Northern Field
BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis. his mother with a rose and min- endorsed by the Minnesota As-, Seed Co., 115 E. 2nd St., called
(Special) —Th» fourth annual iature Eagle pin.
sociation of Secondary School at 2:30 p.m. Monday to report
Health Career Day for junior Also on the program were Lar- Principals, according to Dean that an unidentified employe
and senior students of the Mel- ry Quillan, former Scoutmaster S. Potter, St. Paul, state con- was walking to a bank downtown and lost a money pouch
rose - Mindoro, Taylor, Lincoln- of Troop 13; the Rev. Daniel test chairman. .
Alma Center, and Black River Dernek, assistant pastor at St.
containing $250 cash.
Falls high schools will be held Mary's, and Joseph Orlowske, Each Aitxy must consist of
an appropriate illustration toat the Black River Memorial past exalted ruler of the Winona
gether with a caption on the
Elks
Lodge.
Orlowske
gave
GroHospital on Nov. 19 at 1 p.m.
Mrs. Lawrence Jones, auxil- mek an American flag and the health hazards of smoking,
¦
iary health career and scholar- lodge also provided the Eagle placed on Mfc-by-ll-inch heavy
paper
or
cardboard.
The
judges
ship chairman, and Charles awards.
also
will
consider
only
anti-cigThe
following
ratings
also
Campbell, of the hospital staff ,will bd
ana making the necessary ar- were awarded at the court of arette slogans. Entries
boys
or
girls
accepted
from,
honor:
David
Smith
David
Har,
rangements for staff members
who
have
not
reached
their
to tell of their career and of ris, Frank ?Utecht and Thomas
the necessary education. Stu- Nelson, tenderfoot; Michael Car, 19th birthdays by May 1, 1971.
dents will then visit the work- roll, Thomas Brandt and Erik The contest opens Jan., 15.
ing station in the hospital of the Brom, 2nd class; Tim Gilchrist, Deadline for submitting posteris April 1.
career they are most interested 1st class; Terry Stevens, life.
Several motions were anticiTroop 13 Scouts received 24
In exploring.
pated today in a scheduled
The Health Career Days pro- merit badges at the ceremonies.
2 p.m. hearing in the rape and
gramming was started by the
assault case of Robert J. Dinghospital auxiliary which now offelder , 27, Lewiston Rt. 2.
fers a health related career
Dingfelder was scheduled to
scholarship for sooth one year
appear before Winona District
and four year training to JackCourt Judge Glenn E. Kelley
son County residents.
this afternoon with his attorney,
Paul G. Brewer,
Dingfielder is charged with aggravated rape and aggravated
assault in connection with the
alleged beating of Lyle Button,
DURAND, Wis. - The Dur- Winona County sheriff's offi- 529% E. Wabasha St., and the
and High School debate squad cers today are investigating two rape" of Button 's wife, Ruth , in
participated at the* St. Paul car thefts reported in the Minne- the Hof Brau Tavern , 529 E.
MABEL, Minn. (Special) - Johnson High School Invitation- sota City area on consecutive Wabasha St., last May 31.
His jury trial "on the rape
The Joseph B. Lund Post of al debate tournament on Satur- nights, according to Sheriff
the American Legion and the day and returned home with George L. Fort. .
charge was scheduled to begin
KitteEson - Onsgard Post of the second and fourth place in tbe One car was stolen Sunday this afternoon , but was tentanight and recovered Monday, tively postponed
VFW will sponsor a Veterans varsity division.
until Thursday
Day program at the Mabel One Durand unit composed of Fort said , and the other taken when defense attorney 'Brewer
school Wednesday morning.
Nancy Langlois, Jeanene Thom- Monday night and recovered indicated that he had several
The invocation will be given as, Kathy Rhiel and Kathy this morning. Sheriff Fort said motions to argue today.
by the Legion post chaplain , Brenner finished 6-0 in the tour- investigators in his office be- One motion already filed with
Kenneth Herzog; selections, by nament with wins oyer Monroe , lieve the thefts to have been re- the court and expected to
bd
the Mabel-Canton High School River Falls, Kellogg, Stillwater, lated , and related as well to sev- argued today was a
band, under the direction of Simley and St. Paul Johnson eral other recent area car tion for a change defense moof venue,
Melvin Ruehman, and there and capturetf second place be- thefts.
which would force
will be a selection by the high hind Eau Claire Memorial.
Taken Sunday night was a be" tried outside of the case to
the Winona
school chorus under the direc- The other varsity unit consib- 1965 model van owned by Wayne
tion of Mrs. Donald W. Johnson. ed of Lou Ann 'Owen, Roseann R. Purtzer, Minnesota City. He area.
Martin Efstad, assistant prin- Bauer, Kristine Spindler and reported tho theft at 5:01 a.m. Facing identical charges in
cipal of Harmony High School, Monica King. They also finish- Monday. Fort said , and the van connection with the same incident are Michael J. McElmury,
will be guest speaker.
ed with a 6-0 record with wins was found abandoned in a ditch 21, 869 W; Sth St., and Harley
near
Minnesota
City
at
10:05
over Edina , Hopkins, St. AnCOMMERCIAL CLUB
Googins, 38, Winona Rt. 3.
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Spe- thony, Robbinsdale, Simley and a.m.
Their cases have not yet come"
Mrs.
Winfrcd
Senn
Minne,
cial ) — The Spring Grove Com- Osseo to finish fourth in the
up for trial.
sota City, called the sheriff's ofmercial Club will meet Nov..17 tournament.
fice
at
6:28
a.m.
today
to
reA Durand B team consisting
at 7 p.m. at the American Le
of Kay Anibas, Mary Trettin , port that her 1964 model hardgion clubrooms.
Dorothy Welsenbeck and Mark top had been taken during the
Hintermeyer finishf/d with a 5-1 night. That car, Fort said , was
record and captured Sth place found later this morning stuck
in that division. They defeated in some sand just off the Dam
teat's from Waconia, Patrick 5A Dike Road near the MinneHenry, Murray, St. Agnes and sola City Boat Club.
m
Eau Claird Memorial and lost
only to St. Paul Johnson.
LA CROSSE, Wis. - WinoA freshmen team consisting
WABASHA , Minn. (Special)
na's Terry Lembkey was of Pat Simpson, Barb Simpson ,
— The 15th annual Wabasha
pamed high point junior rider Susan King, and Ruth Brenner
Boys and Girls County Day
of the" year Sunday at a horse- finished 2-4 also in the B diviwill be held in the courthouse
sbow at the Ridgeview Stables sion.
here
Nov. 17 at 9:30 a.m.
near here.
Next action for the debaters
Aboard Prince Selgen, Miss will be this Saturday with tour- Students in grades kindergar- District Judge Glenn E. Kelley
Lembkey captured a first in naments at Wisconsin State" Un- ten through sixth and elemen- of Winona will address the
Western pleasure and eques- iversity, River Falls, and tary education will not attend group of students, teachers,
trienne over fences, a second in Wisconsin State University, school Monday during tho sec- chapcrones and county officials
junior hunter back and a third Stevens Point.
ond fall conference In tho Wi- at a noon luncheon at tho American Legion annex.
in equestrienne on the flat.
nona Public Schools.
Sponsors of the event are the
Other Winonans placing in the*
The parents of thf» children
following
American Legion
show were: Joni Busdlcker,
will be able to confer wifh teachposts in Wabasha County: Elaboard Snoopy Lee Stonewall,
ers on that day. .
a first In yearling halter; WenIn addition , Stl Stanislaus ginpHummond , Kellogg, Lake
dy Woodworth, Rustler Wil-PowSchool will not conduct classes City, Mazeppa , Millville, Plainer, first in Western horsetman- The Winona Human Rights on- *Friday during the parent- view and Wabasha. Nick Kenitz;
Commission will meet at 7 p.m. teacher conferences from 9 n.m. of Wabasha is chairman.
ship and second in Western today
in ilio committee room
Elective officials from the
pleasure; Kim Heise, Habu , in tho city building.
to 5:45 p.m. Other conferences
fourth in open jumping; Mar- Included on tho agenda for will be conducted Wednesday five high schools in Wabasha
sha Knopick, Tashy, fourth in tonight's meeting I B a discus- from 3:30 to 9 p.m. School will County, Elgin , Lake City, Mabeginning equestrienne on the sion of a possible radio "talk be in session on Wednesday. zeppa , Plainview, and Wabasha ,
Will visit their respective offlat and over fences; Sue Nie- show" to air local problems.
fices, followed by panel discusnow, Frolic, second in begin- Aimincluded Is a committee FARMERS NIGHT
HARMONY, Minn. (Special) sions by county officials in tho
ning equestrienne on the? flat ; report of a study of human
Tlio annual Farmers Night court room.
—
Tacy Bygnoyr, Early Times, rights commission activities in
second In equestrienne on the other area cities, &s well as smoker, sponsored by tho Har- Tho afternoon in Wabasha
fait; and Alice Grover, Trade- reports of other committee ac- mony Civic & Commerce Club, Couty District Court , Judge
winds, second in adult hunter tion and a discussion of tho will bo Nov. 17, announced Jim Kelley presiding, will start at
1:30.
function cf program activity. Johns, chairman.
back.
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Winona scout
achieves
Eagle rank

Houston County
schools jo in in
poster contest

Health career
meet set for
BRF on Nov. 19

Motions are
anticipated
in rape case

Mabel plans
Veterans Day
observance

Durand varsity
debaters place
in tournament

Car thefts
investigated
by sheriff

County Day
to be held
in Wabasha

Lembkey junior
rider of year

Parent,teacher
¦
conferences
scheduled here

Rights group
meets tonight

ed, the analyzer begins recording results on the next
blood sample. With no sorting, calculating, transcribing
or collating required, t h e
graph is immediately ready
for transmittal to the" requesting physician for evaluation
and placement in the patient's file.
y T h e analyzer produces
graphs at the rate of 60 per
hour, or an effective' analytical rate Of 54 per hour due
to the introduction of six
function-monitoring standards
of known values which lets "the
operator know the equipment
is producing accurate results.
THE SYSTEM then produces a maximum of 432 12test profiles or 5,184 chemical tests in an eight-hour
working day — roughly one
blood chemistry test every
five seconds.
Although the $75,000 machine investment is high , the
patient cost is drastically
reduced, noted Fillenworth.
Currently, the hospital provides 14 tetsts per patient for
$15. If these 14 tests were
done manually, the cost would
be more than $85 and they
would take 38 times longer,
he* added.
Plans for adding the machine to the hospital's equipment began last summer
when an investigation was
conducted as to the practicability of ¦obtaining a mechanical device which could handle! daily clinical workloads
and, consequently, automate
some parts of clinical laboratory testing.
In August , the hospital entered into an agreement with
Techhicen Corp., Terrytowh,
N.Y., to obtain .the* analyzer
on a trial basis.
Due to the sophistication of
the machinery, W i l l i a m
Baechler, chief medical technologist, and Glen Mason , laboratory technician, were sent
to TeVrytown for a week of
intensive training in the use
of the system which was custom designed for the hospi¦ ¦
' . - ..

tal.

Shortly after the return of
the laboratory personnel, the
machine was installed and
tested for a period of five
weeks betfore it could perform
12 simultaneous tests on a given sample
of blood serum.
¦¦
¦: .

">

¦
A

Car is total
loss after
hitting tractor
ST. CHARLES, Minn. — A
68-year-old St. Charles motorist
escaped injury about 5:20 Friday evening when the vehicle
he was driving struck the rear
of a tractor ,. causing the car to
flip over on its top on Highway
74, two miles north of Junction
14, just north of St. Charles.
The Highway Patrol said that
Jacob Hoffman , driving a 1967
car, and going south, struck the
rear of a tractor pulling a twowheel trailer , operated by
George Price, 42, St. Charles
Rt . 2, and owned by the Kaehler Brothers, same address.
The car was a total loss and
the rear end of the tractor received about $300 damage.

Winona markets
Armour & Co.

Open 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday to Friday,
These quotations apply to livestock
delivered to the Winona station today.
Hogi
Hog market:
Butchers 75c down;
Sows 55c lower.
Butchers, 200-230 lbs. bass .... 14.50
Sows, 570-300 lbs
13.00
Cattla
Cattle market: Steers, heifers and cows
grade and yield only Monday through
Thursday.

Bay State Milling Company

EHvalor "A" Oreln prices
One hundred bushels ot oraln will ba
the minimum loads accepted at tha elevators.
No. 1 northern spring wheat .... 1.B4
No. 2 northern spring wheat .... 7.82
No. 3 northern spring wheat .... 1.78
No. 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.74
No. 1 tiard winter wheat
1.60
No. 2 tiard winter wheat
1.5B
No. 3 liard winte r wheat
1.54
No. 4 liard winter wheat
1.50
No, 1 ryo
1.J2
No, 2 rye
1.12

Frocdtert Malt Corporation

llourst 0 a.m. lo * p.m.
Submit sample' before lending.
Doric/ purchased at prices tiiblect la
chmmo.

Stock prices Want Ads
Start Here
give up gains
in profit taking

NEW YORK (AP) -Stock classified' advertisement published 1
' Want Ad section. Check your ad
market prices, apparently un- the
must
and call 452^3321 If • correction
¦
der pressure from some profit ba made.
¦ ¦' - ¦¦
- '¦
y
.
taking, gave up early gains toCard P! Thank*
day in moderate trading.
At noon, the Dow Jones aver- MUELLER,? M A my children, relatives,
age of 30 industrials was off 0.14 I wish to thankneighbors
ihelr kind
for
friends
end
,; " .'
to 777.52.
thoughts, deeds and gifts while I was
at Community Memorial Hospital. Also
Advances held a 7-to-5 lead thanks to Dr. Phil Helse and the. nurses
over losers among issues traded on second floor. Mrs. . Alois Nutller
on?_the New York Stock Ex
^
change.
Lost and Found
4
Brokers said investors appeared to bd exercising caution
FREE FOUND ADS
in the absence of any positive AS A PUBLIC SERVICE to our readers,
ads will be published when
news of progress in the General free found finding
an article calls the
a perftn
Motors strike talks.
Winona Dally 4 Sunday News Classified
notice will
The market made* clear-cut . Dept., 452-3321. An 18-word
published free for 2 days In an efgains Monday in the wake of re- be
together.
losnr
finder
and
fort to bring .
ports that GM and the United
pure white Angora torn cat. If
Auto Workers Union had begun LOST—1
found, bring to or Inform occupants,
¦
intensive negotiations in an ef- 52?
Htrff St. Reward!
fort to reach agreement on
with !«'•»• ' Identify.
Wednesday on national issues in FOUND-flshlng-klt
Tel. 454-2462.
the strike.
vicinity, brown leathThese reports could not be of- LOST—In Sioux St.
er key case with car keys. Reward.
ficially confirmed, however, be- Tel.
452-5513.
cause* of the news blackout at
"
SILVER LINK bracelet lost Sat. night,
the negotiations.
' Nov. 7, Park Plaza or Barbershopper 's
Most securities categories Concert.
Reward. Tel. 608-685-3534 collect. ' .
were mixed today.
Among the large blocks of CURRENCY In First National Bank de10,000 or more shares traded posit pouch lost between 115 E. 2nd and
Mater Drug. Contact party on dewas a 103,600-sharel parcel of Ted
posit slip or Super-Gro Products for re• , '¦ ¦ ¦
;' .
American Standard at 27%, ward.
down iy*.

1 PM. New York
Stock Prices

Grain

FOUND — Boston Terrier. Tel. 4J4-148J

a,,er

6

'

'
¦¦ -

"
•

'

•

Flowers

'

¦¦

" ¦? ' . ; .

¦

¦
A ¦ - - . ?.

West
TULIP BULBS—all colors. $1.50 do*.
¦
. ' ¦ ' . '. .'
End Greenhouses.

¦ ____

Personals

- _?

DON'T FORGET . . . fo take the family
to the Traditional Veterans Day lunch,
Legionnaires. Serving' from -11 to' V tomorr ow, Nov. 11 at the LEGION CLUB.

PICK UP LEAVES with • Billy Goat
Lawn Vacuum. For rent at WINONA
EQUIP, CO., 54-56 E.
¦ FIRE & POWER
,
;2nd/ Tel . 452-5063.
FOOD-TO-GO at reasonable prices. Anything on our menu can ba quickly pre.
pared tor carry-out. Tel. 452-9955.
RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 124 PlBZS E..
downtown Winoria. Open 24 ¦ hours every
.
day except Mon.
¦
REDUCE safe and fait with GoBese
Tablets and E-Vap water pills. Your
,
. , .. nearest Ted Maier Drug Store.
' '
DOES ONE of your loved ones have . •
drinking problem? If; so, contact the
Winona Alanon Family Group. Write
¦ ¦
¦
'
,
. '" ,
tm W. 3rd.. . .
.
. :
¦ ¦

IF YOU want to raise the roof, call LEO
G. PROCHOWITZ, Building Contractor,
•1007 ? Ei 6th. Tel. 452-7841 .
TOMORROW ls the day annually _*et
aside to honor our war veterans. A
prayer for -peace would be a good way
to take note of It. Ray Meyer, Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.

Auto Service, Repairing

10

CAR SHAKE and shimmy? Tire wear uneven? Alignment needed! $8.50 most
cars. Taggart Tire Service, Tel. 4S1-

Wt

'' :

,

¦

'

¦•
. . ¦:

•

14
Business Services
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -Wheat NEED YOUR small appliances repaired?
s Appliance Repair,
receipts Mon.i 357, year ago 237; Bring them to Don'454-3054.
,
Spring wheat cash trading basis 531 E. Mark. Te'call
Please
and
repair.
TUNING
unchanged; prices unchanged to PIANO
or write Bill Olseen, Apt. 302, 1744 W.
% lower.
,
6th. Tel. 454-5112.
. : ;
No. 1 dark northern 11-17 proBLOWN
IN INSULATION-wall* and
tein 1.86%-2.03%.
attics. Free estimates. Fast, dependable
Service, RonTest weight premiums: one service . Carlson Insulation
Carlson, Houston, Minn. Tel. 896V
¦
cent each pound 58 to 61 lbs; ald
A '
.
3538.
one cent discount each % lb unNEED Carpet Installed?
der 58 lbs.
MARLIN ENGRAV
Tel. 452-5487.
S35
38th
winter
No. 1 hard Montana
1.75%-1.97%.
.
Moving, Truck'g Storaga 19
Minn-S.D. No. 1 hard winter
HEATED SPACE available for sforags
1.68%-1.99%.
of campers or boats. . Tel. 454-4614 for
No. 1hard amber durum, 1.82- additional Information. :
1.88; discounts,"amber 3-4 cents
21
Plumbing, Roofing
durum 5-7 cents.
hot and
Corn No. 2 yellow 1.34y4-1.35y4. LINDSAY SOFT WATER, both 125
Main,
cold, rent or own. Call today!
Oats No. 2 extra hea-vy white Winona.
Tel. 452-3161.

Allied Ch 18 Honeywl
77%
Allis Chal 13% Inland Stl 26Yt
Amerada 44V4 I B Mach 299%
Am Brnd 42% Intl Harv 23y8
Am Can 39& Intl Paper 32%
Am Mtr
6V4 Jns & L
10%
AT&T
44& Jostens
25
Anconda 21% Kencott
35%
Arch Dn 35% Kraft Co 38y4
Armco Sl 20% Loew's
30%
Armour
45 Marcor
26%
Avco Cp 10% Minn MM 89%
Beth Stl 21% Minn P L 17%
Boeing
14% Mobil Oil 53%
Boise Cas 49% Mn Chm 32%
Brunswk 18% Mont Dak 32%
Brl North. 32% N Am R 18%
Catpillar 35% N N Gas 45%
Ch MSPP 10% No St Pw 22%
-¦ ¦?
Chrysler 26% Nw Air
18% •73.; ? :. .
ROTO ROO TER
Cities Svc 44% Nw Banc ,• 34 Barley, cars 96, year ago 95; ELECTRIC
For clogged sewers and dra 'ns.
Com Ed 32% Penney
48 Lark* 1.05-1.28; Blue Malting CALL SYL KUKOWSKI
ComSat 47% Pepsi
477s 1.05-1.30; Dickson 1.05-1.22; feed Tel. 452-9509 or 452-4436 1-year guarantee
Con Ed 22% Pips Dge
36 96-1.04.
Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cont Can
38 Phillips
28% Rye No. 1 and 2 1.12-1.15.
Cont Oil 28% Polaroid
68% Flax No. 1 2.62.
Cleaning Service
2.89%.
Cntl Data 45% RCA
Special Truck, Sanitary & Odorless
23% Soybeans No.a 1 yellow
¦
G. S. Woxland Co.
Dart Ind 32% Rep Stl
29
Rushford, Minn.
Tel. 844-9245
Deere
35 Rey Ind
48%
IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
Dow Cm
64 Sears R
69%
WE ARE equipped with latest Kenway
du Pont 124% Shell Oil 44%
equipment and are prepared to handle
(AP)
CHICAGO
Butter
all your pipe cleaning needs.
East Kod 67% Sp Rand
23%
KENWAY SEWER CLEANING) .
Firestone 46 St Brands 44% steady; wholesale buying prices
Tel. 452-9394
unchanged;
93
score
AA
69%;
Ford Mtr 51% St Oil Cal 48%
WEATHER FORECAST COLD! Don't
Gen EIec 87% St Oil Ind 49% 92 A 69%; 90 B 67%.
take garbage out, put It In . . . In the
Gen Food 81 St Oil NJ 68% Eggs fully steady; wholesale fast, powerful, yet quiet In-Sfnk-Erator
Garbage Disposer. Jam-proof, corrosion
Gen Mills 33 Swift
27% buying prices unchanged to 1% free, performs better long after other
higher
;
80
per
cent
or
better
brands give up. It's Numbe One ' .'
Gen Mtr 73% Texaco
32%
Gen Tel 26?8 Texas Ins 73% grade A whites 38%; mediums the In-Slnk-Erafor.
Gillette 42% Union Oil 34% 32%; standards 32; checks 19. " . Frank O'Laughlin
PLUMBING* HEATING
Goodrich
28 Un Pac
43% (Pint Pub. Tuesday, Oct. ,27, W0)
761 E .6th
Tel. 452-4340
Goodyear 29% U S Steel 30% State ot Minnesota )
.,
Female — Jobs of Int. — 2S
In Probate Court
Greyhnd 14% Wesg El
65% County of WinonaNo. )14,387
•
i . '
Gull Oil 27% Weyrhsr
52% In the Milter of the Guardianship ef WORK FROM your home for Christmas.
Gloria BerthoM, Ward.
Homestk 24% Wlworth
Tel. 452-5412.
33% Tha guardian
of the above named Ward,

Produce

..

Livestock

viz.: Winona National and Savings Bank,
having made and filed In this Court Its
final account, together with Its petition
_
CHICAGO OT)
JUSDA — Cattla 500; representing that said guardianship has
all represented slaughter classes fully terminated and praying that said acsteady; few loads high choice and prime count be examined, ad|usled and allowed
1,150-1,325
Ib slaughter steers yield by this Court, and that said guardian
grade 3 and 4 29.00-29.50; choice 1,000- ba discharged;
IT IS ORDERED, That said petition
1,250 lbs yield grade 2 to 4 28.00-29.00;
mixed good and choice 27.50-28.00; cou- ba heard and said account examined and
adjusted
by this Court at the Probate
ple part loads high choice and prima
900-950 Ib slaughteK helfers yield grade Court Room In the Court House In the
3 and 4 27.50-28.00; '-choice 875-1,050 Ib City of Wlnone, County of Winona, State
of Minnesota, on tht 18th day of Novemyield grade 2 to 4 27.00-27.50.
ber, 1970, at 10:30 o'clock A.M.; and
Sheep.none; no market test.
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. W — USDA that this order be served by publication
— Cattle 4,«00; calves 700; trading on thereof In the Winona Dally News accord.
slaughter steers and heifers active, Ing to lew,
Dated October 23, 1970.
steers fully steady; heifers steady to
strong, extremes 25 higher; cows fairly
S. A. SAWYER,
Probate Judge.
active, fully steady; bulls about steady;
(Court Seal)
early-sales vealers and slaughter calves
steady; mostly high choice 1040-1175 Ib Streater, Murphy,
slauohter steers 27.75-28.00; choice 950- Brosnahan & Longford,
1250 lbs 26.75-27.50; mixed high good Attorneys for Petitioner.
and choice
2a.50-24.75; mostly high
(First Pub« Sunday, Nov, I
, 1970)
choice 950-1050 lb slaughter heifers 24.75;
choice 850-1100 lbs 25.50-24.50; mixed
CM.L POR BID!
hlgho good and choice 25.25-25.50; utility
The Winona State College Union Inand commercial slaughter cows 19.0020.00; canner and cutler 17.00-19.00; few vites bidders for supplying the following
'-itrono-welght cutters 19,50; utility and It ems:
Corrugated Transport and Slorage
commercial slaughter bulls 24.00-24!00;
Cabinets
cuter 21.50-24 .00; choice vealers 43.00Hot Cabinets, non-Insulated
48.00; few high choice 49.00; good 39.00Knife Recks
44.00; choice slaughter calves 28.00Disposable Refuse 3acK Cablnels
29.00: good 23.00-28.00.
Flatware
Hoos 8,500; barrows and gilts trading
China
slow In developing; prices 25-75 lower;
Ice Flaker
1-2 200-240 lbs 14.25-16,50; 1-3 190-240
Punch Fountain
lbs 16.00-16.25; 2-3 240-260 lbs 15.50Bid specifications may be obtained
16.50; 2-4 260-280 lbs 14.50-15.50; sows
slow, sleady to Weak/ t-3 270-400 lbs through tha college Union office, Winona
13.00-14.00) feeder pigs scarce, steady; State College, Winona, Minnesota.
Bid openings will be held on Wednes1-3 120-160 lbs 13.00-14.00; few 14.50;
day, November 18, 1970, at 1:00 P.M.
bonrs steady.
Sheep 3,000; all classes generally (CST) In tha main office el (he College
steady; choice and prima 85-110 Ib Union. All bids-must be submitted prior
wooled slaughter lambs 25.00-25.50; good to this time and In sealed containers.
The college reserves the* right to reand choice 24.00-25.00; utility and good
wooled slaughter ewes 5.50-6.50; choice fect any and all bids.
Dated November 6, 1970.
60-80 Ib wooled feeder lambs 25.00-25.50;
For the Winona State College Union
80-90 lbs 24 .00-25.50; few 90-100 lbs
George Bolon, Director
22.00-24.00.

lOTt all

CENTER

COMPLETE . . . GUARANTEED

BRAKE JOB $41.88
Here is what we do:
1. Install NEW brake linings all four wheels
2. Completely rebuild wheel cylinder
3. Turn drums nnd arc shoes to fit drums for
complete and safe braking
4. Bleed Brake Lines and add New Brake fluid
5. Clean , inspect and repack front wheel bearings

Montgomery Ward
MIRACLE MALL

rei. *u-un.
white on paws and chest,
A
421 Mankato Av e.
'
rosary loit Sat. eveCOLORED
TOPAZ
T

nlno, vicinity St. J°%tf^.V'"" "
mental value. Tel. 452-W8 »ft>r 6.
rooNHOUND LOST last week, white,
BLIND AOt UNCALLED FOR—
brownTblack. Wilson area. Robert Fort,
A-99, 10).
'.
. ,
Tel. 452-2689.
. . : < • ¦
B-ll, 14.
"Siding
.
Inreading
sign
STOlEN-lob
N O T I C I
stalled By Horner Home Improvement,
This newspaper will M responsible
109 N. Baker, Tel. 454-5296'Vfrom 722
of
any
Insertion
.
Incorrect
one
for only
W. Howard, Hall oween night. Reward.

¦
¦
¦
¦
j AUTO SERVICE
I

4

Lost and Found

Tel. 454-4300

|

|

BABYSITTER needed tomorrow morning*
Inquire 826 E. 5th.

BABYSITTER for 2-year-old, 8-5 on
weekdays, your home, central or wait
location. Tel. 454-4546 after 6 p.m.
SALES WORK — part-time help wanted,
evenings and weekends. Write B-1S
Dally News.
WANTED: Girls to team beauty culture.
Harding Beauty School, 76 Plaza W.
RECEPTIONIST-SECRETARY wanted for
professional office. Will consider parttime. Please state full details of qualifications with references and experience. Write B-19 Dally News.
SECRETA RY-RECEPTIONIST-4 p.m-12
midnight. Apply In person, Paul Watkins Home, 175 E. Wabasha.
RECEPTIONIST-CLERK/Typist and Accounts Receivable Clerk. Fulltime, permanent positions. Good working conditions, fringe benefits. Tel. 454-5010, extension 79 for appointment. Lake Center
Industries.

Male — Jobs of Interest

ELECTRICIAN WANTED — Class B license. Full or part-time. Tel.', Rushfordl
BM-7896.
POLICE PATROLMAN-clty of Winona,
high school graduate, 21-35 years of
age. Excellent physical condition. Starting salary, S564 per month plus fringes.
Apply Room 209, Clly Building, Mr.,
Norton.
PRODUCE MANAGER-hloh volume IGA
foodllner, open salary. Excellent opportunity for the right man. Tol. collect or
wrlta for Interview, skogens IGA, Onalaska, Wis., (2 mllos N. of La Crosse).
Tol. 703-3354.

(

FIGHT WATER

]

POLLUTION

I QUALIFICATIONS:
)
\
I
\
.
I

—27

SINGLE MAN wanted on farm. Jim Nesler, Dover. Tel . St. Charles 932-4857 evenings.

|

1. Male or female, full or part-time
2. Ambitious
3. Sett-motivated
4. No speciafs'chooling (because we train)
5. No age limit
6. Income of $100 and up
7. Will not disturb present job

THURS., NOV. 12

V

|
I
|
'
|

'

)

EXECUTIVE ROOM

I

PARK PLAZA 745

\
,

I

Ask for Mr . Caldwell

|

L^^^-w-v ^^^-*^-^---**,--^^

'

Mala—Jobs of Interw t — 27 Horses, Cattle, Stock

¦

»

¦ ¦'

43 Farm Implements "'

4$ Articles far Sala

JOB OPENINGS for experienced plumb- YORKSHIRE PUREBRED boars, accred- FARMALL F 20, runs good, good rubing and . heating service mechanics.
Ited SPF herd. Rdbert Gahnz, VA mile
'
ber. S. J. Rpterlng, Tel. 454-5882.
Full-time employment guaranteed, inW. of Hart. Til. Rushford B44-9212. !
centlve pay to top quality mechanic In
300/gal.;
a firm with long established reputation. A SMALL AD li not economical II It STAINLESS STEEL bulk tank,
also DeLaval No. 75 vacuum pump,
Union or non-union applicants acceptsays nothing or too llttlel
complete'with I'A" vacuum llnei used
able Contact S. J. Carlson & Son Inc.
DeLaval '.magnetic converter arid 20
SIX OILTS-wlll «1artv to farrow In 1
stall cocks; 4 DeLaval magnetic milkweak. Elder Matthett, RollInBstone.
ing units; 34 used lever stanchions.
Tel. Lewiston Vi7,
Galen Engel, Fountain City,, Ttl. 41777SS
:; ;
SIX HOLSTEIN springing htlftrt and *¦
bottom 14" Allis Chalmara mounted STANCHIONS, 23; 10 drinking cubs; stall
Plow. Willard Salway, Cochrane, Wit.
dividers; WD 45 tractor with power
Tel. WnumandH 416-3314. . j,
steering, good rubber; Minnesota delude.
no manure spreader with liquid
To assist Service Manager. SADDLE BRED show hone,' In rlbboru No.
pan. Tel. Houston 896-3343 alter «:JO.
Must be neat appearing andA all summer. Beautiful horse, wpith
looking at. Ttl. La Crescent I9J-2J»»;
USED LAMINATED RAFTER5I
iiave good driving record.
La Crosse 7*8-1440,
LIKE NEW. Save 50% or morel Other
building materials for sale. For more
APPLY IN PERSON
SPRINGING HOLSTEIN htlfers and
Information. T*l. (507) 289-034*.
cows. Darrel J. Lund, Whalan, Mhin.
Tal. 447-2284.
/ FITZGERALD SURGE
?Sales (¦ Service
REGISTERED HAMPSHIRE boart. Minn,
Lewiston, Minn.
Tel. 420)
ttatlon testing pair index 204. Carcass
data on every litter. Mllo "Wills, La NEW , ROTARY type commercial snow
Crescent. (Nodine).
plow, 8' wide, front end . mount tor
tractor with IOO or more h.p. Portable
REGISTERED GUERNSEY cows and
wet corn or bean holding bins, 530 end
springing heifers. Donald Hardie fam475 bu. capacity. Cattle gates for deily, Blair, Wis, Tel. 408-989-3357 or 989horning and medication work, while they
. 4594.
last $97. St. Charles' Weldltig A Mach.
^
Inc., 137 E. 15 St., St. Charles, Minn.
PUREBRED DUROC boars, priced reasonable. Clifford Rustad, 7 miles S. af JOHN DEERE B—4? model," completely
Rushford, Minn. Tel. 844-7837.
overhauled, new rubber. Tel. 454-1204.

^JW ^

-

YOUNG MAN

•

. .

.

¦

'

'

'

'

•

to MR. STOKKE
Service Manager

TOUSLEY FORD
Train for PRINTING
¦& Hand Composition
Lineoasting and Presswork

THREE BROWN Swiss bulls, dams DHI CABS, rear entry for Farmall H through
record up to 755 lbs. butterfat, service540, $495 or purchase complete steel
able age. Lowell Babcock, Utica, Minn.
package cut to size, ready to weld,
$170 (less glass). Tel. 282-8874, Writt
SPOTTED POLAND China boars, new
Roger 's Cab, Rt. 4, Rochester.
bloodlines, . serviceable ago also 25
feeder pigs, (40 lbs.). Lowell Babcock,
Fertiliser, Sod
Utica, Minn.
,
49

Write
GRAPHIC ARTS
Technical School
for Catalog.

PARTY WANTED to take ever dairy herd ~~"'
CULTURED SOD
with dairy equipment, on premises, also
1 Roll or 1,000. May be picked up.
silage, modern house; or 44 good dairy
Also black dirt.
cows for salt. Lloyd Engrav, Ruihford,
AFTER, 5:30: Inquire 724 E. 7thu
Minn.
Tel.
454-5983 or 454-4132
1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis
PUREBRED SPOTTED Poland Chine
CULTURED SOD
Approved for Veteran Training
boars; Wllbtr Nltblt, Utica, Minn.
Laid or delivered. Also locally grown
sod,
»»%
weedltss. Tel. 4S4-U94.
ELEVEN DUROC crossbred gilts, wtighf
400 lbs., start farrowing about ~~~BLACK DIRT, fill dirt, fill sandT"
Help — Wale or Female
28 about
Nov. 15. Alvin Gaustad, Rt. 3, Houston.
crushed rock and gravel.
Tel. 894-3572.
DON VALENTINE
CARETAKERS for Lutherhaven Bible
Tel. Rollingstone 489-2344
Camp. Man and wile. Tel. Dakota 443- FEEDER PIGS-90, average 40 lbs. Roy
Michaels, Alma, Wis. Tel. 485-3527.
? 4827. . .
BOYS AND girts, earn money telling
candy. Tel. 452-2109.

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44

WOULD you finally like to work In your
own business where the Investment I* DEKALB 20-WEEK-OLD pullet* deliver
your asm efforts, ambitions, and goals
•d to your door. SPELTZ CHICK
and not those of your employers? And
HATCHERY, Rollingstone, Minn. Tel.
If you would like e business where
489-2J11.
you hsvt finally tome fob security,with
a pottntlal Income twice what you're
making new, this may finally be what Wented-Llveitock
46
you are looking fori AH this for an
Initial Investment of lest then $251 Tel.
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
454-3021 for Information,
A REAL OOOD auction market for your
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
Situation* Wanted - F«m. 29 week. Livestock bought every diy.
Truckt avillsbli. Salt, Thurs., ] p.m.
Tel. Hwlttw 8647 er Winona 452-7114.
WILL BABYSIT In my home, Goodview
erea. Ttl. 454-3424.

Farm Impltinmts

SihjaHons Wanhd - Mai* 30

37

4JULF SERVICE Station for lease In St.
Charles. Small Investment needed. Good
opportunity. Contact R. S. Hamilton,
3326 Leonard, La Crosse. Tel. 783-4654.

42

FREE-cufe kittens, lonj and short haired; also horse stabling. Big Valley
Ranch, East Burnt Valley. Tet. 4544305.
TOY POMERANIAN puppies. Miniature
Schnauxef puppltt, all AKC registered.
Stubtr Farm and Kennels, 4 miles
from Bluff Siding en M, Rt.. h Fountain City, Wis.
SHBLTIE (Mlnt-Colllt) pups. AKC. Sables,
iris—all ages. Tel. La Crescent, Minn.
W5-4nt or La Crosse, Wis. 783-2578.

Kochenderfer
& Sons

«
H^
^
^
^
^

USED
CORN PICKERS
1 JOHN DEERE 227
1 JOHN DEERE 227, MultiLube FOR "A," "60" and
"620" Tractor/i.

FEITEN IMPL CO.
113 Washington

Winona

H
p|M f|W|pafM

I ETTRICK LIVESTOCK
MARKET
ETTRICK, WIS.

Slaughter Livestock sale,
every Mon. at 1 p.m.

,.

For Trucking from Buffalo Co. area
Tel. Delbert Ellis 608-323-7146
or Art Quarberg 608-946-3758
the night before each sale.
or

Ettrick Livestock Market
608-525-3011
Buying hogs daily until noon.

TWO-FAMILY Rummage Sale, 211 Washington St.

FARMERS ,.. DON'T WAIT
until your Tractor breaks down.
( EMIL has a birthday this month
§
\ I and he is giving you a present.
*! On ANY ALLIS CHALMERS re1 pair
job of $175.00 or more, booked from
now until DECEMBER
'
K
^j
^S
24, 1970, He will , give you
EMIL
FREE TRUCKING & 10% DISCOUNT
on all parts used on the job.
NOTE: All Work MUST BE COMPLETED
no later than January 29, 1971

KEN S Sales & Service
Tel. 452-9231
»

Turkey
Winners:

81
BRIGHTEN UP your meals with place Wanted to Buy
matt, (umbo cups, mugs or lam |ars
wanted
by
private
colOLD U.S. coins
from Relnhard's, 227 E. 3rd.
lector. Will buy any amount ol Indian
cents through sliver dollar! and ' any
PEARL NECKLACE crocheting classes
coins of collecting value, Ttl. 454-2274
start Tues. night at; 7:30 and Wed, aftafter 6 p.m. or write Dick Drury,
ernoon tt 2 (two classes). Limited enPleasant Valley, Winona, Minn,, 55987.
rollment. Ttl. 454-5312 for details. The
place, 1054 W. Broadway. Open eveWM.
MILLER SCRAP IRON d METAL
nings.
CO. pays highest prices for icrap Iron,
metals
and raw fur.
PORTABLE HOOVER Spin Dry wastier,
Closed Saturdays
¦ white; conventional Maytag. Tel. Altura
222 W. 2nd
Ttl. 452-5067
4519 orVlte Mrt. John Meisch, Altura.
HIGHEST PRICES PAIB
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw furs and woolI ,.

NEW fashion colors are Sue's delight. She
keeps her carpet colors bright with Blue
Lustrel Rent electric shampooer $1.
Robb Bros: Store.

Sam Weisman &/Sons

WHEN YOU BUY appliances or TV first
check with the rest and then see us for
lowest prices. FRANK LILLA «. SONS,
741 E. Ilh. Optn evenings.

Rooms Without Meals

INCORPORATED
"' Ttl, -452-5B47
450 W. 3rd

LARGE HO-model railroad setup and/or
equipments large ship model, miscellaneous completed models; also O-gauge ROOM for gentleman. Tel. 452-6589.
locomotive model. Great Christmas
gifts) Tt). 454-3031.
•
Apartments, Flats

86

¦

¦

¦

¦

'

"
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MONOGRAM OIL HEATERS-1 room to CENTRAL LOCATION-newly redecorated
7 room sizes, thermostat controlled.
3 rooms with private balh, Partially
GAIL'S APPLIANCE, 81) 1, 3rd.
furnished. Heat and hot wsltr Included.
Adults. $150. Tel. 452-6790.
GOOD USABLE household Items. Furniture and clothing, zippers replaced at CENTRALLY 10CATED-4 (linn, neatly
CADY'S on W. Sth.
decorated rooms and bath, Reasonably
priced. Available Dec. 1. Adults, Tel.
UNUSUAL OIFT AND home furnishing
452-3623,
Items available at
&
BOOKS
ANTIQUES
MARY TWYCE
STREET LEVEL. Private palls, all new
920 W. Sth
l-bedroom apartment for middle-ego or
older adults. Carpeting, refrigerator,
electric range, air conditioning, drapery
rods, soft water furnished, By lease
For All Makes
only. $130 month. Tel. 452 (164 tor apOl Record Playen
pointment.

NEEDLES

Hardt's Music Store
114-118 Plaza E.

D-CON READY MIX

Hwy. 14-61 E.

Thanksgiving

Apartments, Furnished

91

AVAILABLE NOW, deluxe (llklency, on
Freezers & Refrigerators
bus line. 1 adult. $95. Tel, 454-5250.
IT costs no moro to own a Gibson. Come
i
In end get our prices. WINONA FIRE APARTMENT for 1 or 2 WC Olrli to
8. POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. 452-5045.
shore, Vi block from campus, at 67 W.
10th. Tel. 454-3005.

*M
M
H
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k
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Breezy Acres
. ' " "'

MLS BEALTOR

65

ROOMS FOR MEN-1 twin bul unit and
1 tlngla bed unit. Te). 452-415?,

Feeder Cattle and Dairy Replacement Sale . .' .
First and third Thurs. at 7 p.m.

d
a^
S
l
i
^M
M
n
M
H
H

Good Things fo Eat

SEVEN-PIECE dinette, $40; Select, $35. EXPERT REPAIR service on all makes
Table, 35"x48" - '40"x72", formica top,
of sewing machines. Estlmila given
good condition, bow trim. Tel. 452-9294.
SEWINS CO,
before work. WINONA
¦' . '
¦•
..
915 w. 5th. ¦ y ¦ : . ' ¦ '
SALE STARTING Wed. noon. Full size
electric
skillet,
metal bed, complete;
light fixtures, porch cot, picture frames, Typewriters
77
much miscellaneous. 1114 W. 4tn.
THREE let* model Edison dictating maOARAGE SALE — household furniture,
chines and 1 transcriber. All In excel- dishes, bedspreads, comforters, window
lent condition. See Office Manager,.
rugs,
2
pulley
and floor planter stands,
Winona Agency.
lamps, roller skates In case, size 8; ice
skates, size 9; sweaters, 1 suit case, TYPEWRITERS and adding machines for
elettrlo mixer, popcorn popper, brand
rent or sale. Low rates. Try na for all
new; electric fry pan, electric percolayour office supplies, desks, files or oftor, small entlque waffle Iron, other
fice chairs. LUND OFFICE SUPPLY
miscellaneous Items. Wed. tfiroujh Sat.,
CO., 119 Center St. Tel. 45M222.
• a.m.-4 p.m. 941 W. Howard.

Fountain City, Wis.

DACHSHUNDS, Cockers, Peke-O-Poos,
Poodles, Terrltrt and Springer. 120-560.
Don Lakey, Trempealeau, WU.

^
^
^
^

l^lfel ^fei^^

Special Price; [ y

FRENCH POODLE — apricot color, •
months old. »45. Tel. 454-1752. 406'A E.
?4th. . .

EXPERIENCED'poodle grooming at HIII' crest Poodle Parlor. Tel. Alma 445-4873
for an appointment. Also AKC 4 monlhs,
white miniature male, 550.

USED APARTMENT size gas range, also
used portable) TV and color TV sets.
B <¦ B ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd.

For Rats & Mice

1 lb
3 lbs
5 lbs

11.49
$3.95
$5.95

TED MAIER DRUGS
Downtown & Mlraclt Mall

Business Places for Rent

92

MODERN OFFICES on the Plata. Sllrnemen-selover, Co., Tel. 452)151. 452-9233
or 452-4347.

Garages for Rent

NEW LATE $149.95 model Norgt wash OARAGE FOR RENT. 266 W, 4th.
machine, used 5 times, guaranteed, In
A-l condlllon. Ttl. 452-3011.

Houses for Rent

94
95

«_—— :
u
RCA VICTOR console 23" black and white
TV, lust Ilka new. Tel. 452-241] afters. PANELLED, CARPETED » bedroom
brick home. East. Near biw, available
Dec. 1. JIM ROBB RBM.TY, Tal.
454-5870 until S p.m.
No. 1' large eggs, doz. 33c
20" Bicycle, S12.50
96
Wanted to Rent ,
Shot milk cans, 75c
Antique corn shelter, $4.71
HAVING A PROBLEM 1ln#a an apartment to rent? We cen ¦»» you n
mobile home with low down payment
and reasonable monthly payment*. Call
Nora tielnlen, 452-3175.

Bargain Prices
NEUMANN'S
MAIL

DAILY NEWS
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at

TED MAIER DRUGS
No Telephone Orders
Will Bo Taken

Wfnona Dalfy News 7f.
IB

IjL BOB

|l20 <tMTeR-

MAYTAG WASHER; lady 's pesrl mink
scarf and hat; lady's all weather coat, RUSSET POTATOES, 20 lbs.,. «C| pitted
dates, 2 lbs. 69c; chocolate candy, 2
slacks, slit 14. All new. Tel. Cochrane
lbs. 69c. Wlnone Potato Marks),
248-2498.
ANTIQUE WHITE pitcher and bowl set.
Tel. 454-4812 between 8 and 9:30 p.m.

99 Trucks, Tracfort, Traders 108

<eil IIpSefo^t
TT REALTOR

TOWN

PROVINCIAL BEDROOM stt; antique
dining room set; breakfast set with
4 chairs; refrigerator, 2-door upright,
DISC SHARPENING by rolling, no metal
removed. On-farm ttrvlet anywhere. ' self-defrostlnfli antique desk. Tel. 454Mrs. A. Koeth
Diamond K Enterprises, Fred Kranz, . 5483. ' ,?
St. Charles, Minn. Tel. 932-4308.
320
E. 9th St., Winona
wall
rack,
freeze;
NORGE 15 cu. ft. deep
Lewiston, Minn.
« ft. long, 6 ft. high With 25-20 Inch
FORD 2-row corn picker, WD Allis
deep pockets, could be used for automomounts, separate or with tractor. Reld
tive parts, etc.; used, lumber and price
Johnson, Minnesota City. Tel. 489-2294.
. tag moulding. Inquire at 513 Mankato
Ave. Hours: 9-12, 1 to S p.m.
HOMELITE, THE NO. 1 CHAIN SAW
Now tome good used tawi
69
after Machinery and Tools
CHEST
ct drawers. Tel. 454-4872
Expert repair service.
- . A'
' .' . : ; ¦ : : ¦ ? .
5:38.
POWER AAAINTENANCE «, SUPPLY CO.
MELROE
BOBCATS
2nd d Johnson
Tel. 452-2571
ONE of the liner things of life. Blue NEW, used and reconditioned for aali or
rent by the hour, day or w«t. Your
Lustre carpet and upholstery cleaner.
MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
Bobcat Dealer — Dakota Hesvy EquipRent electric shampooer $1. H. Choate
RATH wash tanks, fans, air (makes,
¦ & Co.
¦ " ¦ ' - ' ¦ 'A ¦ - ' '
ment
Sales Company. 4 mllei west of
¦
hose parts,' storage cablnttt.
.
A
Dakota on County Road 12 ll Nodine.
Ed't Refrigeration aV Dairy Suppllia
Ttl.
643-6J90.
Rugs,
town
tale.
houseMOVING OUT of
555 E. 4th
Tel. 452J532
hold goods, clothes, lamps, miscellaneous. Starting Wed., 9 ,e.m. 402 W. Musical Merchandise
70
Sarnia.
SCANDELtl accordion, 120 bast, red and
HOLLYWOOD BED, In good condition; 2
white, 307 E. 7th.
platform rockers ; 2 lamp tables and
In November
¦
magazine rack, all antiques. A few oth- RENT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS from
•
;??
•
.
on
er miscellaneous Items including an outHARDT'S, Pianos, violins, clarinets,
door barbecue- grill, In excellent condi- trumpets, etc. Rental payironi apply
Owatonna
tion. Tel. 452-2480. 941 W. Howard.
toward purchase price. HARDT'S MUMustang Traetors
SIC STORE, 114 Levee Plea E.
TWIN BEDS, complete; davenport, tan;
baby buggy. Reasonably priced. Tel.
73
454-5544. ' ¦¦ ¦ ¦ .. ¦ ¦' ' ; ¦ : ¦ .- . - . ¦ Sewing Machines

WE STAND behind our AKC registered
puppies 100% with a 3-year guarantee.
All of our puppies have had shots and
have been wormed with Task. You can
charge your purchast on BankAmerlcard or we can finance. Buy from the
people who know and have tht best
selection In the arte. THE AQUARIUM,
159 E. 3rd. Tel. 454-2874.

SILVER GRAY AKC miniature poodles,
12 weeks old. .Only 1 males remaining,
very lovable pets. Tel. 454-359S after 5.

TWO-WHEEL trailer, license and trailer
hitch, $20. Tal, 454-4812 betwatn ¦and
9:30 p.m.

FOR SALti

MCDONALD^

FOR SALE, Minnesota Hotel at Junction
of U.S. Hwys. 14-41 & T4, La Crescent,
Minn. Owner retiring to Florida Dec.
1. 18 units plus attractive 4-bedroom living quarters. $45,000. $20,000 down, balance at 75i In easy monthly payments.
Ttl. La Crescent 495-2420.

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

57

98 Houses for Safe

Winons, Minnesota
WALLY'S Supper Club has Ctirlilrnat IF YOU ARE In the market for a farm NEAR FREMONT—5-room house. 4 acre* P0RD-i-194« panel truck, 4 snow tires
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER: 10, 1W
parties for sale.
or home, or are planning to tell real
of land. C SHANK, 552 E. Ird.
with wheats, completely winterlied. May
estate of any type Contact NORTHb« awn at West End Wotor Court parkSANSUI 350 receiver-amplifier, 2 months
ERN INVESTMENT COMPANY Real, BEST BUY In Wlnonel Priced *om $24/>
ed In front or ad|scent to garage on Used Cars
109
old, asking $175. Tel. 454-GM afltr i
.
EMate Broker, Independence, Wit. or
500. 3 modals. i or 3-bwJroom TownOrr in St.
Eldon W. Birg, Real Estate Saltsmtn,
houses..All have central air conditioning
CHEVROLET - 1944 lmpala Station'
and 2-car gsreges. Financing available.
Books, Psrodicals
Wagon, air conditioned, new tires, 327
60 Arcadia, Wis. Tel. 323-7350.
Must bt seen to be appreciated. Tel.
cu. In. engine. Tel. 452-3834. '
.
1967
Ford Truck
FARMS-FARMS-FARMS
454-105?
or
454-3955.
GOOD SELECTION of out of print books
BUICK—1946
LeStbre, $1150. Tel. 454-1014
plus many newer ones, Including chil- 202 ACRES-KorthWtM arte,
750 Series titt cab, 5firtJI* Mil. NEW 9-SEDR00M home, doubt* atafter 5:39.
dren's available at
100' Grade A dairy barn, like new. 2
,
tacfted
garage,
family
room
with
fire2-speed.
10.00-20
Seed
MARY TWYCE ANTIQUES (¦ BOOKS
silos, 4 car garage. Large machine
place. 1492 Height* Blvd. Hllkt Hornet,
DODGE—1949 Super 8ee 2-door sedan, aues, Jong wheel base.
920 W. 5th '
shed. Good farm home. 040,000.
Inc., Orval Hllkt, Tal. 4524127.
tomatic vinyl roof. Asking pr!ce,. $l9Sl
or take over payments. Tel. 452-4153.
Building Materials
61 RECREATIONAL LAND-160 tcretr 70 NEW OLfiN ECHO Addition: 2 to frbed- Nelson Co-op Creamery
acres open, balance wooded.
room hornet now under construction,
IMPALA-1959, V-8, good condition; new
Nelson, Wis. ' *25,OOO-i2?,O0O.Wllmer Larson ConstrucBUILDING MATERIAL, V'xV' -ti 11mbrake lining, automatic drive. Tel. 452tion. Til. 4KM533, .
bers, $9 each; 8"*B'M0' tlmbm, $18 PIGEON FALLS AREA-208 acrei, hea7412 or 454J212,
vy toll. Recently built, 34'xlOO' Grade
each; 2"xlO"-24' dimension, V each;
A dairy barn; also a new H'xSO' tils. FOR QUICK SALE-owner offers this at- Uw! Cart
lOtf VOLKSWAGEN - 1944 Bug, clean, good
2'xtf'-24' dimension, $9 each; 4"KS"*
Barn No. 2 Is 34'x50" and Ideal for
tractlve 3-bedroom rambling ranch
to 20' dimension; 3"x8"-10' to W dirunning, good tires, low mileage. $595
young cattle, This one also has recently
home for las* than market value. Leav- PLYWOUTH-1M8 Rosdrunnar; Wff Oldtmension; 3"x6"-io' to 16' dlmtnslon;
cr best offer. Mutt sell. Tel. 454-17S5
remodeled 3 bedroom farm home. May
ing stall. Choice west location, cabinet
4"x4"-10' to 2V dimension. . All closeafter
5:38.
mobllo Moor hardtop. Inquire MERbe purchased complete with all farm
out prices. Shop tools, 40-ton hydraulic
kltchtn, built-in range, disposal, lVk
CHANTS NATIONAL BANK.
personal
property.
Better
check
this
ont
press, *37J, hand controlled; 211 amp
ceramic baths, drape* and carpeting,
BUICK—1942 Electra, 1 owner, In excelK.O. Lee electric welder, $125; parts , outl
full basemtnt, screened patio, 2-car D0DCE-19W Super Bit, "« pack", 4lent condition. Contact R. MeDonah,
wash rack wim"pump,y$75f: Sioux wive
Blair, Wis. Tel. 989-47OT weekdays after
attached gsrege with •Itctrenla door
ipeed. 11,000 actual milts. Shown by
MIDWEST
REALTY
CO.
reseater, $75; portable overhead 3-ton
2 p.m. '
opener, curved drive on ccrntr lot.
tppolntment. MERCHANTS NATIONAL
Osseo, Wit.
hydraulic hoist, «75; 1957 2-ton Ford
BANK.
Tel. 45444*6.
Robert Bockus, Realtor.
truck, 51,000 miles, new tires, $600. Tel.
LINCOLN — 1941 Continental 4-door, re"¦ ' ' ' • ¦
,,,
, r
I—
1
Office 715-597-3659, residence 7I5-695-3157 _
454-4552, 6 p.m. fo Ip.m.
built motor, winterized end reasonable.
CHEVELLE—1948
Mallbu 2-door hardtop,
OWNER Wl/ST MOVE. 2-year» old. 4
T. H. Erickson Salesman 715-695-3422.
Tel. ,452-9441.
m. 4 tpted. %W!. Tel. Houston 8f«bedrooms, carpeted, central air condiBranch office, Augusta, Wis.
Coal, Wood, Other Fuel 63
tioning, attached double garage, all y37oa.
Selden Russell, Manager, 715-286-2841
TOO MANY CARSI Will Sell Rambler
'
'
thermopane windows, 2V4 baths. Tel.
»
, i
.
1965 Classic 460, 4-eyllnder, 4-door se454-3859,
FIREPLACE wood, oak only, spill and
FORD—1963 Oalaxlt 500, 289. SS7*. Ttl.
dan, stick shift, 7 tires Including snows,
Houses
for
Sale
A
99
dry. Tel. 452-7490
or
St.
Charlti
932452-5837.
.
a buy at $350; also Volkswagen, 1970
4429. . _ y - ( ¦ .:
FOUR-BEDROOM home, finished base"Campmoblle" with ppptop tent, radio,
TWO-BEDROOM home at 9*4 E. 9th.
ment, 1% baths, fully carpeted throughU.S. specs. New In Europe In June,
^door hardtop, 6*y1BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enloy
Basement, porches, garage. Immediate
out, ho) water heat, 2-car garage, handy CHEVROLET—1943
(ust returned. At $2950, save $1,000 unthe comfort of automatic personal care.
occupancy. Terms may be arranged;
location In city. Best offer over $30,000." Inder, standard transmission.' Vory
der
cost here. Harold Clark, 121 Mo
tlean. 521 W. Sarnia. Tel. 454-2145.
Keep-full service — complete burner
Tel. 452-7184.
' Quick possession. Tel. 4544891 anytime.
Phall, Caledonia, Minn. Tel. 724-2798 or
care and furnace cleaning. Budgtl serv724-2811
ice. Order today from JOSWICK FUEL THREE-FOUR bedroom home In CoodPLYMOUTH - 19« Rbadrunner, 383, 4Farm* — Homes — Businesses
& OIL CO., 901 E. 8th. T«l. 451-3402.
vlew. $22,803. Tel. 454-3590.
barrel, 4rspeed, tsttv ' red with black
Our Specialty
111
Interior. Good tlrai. Excellent condition. Mobile Homes, Trailers
BILL CORNFORTH, REALTOR, MLS A
NEW 1 bedroom Colonial horn* tn U
Tel. 454-1747 after I p.m.
La Crescent, Minn. Tel. 895-2106
Furn., Rugs, Linoleum
64 acre lot. Financing / available. Tel.
THREE BEDRQOM 1964 Craftsman moWi Buy, Sell eVTrad*
4544381
NEED MONEYI 1963 Pontiac Bonneville,
bile home, completely furnished with
VINYL ASBESTOS tile, 12x12, 15V4c
hardtop, low/
V-S,
automatic,
^door
washer and dryer. Priced to sell fasti
each. All vinyl tile, 12x12, 20c eiach;
mileage,
perfect
condition.
$500
or
best
|
For sale with lot. See anytime at
•
"
¦
i
Johns Manvllle vinyl asbesto tile, 18c
^
""
"
" »"
"«
i "
"
effer. Tel. Rushford 844-7470.
Potter's Trailer Court No. 10, Stockton.
each; also large stock of 9' and .12'
linoleum Inlaldi. SHUMSKI'a,
FORD—1964 XL, bolow book price. Tel. DEAR YOUNG PEOPLE: Are you tired
of renting and v/ant a home ot your
Plslnvlew 534-2481 after 3 p.m. and -Sat.
USED FURNITURE: 2-pIece grey -frlez«
own? Mobile homes may be financed
sectional, $25; 2-plece living room suite,
quickly and conveniently at low cost at
$25; twin and full size mefal bediprlngs;
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK, Let
your choice, $5. BORZYSKOWSKI FURsM[ '"'^
™^f??%' v v< 7 %^$__v____f >
a friendly Installment Loan Officer exNITURE, 302 Mankato.
plain the terms in every day language
beginning homemakers can understand
SPECIAL! Textured plastic top -woodend appreciate. Stop todayl
graln table, 4 naugahyde covered chairs,
CM«yy^ft%.^F ct ' ___________t^
VA£U£T A j*
^
bronie finish. $75. BURKE'S FURNITRAVEL TRAILER-27' Silver Streak.
TURE MART, 3rd. & Franklin, Open
Write R. F. Rodell, 2431 Prospect SU
Wed. and Frl. evenings; Park behind
La Crosse, Wis. 54601.
the store.
"UST AND SELL"

®

•IL PRIESBN, your ramodellng consultant. For carpenter work and general
maintenance. Tel. 454-4441 or 452-2598.

Busines# Opportunities

48

Articles for Sal*

57 Farms, Land for Sate

APARTMENT OR HOUSE, furnished or
unfurnished, 2 or 3 bedroome, Jan.' 1
occupancy, In or near clly. Tel. Red
Wind 612-388-7357 collect,
HUSBAND, WIFE, 2 call, looking for
small, nice house or large moblla home
Immediately. Tel. 452-9011 between 56:30, ask for Chuck.
^
^
^

Farms, Land for Salt

98

160 ACRES-72 tillable, good 3-bedroom
home, barn and other tulldlnos. Only
JIM per acre. TOWN «. COUNTRY
1 REAL ESTATE, Tel. 4JOW1 .

Town
Quality 3-bedroom home, 4
years old. Luxurious carpeting, beautiful drapes,
washer, dryer, dishwasher,
disposal btiilt-in range and
refrigerator included. $35,000.
MLS 119
Two bedroom house, completely remodeled throughput. In excellent neighborhood. Move in now! $12,900.
?MLS 210
Excellent income. 3-aparr>
ment building, within walking distance to business district. $17,950.
MLS 259

And Country

. faMaa^aaHaaMamaaa ^awMawaawaaiaaaMaa t

Immaculate3-bedroomrambler, walkout basement,
p ec room, on large lot with
beautiful view. Minutes
from Winona on school bus
route. $23,900.
MLS-T
120 acres, 4 bedroom house,
30x60' barn with beef setup, barn cleaner, corn crib
and granary. 8 miles S. of
Winona on Hwy.- 43. $34,900.
MLS 204
90 acres of tillable land, 2% ¦
miles W. of Wyattville. Very
good land. $32,000. MLS 151
Town & Country Real Estate
Office: 454-3741
After hours call:
Mark Zimmerman . 454-1476
Herb Gunderson -• 454-5287
Gene Karasch .... 454-5809
Jim Mohan ..
454jll43
Nora Heinlen ..... 452-3175
The

Gordon Agency, IncREALTORS

(Member Multiple Listing Service)

WHERE THE ACTIONIS
WE HAVE HOMES IN
ALL PRICE BANGES
ALL SIZES
ALL LOCATIONS
Office Phone 452-5351
AFTER HOURS CALL:
Myles Petersen .... 452-4009
Laura Fisk ....... 452-2118

nan—

I. —

mm

p

'

i

. ¦¦— myammm

THE

l$j[__ \ AGENCY
___y Exchange Bldg.
\
""»"
Winona

Many tiomss to choose from at
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
Hwy. 1+41 E„ Winona Tel. 452-4274J

1966 PONTIACS
TO CHOOSE
FROM

BSl^^^SS

V CATALINA
Convertible

E. 2nd- plj^ffl |- 454-5141

2 CATALINA
4-doors

Multiple Listing Service

1 EXECUTIVE
4-door

Contract f or Deed
Cornerlot 3 bedroom home.
New furnace, gas forcedair. Full basement with %
bath. Permanent: siding with
combination screens and
storms. Large front screen
porch for warm summer
evening. MLS 62

1 EXECUTIVE
4-door
Hardtop
Headquarters For
Pontiac
Sales & Service

Country Living
Minutes from Winona
New home, 3 bedroom, split
entry. Spacious living room,
dining room, cozy family
room, carpeted throughout.
Easy financing available.
MLS 269

Stockton
4 bedroom home with lots
of space and possibilities.
Large corner lot with outbuildings. See it to approdate the potential. MLS
236

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd Tel. 454-2711
Open Mon. 4 Fri. Nights

GREEN TERRACE Moblla Homes. Exclusive Northern built Clitckasha dealer
In this area. 1971 models at '70 prices.
See Earl Nottleman; Tel. 454-1317' or
452-9612. ;

TOWN &
,
COUNTRY
MOBILE HOMES

Hwy. 43 at Sugar Loaf, the old auction barn. 1971 Model -mobile homes
startling ot $3445. Well constructed,
4" sldewalls, -full 1-year warrantyOffice phone: 454-5287. If no answer
call: Nora Heinlen, 452-3175) Jim Mo- ¦:
nan, 454-1143. There will be tonneone at one of these numbers any
time. REMEM&fcR: We are also
stocking 12', 14' and 24' moblla homea
and modular homes.

J.A.K.'S

MOBILE HOMES

Largest selection In this area.
Highway 35
Nelton, Wis.

Auction Sales
¦¦
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, city and state licensed
and bonded. Rt. J, Winona. Tel.
452-4980.
FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctioneer
Will handle all sizes ' and fclndc at
auctions.
Tel. Dakota 643-6143.

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

Everett J. Kohner .
Wlnone, Tel. 452-7814
Jim Papenfuss, Dakota Tel. 453-2971
NOV. 14—SM. 11 a.m. iv» milts W. of
Arcadia on State Hwy. 95 to Co. Trunk
C, then 3% miles N. Elmer W. Schultz,
owner; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer* Northern Inv. Co., clerk.

KKisas^sssm^ssssss ^^

following
i Farm¦ has¦ been sold so owner will dispose of the
^ ' : ¦ ' ¦: . .?
¦
¦ '
.
1 afc : /¦ '• .¦. .
Affur
'. m

Increase Your Income
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: NORTHERN INVESTMENT CO. , fflj

3 APARTMENT MULTI- *
PLE DWELLING. Prime
central location. Fully rented for the '70-71 school I Located VA miles West of Arcadia on State Highway 55
season. All male tenants. 1 to County Trunk "C." Then 3Vi miles North. Watch for
This building is in tip-top If arrows.
¦
¦
condition and may he bought I
' ¦'
'
'
'¦ "
I
for a reasonable price. MLS
20B

NEAR THE LAKE
Open All Day Saturday
Low down payment can put
After hours phones:
you in your own home! Big
452-4934
Pat Magin
y a r d . . . garage with work452-4854
Bill Ziebell
shop. 3 bedrooms, big fam454-5726
Ann Zachary
ily sized kitchen, living
452-3973 •
Ed Hartert
room and dining room, 2
452-6331
Harriet Kiral
enclosed porches. See it to452-5139
Jan Allen
day! MLS 222
WANT TO BE EAST?
Sale or Rent; Exchango 101
Then call right now to see PROPERTY MANAGEMENT - weoklyi
this 2 story brick home with
monthly or annually, Compattnce, Integrity end reliability assured since
2 or 3 bedrooms, newry
UJ2. Tel. 454-5B70. JIM ROBB REALTY,
Eanelled kitchen, carpeted
ving room . . . UNDER
Boats, Motors, Etc.
106
$9,000 CONTRACT FOR (
DEED with E-Z payments! HYDROPLANE—12'A', flberolass 6ver plywood. $150. Tel. 452-6085.
MLS 161
FREE WINTER STORAGE on your outCOMPLETELY REDONE
board with low prlct funpup. Chaclc
our 10-polnt plan. Wa pick up and dt(Ivor. Also boat 'storage. DICK'S MA3 carpeted bedrooms, big
RINE, Latsch Island, Winona Municipal
living room, dining room
Harbor. Ttl. 4i2-30».
and TV room. Very nice
Motorcycles, Bicycles
107
kitchen and bath. Only
$10,900. East location. Ga- NEED MONEYI 196? T-3J0 Suzuki motorrage. MLS 106
cycle, 750 actual mllos. $600 or but
oiler. Til. Rushford 864-7470.
DUPLEX WEST ON
HONDA — Immedlatt delivery. SLJM,
BUSLINE
CUSH, CB350, Hondt Mini Traill. Ntw
Honda 350CC Kl, M)h CT70 Mini Traill,
4297. Starki Sport Shop, Pralrla du
Take over the contract on
Chien, Wis. Tar. 3M-233I.
this good buy! Each apartMOTORCYCLES, Ctttrol Oil, parti,
'ment has 2 bedrooms, sepaaccessories, service.
rate water heaters, enROBB MOTORS, INC.
trances. Upper rental $100
Winona — Eau Clalra
monthly . . . Let tho renters
Snowmobiles
107A
buy it for you! MLS 248
COLEMAN - SKIROULE- SNOWMOBILES
BUILDING LOTS
1971 models In stock ,
, :
Several choice lots for
Spring building. Call for
details.
AFTER HOURS
Pat Heise 452-5700 or 452-2551
Ralph T. Hengel VJ54-3518

THREE-BEDROOM house trailer. Marshfield. Take over payments. Write P.O.
Box 412, Winona.

I .Saturday/. November . 14 I
I
i

Sale starts at 11 A.M.
Lunch will be served.
Furniture will be sojfd first beginning at 11 A.M.

i

I
MACHINERY: 1969 John Deere 2020 Utility type |
1 tractor with 350 hours, Power steering, solution in tires,
I like new; John Deere Model 48 loader with hydraulic
I bucket, large bucket and extension; set of stands for 48 A
1 loader; John Deere 2-bottom 16" hl-clearance plow \
1 mounted with trip beams, sidehill hitoh, & cover boards; \
| John Deere mounted double disc with notched blades in 1
| front; John Deere 2 row rotary hoe, like new; Jobn |
| Deere Model 246-247 mounted planter with fertilizer at- |
1 Jtachment; John Deere mounted stalk chopper; John
| Deere 3 section flexible drag with 2 section and 3 sec- • |
I tion draw bars; Kosch power mower; Massey Ferguson i
beater; |
1 #18 PTO spreader with extended sides, single
¦
|26* - 4" Auger witb 1 HP electric motor.; 2-20* 4" Auger |
1 with Vz HP electric motor; 3 hoppers for Auger elevators; |
endgate spreader; set of 13x28 tractor chains; front I
weight lot 2020; large drawbar weight; 2 sets of irons, J
cables and endgates for false endgate chopper boxes; 1
pile of used tin, ridge roll; part roll of 1x2 in, mesh |
£'
netting; some misc. Items.
TRUCK: 1966 GMC 2 ton truck with 12' steel bottom |
platform, corn sides and cattle sides and dump hoist, |
, .
! one owner truck, 56,000 actual miles.
BOAR : 1 Hampshire boar, serviceable age. '
i
I
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS: Westinghouse electric dryor;
i Kenmore automatic washer; very good Duncan Phyfe \
table with 2 chairs; 2 piece bedroom set with single |
H bed
and <lresser, complete, brand new; 3 piece bedroom j
fl
i set, complete; several uphofstered chairs; chrome din- j
I ette sot with 4 chairs; 2 metal cabinet bases; utility %
I cabinet; dehumidifier; new table lamp; bookcase; ' |
chest of drawers: mahogany radio-phono combination ¦¦
I
§ console; occasional tables; 2 metal beds; 3 tubs; stand; |
||3 sets of dishes;<» rockers; smoker; lamps; mirrors; s
i| pictures; canister sets; cameras; Sunbeam electric mix- |
i er; stainless silverware; pressure cooker; usual house- |
¦'
BEE JAY'S CAMPER SALES
I hofd items such as electric appliances ; pots; pans; 't
IMS W. till
Tol. 452-452*
Open av«nlngs and Sat.
1 dishes, Bnen and bedding; Monarch range with double jj
I
THINK SNOWI Think Sno-Prlnca. Lat ua |§ oven on top.
MISC. TOOLS, ETC.: Craftsman floor model drill |
isrvlca your snowmobile tor tha wlnltr I
nason. Winona Recreational Equlppress with % HP electric motor; table saw with tilting
¦ ment Co., 74 W. and. Houra, »•» w«k- 1
I bed and & HP electric motor; chain hoist; 2 seta trailer
dayu 9-5 Sat.
m steps (3 steps with 40" platform and railing); storm t
Oo Ont Belttr
| windows and screens.
|
Go Skl-Doo l
Th* nlnete«n seventy
ITEMS OF POSSIBLE ANTIQUE VALUE: Laundry \
I
ONE
DICK'S MAR INE
| stove; rocker; trunks; cistern pump; iron kettle; crocks; I
Lttsch Island, Wlnoh* Municipal Harbor
i
J desk; horsehair robe; misc. items.
Tal. 45J-3809
TERMS: Northern On The Spot Credit.
Trucks, Tractors, Trallars 108 I
I
ELMER W. SCHULTZ, OWNER
OMC-1M2, tilt cab, l»- flraln box, ljton
hoist, 401 engine. Dob Nessler, St. Clur.
Alvin Kohner, Auctioneer
lit. Tel. 912-4025
P
Investment
Co., Lester Scnty, Clerk
Northern
F0RO—19M 1-ton, 4-spsed, laroe 4-cyl. P
Indtr, duals, 7.50x16 tires, cattle rock.
Represented by: Eldon W. Berg, Arcadia, Wisconsin
|
A-l. 11495. Will take anything In trod*.
Tat, «Q9-26£?.
lii&MSSMEa^BWmffi^

I

BUZZ SAWYER

I

.1.

By Roy Crane

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY;

By Chick Young

BLONDIE

By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER
REDEYE

By Gordon Bess

i
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STEVE CANYON

APARTMENT3G

REX MORGAN,M.D.

.^

By Milton Canniff

By Alex Kofzky

By Dal Curtis

.
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By Fred Laswell

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH

THE WIZARD OF ID

By Parker and Hart

TIGER
"*""

NANCY
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. . . . .

.
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By Bud Blako
''
.
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* By Ernio Bushmiller
GRIN AND BEAR IT

DENNIS THE MENACE

i

MARY WORTH

By Saunders and Ernst

I ' m bring ing it up at tho next Libera tion mooting—women
'will never bo iroo until they abolish telephone polos!"

i

—

*I/W HOT S 'f OSEDTO TAUCTOYA.
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